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The tone system of Meꞌphaa, an Otomanguean language (or group of languages) 
spoken in the eastern part of the state of Guerrero, Mexico, is quite complex, largely 
due to the complex agreement systems used with nouns and verbs. Aspects of the tone 
system have been described to some degree for the Malinaltepec and Azoyú varieties, 
but little has been documented about tone in other varieties. This thesis focuses on the 
tone system of a less-documented variety, Acatepec, with the goal of broadening the 
understanding of the tone systems of other Meꞌphaa varieties.  
The thesis follows the methodology set forth in Snider (2013) by presenting the 
underlying tone melodies found among different categories and classes of morphemes, 
focusing on nouns and verbs, and how those melodies are realized in different 
phonological and grammatical environments. 
All nine possible melodies consisting of sequences of up to two tones from the 
three-height system are found among disyllabic nouns. The /HL/ melody is realized 
differently on nouns having /ʔ/ or /h/ foot-medially than it is on other nouns. The 
melodies /MH/, /ML/, /LH/, and /LM/ are not found among monosyllabic  nouns with 
long vowels. Comparison with some other varieties of Meꞌphaa suggests these may have 
been neutralized with the /L/ melody in these syllable profiles in Acatepec. Only the 
melodies /H/, /M/, and /L/ are found among monosyllabic nouns with short vowels. 
In most classes of verbs in the corpus, verbs having disyllabic stems have examples 
of all underlying melodies except /LH/. Only the melodies /H/, /M/, and /L/ are found 
among verbs that have monosyllabic stems. There is no difference in the realization of 
the /HL/ melody between verbs having /ʔ/ or /h/ foot-medially and those that do not. 
xv 
Comparing differences in the realizations of tone melodies of some nouns in the 
Acatepec variety with corresponding nouns in the Malinaltepec and Huehuetepec 
varieties has proven helpful. 
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Chapter 1  
INTRODUCTION 
Meꞌphaa is a group of closely related language varieties spoken by approximately 
100,000 people in the eastern part of the state of Guerrero, Mexico (INEGI 2005). It has 
also been referred to as Tlapanec, an exonym derived from Nahuatl. In this paper, the 
term Meꞌphaa is used to refer to the linguistic group as a whole. 
Meꞌphaa is a branch of the Otomanguean family. It includes the several Meꞌphaa 
varieties spoken in Mexico as well as the now extinct Subtiaba [sut], which was spoken 
in Nicaragua. The classification is relatively recent and based on the work of Rensch 
(1973), Oltrogge & Rensch (1977), Rensch (1978), Suárez (1977), Suárez (1983), and 
Suárez (1986).  Others who now recognize it as part of the Otomanguean family include 
Campbell (1997, 2007) and Kaufman (2006, 2007). Before and after the work of Rensch 
and Suárez, several others have classified Meꞌphaa as an isolated family or as related to 
other families such as Hokan (Kroeber 1955:91; Swadesh 1960:85; Dehouve 1994:31). 
The variety of Meꞌphaa known as the Meꞌpaa [mēʔpàà] of Acatepec (without “h” 
because the variety being characterized by not having contrastive aspiration) is spoken 
by up to 31,500 people in more than 100 communities, stretching from the north near 
the town of Acatepec (17° 19' 25" N, 98° 54' 39" W) to much further south (INALI 2008; 
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Cline, Marlett & Paterson III 2011).1 See Figure 1 below, adapted from Cline, Marlett & 
Paterson III (2011). It is known locally as Meꞌpaa̱ ̱Wíꞌii̱ṉ [mēʔpàà w̃i  ʔ̃i  ĩ  ]̃ and officially as 
“tlapaneco del suroeste” (INALI 2008). The variety is classified by the ISO 639-3 code 
[tpx] by Lewis (2009), though the code also includes additional varieties that are 
considered distinct by local speakers and the Instituto Nacional de Lenguas Indígenas 
(INALI). 
 
Figure 1. Area where Acatepec Me'paa is spoken in relation to other varieties 
This thesis is a beginning tone analysis of Acatepec Meꞌpaa, focusing primarily on 
the noun and verb systems. It follows the methodology set forth in Snider (2013) by 
presenting the underlying tone melodies found among different categories and classes of 
morphemes and how those melodies are realized in different phonological and 
grammatical environments. The methodology is further detailed in section 1.2. Section 
1.3 gives an overview of the tone system of Acatepec Meꞌpaa, including its contrastive 
                                              
1 The population number is derived from the sum of the populations of the towns that INALI 
(2008) lists as having speakers of “tlapaneco del suroeste”. The population data is cross-




tone heights, tone melodies, tone rules, and phonetic factors that affect tone. Section 
1.4 presents aspects of the segmental phonology of Acatepec Meꞌpaa that are relevant 
for tone analysis. Chapter 2 discusses tone in the noun system. Chapter 3 discusses 
certain aspects of verbal morphology that are helpful to understand for tone analysis, 
while Chapter 4 focuses on tone in the verb system. 
Few other works have focused on the complex tone system of any of the varieties of 
Meꞌphaa. Black (2005) provides a helpful autosegmental analysis of the noun system of 
the Malinaltepec variety, with extension to the Acatepec variety. She also provides a 
beginning analysis of some intransitive verbs in Malinaltepec. Wichmann (2006) 
provides a non-autosegmental analysis of the noun system of the Azoyú variety and of 
the aspectual morphology of some intransitive verbs. Suárez (1983) and Carrasco 
Zúñiga (2006) also provide descriptions of the Malinaltepec variety. Comparisons with 
the analysis presented here and the analyses of Wichmann and Black are given at the 
end of Chapter 2 for nouns and the end of Chapter 4 for verbs, where I argue that the 
analysis based on tone melodies offers more helpful insights for the tone system of the 
Acatepec variety and for cross-linguistic comparison with other varieties as well.  
All data presented in this thesis, unless otherwise indicated, are from Plácido Neri 
Remigio, a native speaker of the Acatepec variety born in the town of Loma Maguey. He 
spent many years of his childhood in Barranca Dulce and Apetzuca, and he now lives in 
El Llano, which is close to Acatepec. He is a highly proficient and  skilled writer of his 
language. He has written several stories and other publications and has also been 
working to translated the New Testament and Old Testament portions into his language 
for several years. 
Data collection began with Neri Remigio revising previously collected noun and 
verb paradigms collected by Charles H. Speck, an SIL colleague working in the area, in 
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collaboration with Laureano García, a native speaker of the Acatepec variety, and Neri 
Remigio from 2004 to 2009. The paradigms had been written by García (and some by 
Neri Remigio) in the popular orthography, in which tone is marked consistently. Speck 
provided the project with electronic copies of the paradigms, and I later asked him if I 
could use them for this thesis. The paradigms provided an initial corpus which proved 
very helpful for tone analysis. Neri Remigio also greatly expanded the corpus with 
additional written paradigms. He also graciously worked with me to create audio 
recordings of the data. I later listened to and transcribed the audio recordings and 
compared them with the written paradigms. 
The data were revised, gathered, and recorded between November 2010 and March 
2012 in Tlapa de Comonfort, Guerrero as part of a language documentation project 
which I was a part of. The project (#FN-50079-10) was headed by Dr. Stephen Marlett 
and sponsored by the National Endowment for the Humanities' Documenting 
Endangered Languages program.  
For clarity, when data from Acatepec are compared with data from other varieties, 
data from Neri Remigio is also marked with the initials PNR. Data marked with the 
initials ENM are from Emilia Neri Méndez, a native speaker of the Tlacoapa variety 
from Tlacoapa. Data marked with the initials GTC are from Gregorio Tiburcio Cano, a 
native speaker of the Huehuetepec variety from the town of Zilacayotitlán in the 
municipality of Atlamajalcingo del Monte. Data that is marked with the intials PZM are 
from Próspero Zacarías Morán, a native speaker of the Malinaltepec variety from the 
town of Cruz La Villa in the municipality of Iliatenco. 
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1.1 Conventions used in transcriptions and glosses 
1.1.1 Data transcription 
The alphabet of the International Phonetic Association is used for transcribing data. 
Unless indicated otherwise, transcriptions are broad and do not show narrow phonetic 
details. Within paragraphs, broad transcriptions are enclosed by slashes (//) to help 
distinguish them from English prose. Narrow phonetic transcriptions are always 
indicated by square brackets ([]).  
When tone is indicated in the same line as segmental data, a grave accent (    ) 
above a vowel indicates low tone, a macron (   ̄) above indicates mid tone, and an acute 
accent (    ) above indicates high tone. 
Following Marlett and Weathers (in preparation), when nasalization is a feature of 
the morpheme, it is indicated in transcriptions by a superscript letter n (ⁿ) following the 
word. Vowels that are nasalized following nasal consonants are not marked as nasalized 
in broad transcriptions (see section 1.4.2 for further discussion of nasalization). 
When examples are given in which it is helpful to indicate syllabification, syllable 
breaks are indicated by a period (.).  
When examples are given in which it is helpful to indicate morpheme breaks, they 
are indicated by a hypen (-). 
1.1.2 Bar notation for pitch 
Following Snider (2013), pitch is often indicated using a bar notation that indicates 
a pitch’s relative height in relation to other pitches. Level bars are used to represent 
level pitches (e.g., mid, low, high [324]), while angled bars represent a rising (e.g., [J]) 
or falling (e.g., [j]) pitch from one height to another. The notation is used both in 
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narrow and broad transcriptions. When it is used to present a narrow transcription, it is 
labeled ‘narrow transcription’. Note that the square brackets are used in this notation as 
references for the relative height of the pitches. 
1.1.3 Notation used in autosegmental representations 
Autosegmental representations (see Goldsmith 1976) are often used to depict how 
tone melodies associate to morphemes and how different tone rules apply. In such 
representations, the underlying tones of a melody are presented above their segmental 
representations. Solid lines indicate that a tone is associated to a specific segment or 
segments of a word or at a given step in its word formation. Dashed lines represent the 
application of a spreading rule in which a tone associated with one TBU also becomes 
associated to an adjacent TBU. Double bars on a solid line represent that a tone has 
become delinked from a TBU. A circle around a letter representing a tone signifies that 
the tone is a floating tone. The term ‘floating tone morpheme’ is used to describe 
morphemes that are purely tonal. The term ‘floating tone’ is used to describe tones that 
are part of the underlying representation of a lexical item that are realized on another 
word or morpheme and also to describe tones that are not associated to a TBU at a 
particular step of word formation (see Goldsmith (1994)). An example of the notation 
used in an autosegmental representation of the formation of a noun is given in (1). See 
section 1.3.3 for an explanation of the steps in the formation of this particular word. 
(1)     H L    
   [ 4  4] 
 kuba kuba 




Both interlinear and single word glosses follow the Leipzig glossing rules for 
consistency (Comrie, Haspelmath & Bickel 2008). 
When morpheme breaks are indicated in transcriptions with a hyphen (-), a 
corresponding hyphen is also used in the gloss. Sometimes morpheme breaks are not 
made in the transcription but are at least somewhat discernible; in such cases, 
morpheme glosses are separated by a colon (:). When the gloss of a morpheme or word 
requires two or more English words, an underscore ( _ ) is used to connect the English 
words. 
Some words cannot be adequately glossed in English using only a few words. In 
order to save space and avoid cluttering the presentation of data, a corresponding 
Spanish word is used instead. Occasionally, the Spanish word is local to the eastern 
region of the state of Guerrero where Meꞌphaa is spoken. The Spanish glosses used are 
listed in (2) with their meaning in English. 
(2) Spanish words used in glosses 
a. tlacolole - a cornfield in a high place where one cannot work with a yoke 
(Anderson 2001:65). 
b. chayote - edible gourd of the plant Sechium edule. 
c. chilote - a traditional fermented drink in the region made from corn. 
d. chipile - an undentified species of edible green plant. 
e. quintonil - Amaranthus hypochondriacus (a small plant). 
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1.2 Methodology for tone analysis 
This thesis follows the methodology for tone analysis described in Snider (2013), 
summarized in this section. How the methodology is applied to the tone analysis of 
Acatepec Meꞌpaa is described in section 1.3. 
First, Snider distinguishes between “pitch”, which denotes phonetic tone, and 
“tone”, which denotes phonological tone (2013). 
Many factors can affect pitch. A speaker’s age, sex, and the unique shape of his or 
her vocal tract may make the pitch(es) of a given utterance relatively higher or lower 
than the pitch(es) of the same utterance pronounced by another speaker. Likewise, a 
speaker’s mood, his or her level of fatigue or rest, the social context or environmental 
conditions at the time of the utterance, or other factors may cause the same speaker to 
pronounce a particular utterance with relatively higher or lower pitch(es) at different 
times. For that reason, the relative height and consistency of a pitch (is it level, falling, 
rising, etc.?) is more important than exact acoustic measurements for tone analysis. 
Snider follows Ladd (1996:148) and distinguishes between intonation languages, 
which use pitch as a device to signal contrasts in meaning within a phrase, and tone 
languages, which use pitch to signal contrast between morphemes (see also Yip 2002:2). 
English is an example of an intonation language in which pitch can be used to 
signal whether an otherwise identical utterance is a statement, question, or something 
else.  The same intonation melody, or pattern of pitches across the utterance, is used 
with several phrases that are different segmentally to signal that the speaker is simply 
stating a proposition. Likewise, a different intonation melody is used with the same 
segmental phrases to signal incredulity or expressing surprise. See the examples given in 
(3), which are taken from Snider (2013). 
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(3)   
Statement Surprise & 
incredulity re: last 
constituent 
 [q         2       2       p] [2         2      2        5] 
 
John went with Joe. John went with Joe?! 
 [q     2       2          p] [2     2          2      5] 
 
Sue  ate  near   Bev. Sue   ate   near Bev?! 
 [q       2      2       p] [2        2       2       5] 
 
Ruth rode a    horse. Ruth  rode  a    horse?! 
 [5    2   2     2      4   1] [ 2  2    2     2     5    5] 
 
Harry rode a donkey. Harry rode a donkey?! 
 
A useful definition of a tone language is “A language with tone is one in which an 
indication of pitch is lexically affiliated with at least some morphemes” (Hyman 
2011:133). For example, in a tone language like Acatepec Meꞌpaa, the melody of pitches 
is associated with morphemes instead of phrases or utterances. Two morphemes may be 
identical segmentally but have a different melody of pitches, as seen in (4). 
(4)   a. [4 4] b. [3 3] 
  guma  guma 
  ‘string’  ‘tortilla’  
Likewise, morphemes may have the same melody but have different segmental features, 
as seen in (5). 
(5)   a. [44] b. [44] 
  guma  ʃabi 
  ‘string’  ‘earring’  
Because pitch contrasts are lexically associated with morphemes in a tone language, 
Snider claims that, while it is important to know the number and nature of contrastive 
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level and contour tones found in a tone language, it is more important to know the 
number and nature of contrastive tone patterns found in different categories of 
morphemes and how those patterns are phonetically realized across different syllable 
profiles. He calls these contrastive patterns “tone melodies” (Snider 2013). 
In many tone languages, the melodies consist of sequences of one to three tones 
that associate to tone-bearing units (TBUs). The manner in which they associate follows 
certain universal tendencies but may have language-specific differences. If the same 
tone height is associated with consecutive TBUs within a morpheme, following the 
Obligatory Contour Principle (Goldsmith 1976; see Leben 1973), it is generally 
considered to be one tone instead of two (/H/ instead of /HH/, for instance). Thus, in 
many languages, if the melody of a monomorphemic word has only one tone, the tone 
associates to all TBUs in the word. When a morpheme has more than one tone 
associated with it, these tones stay together as a melody and adapt their association 
patterns when the number and/or nature of TBUs available to them changes in different 
morphological and phrasal environments (Snider 2013). 
Snider claims that it is helpful to assume that the tones of many tone languages are 
part of cohesive melodies that operate independently of segments because doing so 
better explains several phenomena (2013). 
First, the concept of melodies helps explain why all possible tone patterns in a 
given language are not always attested (Leben 1973, 1978). In some languages, more 
types of contrastive pitches are found on the single syllable of monosyllabic words with 
one TBU than on any given syllable of multisyllabic words. In other languages, contour 
tones are limited either to the initial or final syllable of a word and not found on other 
syllables. In such languages, contour tones are avoided when there are enough TBUs in 
a word for tones to associate in a one-to-one manner, but they are permitted when there 
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are fewer TBUs than tones in a melody, as is often the case in one-syllable words. If falls 
and rises were considered to be separate tonemes rather than a combination of two 
phonological tone heights in those languages, one would expect to find two- or three-
syllable words with rises or falls on multiple syllables. 
Second, tones tend to remain stable despite segmental changes (Goldsmith 1976; 
Leben 1978). For example, in some languages, despite the ellipsis of a word in a given 
phrase or the loss of a syllable in a given word, the underlying tone associated with the 
word or syllable often re-associates to another TBU. Because of the re-association, the 
remaining syllable might then have a contour tone or its associated tone may be 
delinked. 
Third, Snider reports that native speakers of a tone language often have difficulty 
identifying individual tones associated with a given TBU, but they can often whistle or 
hum the full melody of a word or phrase (Snider 2013). 
Snider claims that “the object of tone analysis in any language is to discover the 
different underlying tone melodies that are potentially possible for each category of 
morphemes (e.g., verb roots, noun roots, subject markers, etc.) and to explain the 
different surface realizations of these melodies, taking into account not only the surface 
melodies of forms in single contexts (e.g., isolation), but also the surface melodies as 
they are realized in many different contexts” (2013). 
In order to ensure that the underlying tone melodies of two different morphemes 
are truly the same or contrastive, the factors that can influence how tone is realized 
phonetically (syllable profile, grammatical category, number of morphemes, etc.) must 
be the same for both morphemes, and the morphemes must be compared in the same 
phonological and grammatical environments (Snider 2013). 
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The term “frame” is used to describe a phonological or grammatical environment 
used to compare how the tone melodies of different morphemes are realized 
phonetically. Each morpheme from a comparable group of morphemes is inserted into a 
given frame, and the resulting surface melody of each utterance as a whole is compared. 
Because the only difference from utterance to utterance is the morpheme inserted in the 
frame, any differences in the surface melody of one utterance and another are a result 
of the inserted morphemes having different underlying melodies. 
Frames can be semantically strange, but they must be structurally well-formed and 
productive (Snider 2013).  For example, the sentence “He hears a tortilla” may be 
semantically strange in a given language, but if it is grammatically well-formed in that 
language, then a speaker should be able to pronounce it easily and naturally. Some 
combinations or phrases may only be acceptable for certain words, however. Snider 
gives an example of the compound word ‘matchstick’ in English (2013). While it is 
perfectly acceptable, it is not productive, as other similar novel forms like ‘stonestick’ 
cannot be created. 
The first frame of comparison should be that of each comparable morpheme in 
isolation (if it can occur in isolation). If contrast exists between the surface melodies of 
any two comparable morphemes in isolation, it is because their underlying melodies 
contrast (Snider 2013). The lack of contrast between surface melodies of any two 
comparable morphemes in isolation, however, does not guarantee that their underlying 
melodies do not contrast. They may contrast in other environments. If the surface 
melodies of two comparable morphemes contrast in any morphological or grammatical 
environment, or if they effect different changes in the surface melodies of other 
morphemes in those environments, then they have contrasting underlying melodies. The 
underlying melodies of two comparable morphemes can be said to be the same if and 
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only if the surface melodies do not contrast in any environment and they do not effect 
different changes to other morphemes in those environments (2013). 
After the examination of comparable morphemes in isolation, analysis should 
proceed by comparing the morphemes in various morphological environments. Helpful 
frames might include the morpheme with a prefix with a certain underlying melody 
(e.g., /H/), the morpheme with a prefix having a different underlying melody (e.g., 
/L/), etc. (a prefix for each contrastive height or melody, if possible). Other helpful 
morphological frames would be the morpheme with different suffixes following the 
same pattern. Any tonal contrast between comparable morphemes in a frame signifies a 
contrast in underlying melodies. 
Finally, the comparable morphemes should be compared in as many phrasal 
environments as possible, following the same pattern as with morphological 
environments. Frames for different kinds of grammatical constructions might also be 
helpful, as the tonal processes at work in one construction may be different from those 
in another construction. 
1.3 Overview of the tone system of Acatepec Meꞌpaa 
1.3.1 Contrastive tone heights 
Like other Meꞌphaa varieties (see Suárez 1983:7; Black 2005:3; Carrasco Zúñiga 
2006:67; Wichmann 2006:338), Acatepec Meꞌpaa has three contrastive tone heights: 
high, mid, and low. Evidence of contrast between the three heights can be observed in 
the monomorphemic CVCV nouns in Table 1. As shown in that table, high, mid, and 
low all contrast following a mid tone. 
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Table 1. Contrastive tone heights in CVCV nouns 
M-L M-M M-H 
[32] [33] [34] 
mugu guma duta 
‘lamb’ ‘tortilla’ ‘coal’  
1.3.2 Tone melodies 
The melodies of CVCV nouns are presented in Table 2. As seen there, all nine 
possible melodies consisting of sequences of up to two tones (/H/, /M/, /L/, /HM/, 
/HL/, /MH/, /ML/, /LH/, and /LM/) are found among CVCV nouns. The melodies 
/MH/, /ML/, /LH/, and /LM/ are not found among one-syllable nouns with long 
vowels. Comparison with some other varieties of Meꞌphaa may suggest that these have 
been neutralized historically in these syllable profiles in Acatepec. Only the melodies 
/H/, /M/, and /L/ are found among one-syllable words with short vowels. See section 
2.3 for further discussion of the tone melodies of nouns. 
Table 2. Tone melodies of CVCV nouns* 
 L M H 
 [22] [23] [24] 
L sinu dusi dubu 
 ‘grinding stone’ ‘bird (sp.)’ ‘chayote’ 
 [32] [33] [34] 
M mugu guma duta 
 ‘lamb’ ‘tortilla’ ‘coal’ 
 [44] [43] [44] 
H kuba tʃada guma 
 ‘hill’ ‘sandal’ ‘string’ 
* Surface sequences of high followed by low do not occur in simple CVCV nouns, but 
forms derived from words like ‘hill’ show evidence that the stem has an underlying 
melody of /HL/. See sections 2.3.1 and 2.4.1 for further discussion.  
In most classes of verbs in the corpus, verbs that have stems consisting of two-
syllables have examples of all underlying melodies except /LH/. Only the melodies  
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/H/, /M/, and /L/ are found among verbs that have stems that consist of one syllable. 
See Chapter 4 for further discussion of tone melodies of verbs. 
1.3.3 Tone rules 
The rules proposed in this section offer one way of analyzing the realization of 
underlying melodies and tonal processes observed in Acatepec Meꞌpaa. 
The concept of toneless morphemes or TBUs has been proposed by several others 
(see Goldsmith 1976:273; Yip 2002:70-72; Snider 2013, for example) in order to 
account for certain facts in the realization of some melodies in many languages of the 
world. The underlying form of the morpheme or TBU is not marked for tone, but in the 
surface form a tone is associated with it as a result of another process or a default 
insertion rule.  
In Acatepec Meꞌpaa, while many morphemes could be easily analyzed as having an 
underlying mid tone, certain tone spreading rules are more easily stated and explained 
if some of those morphemes (but not all) are instead assumed to be underlyingly 
toneless. 
For example, the third-person singular suffix that can be used to agree with either 
the possessor of a noun or a verbal argument in person and number in some verb 
classes, is often realized with a mid pitch.2 For nouns that end with a mid tone, their 
third-person singular possessed forms also end with a mid tone, as seen in (6). 
                                              
2 See section 2.2 for further discussion of nominal morphology, section 2.4.1 for further 
discussion of tone in the possessed forms of nouns, Chapter 3 for further discussion of verbal 
morphology, and Chapter 4 for further discussion of tone in the verb system.  
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(6) a. gūmā   ‘tortilla’ 
b. gūmūū tortilla:3SG  ‘his/her tortilla’ 
Nouns ending with a high tone have third-person singular possessed forms that end in a 
high-to-mid fall, as seen in (7). 
(7) a. gúmá   ‘string’ 
b. gúmúū string:3SG  ‘his/her string’ 
Since some form of mid pitch occurs on the suffix in both environments, the third-
person singular suffix could easily be analyzed as having an underlying mid tone. Nouns 
that end with a low tone, however, have third-person singular forms that end with a 
low tone, as seen in (8). 
(8) a. sìnù   ‘grinding stone’ 
b. sìnùù grinding_stone:3SG ‘his/her grinding stone’ 
If the third-person singular suffix is assumed to have an underlying mid tone, as 
suggested by the facts in (6) and (7), then a progressive low tone spreading rule could 
be proposed, spreading low tone from the stem to the suffix. However, the third-person 
plural forms of all nouns end in a high tone regardless of the final tone of the noun 
stem, so the spreading would need to be limited so that it would only delink mid tones. 
Also, because simple nouns like /àgā/ ‘pig’ exist that have a /LM/ melody, the rule 
would need to be limited so that it does not apply morpheme-internally. The rule could 
be stated as in (9). 
(9) Progressive low tone spreading - Low tone spreads rightward across morpheme 
boundaries unless blocked by a high tone. 
A possible depiction of the word formation process for the word ‘his/her grinding 
stone’ is given in (10). In the first stage, the underlying forms of both the stem and 
suffix are given. In the second stage, the segments of both morphemes are joined (see 
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section 2.2 for further discussion of segmental aspects of word formation in nouns). In 
the third stage, the low tone spreading rule proposed in (9) applies and disassociates 
and deletes the mid tone. In the final form of the word, all TBUs have a low pitch. 
(10)     L                   M   L   M   L   M  
       [2 22] 
 sinu               - uu → sinuu → sinuu   sinuu 
 grinding_stone  - 3SG     ‘his/her grinding stone’  
Alternatively, if the third-person singular suffix is assumed to be underlyingly 
toneless, then no reference is needed to the mid tone of the suffix being deleted. Also, 
there would be no need to limit the spreading to across morpheme boundaries, because 
it would simply be blocked by the underlying mid tone in words like /àgā/ ‘pig’.  The 
low tone spreading rule could be simplified as in (11). 
(11) Progressive low tone spreading - Low tone spreads rightward unless blocked by 
another tone. 
The derivation of the word for ‘his/her grinding stone’ would then be depicted as in 
(12).  
(12)     L   L   L  
       [2 22] 
 sinu              - uu → sinuu → sinuu   sinùù 
 grinding_stone - 3SG     ‘his/her grinding stone’  
For words ending with mid or high tones, a default mid tone insertion rule would 
need to be proposed to account for the mid pitches realized in their third-person 
singular forms. Such a rule is proposed in (13). 
(13) Default mid tone insertion: TBUs that do not have a tone associated with them 
after other rules apply are assigned a default mid tone. 
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The derivation of the word for ‘his/her string’ could be depicted as in (14). Because 
the final TBU has no tone associated with it after initial word-formation, a mid tone is 
inserted, resulting in a high-to-mid fall on the final syllable. 
(14)     H    H   H    M  
       [ 4   c] 
 guma   -  uu → gumuu → gumuu  gumuu 
 string    -  3SG     ‘his/her string’  
While assuming that the third-person singular suffix is toneless allows for the low 
tone spreading rule to be stated more simply, it requires two rules instead of only the 
one needed if the suffix is assumed to have an underlying mid tone. With only these 
facts to consider, one could easily argue for either analysis. Further observations about 
low tone spreading in verbs, however, suggest that morphemes like the third-person 
singular suffix would be better analyzed as toneless. For the sake of brevity, that 
analysis will be assumed while discussing further aspects of low tone spreading. The 
reason for doing so should be clear following the discussion. 
Consider the verbs in (15). 
(15) a. nā-māᵑg-ùùʔ ‘IPFV-get_mad-3SG’  ‘(S)he gets mad.’ 
b. nà-gàm-āā  ‘IPFV-be_born-3SG’  ‘(S)he is born.’ 
c. nà-mìd-ìì  ‘IPFV-flourish-3SG’3 ‘(S)he flourishes.’ 
In all three verbs, the imperfective aspect is marked by the underlyingly toneless prefix 
/na-/. In verbs like ‘get mad’ and others that do not have a low tone in the non-final 
                                              
3 The verb ‘get mad’ uses the same third-person suffix as was seen in the third-person 
singular form of possessed nouns. The verbs ‘flourish’ and ‘be born’, however, both belong to a 
different class and use a different third-person singular suffix, which is also toneless. See section 
3.2.2 for further discussion of the different classes of verbs and sets of affixes used. 
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syllable of the stem,4 the imperfective aspect prefix is realized with a mid tone. In verbs 
like ‘be born’ and ‘flourish’ that have a low tone in the first, non-final syllable of the 
stem, the imperfective aspect prefix is realized with a low tone. This suggests that low 
tone can also spread leftward in certain contexts. The inflection of the word for ‘be 
born’ is given in (16). The stem has the underlying melody /LM/. In the second stage, 
the segments are joined and syllabified (syllables are separated by a period in the 
example). In the third stage, the low tone associated with the first syllable of the stem 
spreads leftward to the toneless imperfective aspect prefix. Because the aspect prefix 
now has a low tone associated to it, no default mid tone is inserted on it. 
(16)             L  M        L   M        L   M M  
       [ 2  2  33] 
 na-    gama      -aa → na.ga.maa → na.ga.maa   nagamaa 
 IPFV-   be_born    -3SG      ‘(S)he is born.’  
However, even though the verb ‘get mad’, depicted in (17), has a low tone in the 
final syllable, the low tone does not spread leftward across either the stem or the 
imperfective aspect prefix. The low tone associated to the final syllable does spread 
rightward across the suffix. 
(17)             M  L         M   L   M   M   L   
       [ 3  3   22] 
 na-  maᵑguʔ   -uu → na.ma.ᵑguuʔ → na.ma.ᵑguuʔ  namaᵑguuʔ 
 IPFV- get_mad    -3SG      ‘(S)he gets mad.’  
                                              
4 There is evidence of phonologically-conditioned allomorphs for the suffixes used with verbs 
that are similar to those used with nouns. Because of this evidence, it is assumed that verb stems 
have final vowel stems which are deleted or merged with the suffix. See section 3.2.2. 
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There are also verbs with one syllable stems and low tone like the verb ‘grow’ given 
in (18). 
(18) nā-k-ìì ‘IPFV-grow-3SG’  ‘(S)he grows.’ 
In such verbs, even though there is a low tone associated with the stem, which is 
realized on the suffix, the low tone does not spread to the imperfective aspect prefix. It 
does, however, spread across the third-person singular suffix as expected. 
It appears there are two low tone spreading rules that can be observed, both 
occurring only in certain environments. Low tone spreads rightward within the final5 
syllable of nouns and verbs. A rule for the spreading of low tone in final syllables is 
proposed as in (19). 
(19) Progressive low tone spreading: Low tone spreads rightward within a final 
syllable unless blocked by another tone.6 
See (12) above for an example derivation of the rule applying in nouns. The inflection 
of the verb ‘get_mad’ is repeated in (20). As depicted in the first step, the stem has the 
underlying melody /ML/. In the second step, the segments are joined and syllabified 
(syllables are separated by a period in the example). In the third-step, the Progressive 
low tone spreading rule applies. A default mid tone is then inserted on the aspect prefix. 
                                              
5 In Meꞌphaa, some other phonetic and phonological details depend on references to weak 
and strong syllables (see section 1.4.4). Word-final syllables are strong, while non-final syllables 
are weak. This distinction exactly describes the different environments in which the two low-
tone spreading rules apply, but use of the terms ‘strong’ and ‘weak’ for tone rules is not 
necessary. 
6 There are differences with respect to progressive low tone spreading between nouns and 
verbs. See the discussion below in this section for further details as well as a final proposal for 
separate progressive low tone spreading rules for both categories. 
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(20)             M  L         M   L   M   M   L   
       [ 3  3   22] 
 na-  maᵑguʔ   -uu → na.ma.ᵑguuʔ → na.ma.ᵑguuʔ  namaᵑguuʔ 
 IPFV- get_mad    -3SG’      ‘(S)he gets mad.’  
Low tone spreads leftward from non-final syllables unless blocked by a mid or high 
tone. The rule for the spreading of low tone in non-final syllables is stated in (21). 
(21) Regressive low tone spreading: Low tone spreads leftward within a word from 
non-final syllables unless blocked by another tone. 
The inflection of the verb ‘be born’ is repeated in (22). The low tone associated 
with the first syllable of the stem spreads leftward to the toneless imperfective aspect 
prefix. Because the aspect prefix now has a low tone associated to it, no default mid 
tone is inserted on it. 
(22)             L  M        L   M        L   M M  
       [ 2  2  33] 
 na-    gama      -aa → na.ga.maa → na.ga.maa   nagamaa 
 IPFV-   be_born    -3SG      ‘(S)he is born.’  
In the negative perfective form of the same verb, however, the spreading is blocked 
by the high tone that is associated with the negative perfective aspect prefix, as 
depicted in (23). 
(23)    H          L  M   H  L   M   H  L   M  M  
       [ 4  2  33] 
 ta-        gama    -aa → ta.ga.maa → ta.ga.maa   tagamaa 
 NEG.PFV- be_born  -3SG      ‘(S)he wasn’t born.’  
For intransitive verbs with two-syllable stems like ‘flourish’ that have the 
underlying melody /L/, the low tone associates to both syllables of the stem, so both of 
the low tone spreading rules apply as depicted in (24). 
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(24)              L         L         L  
       [ 2  2  22] 
 na-    midV     -ii → na.mi.dii → na.mi.dii   namidii 
 IPFV-   flourish   -3SG     ‘(S)he flourishes.’  
For verbs with one-syllable stems like ‘grow’ that have the underlying melody /L/, 
the low tone associates to the single, final syllable of the stem, so low tone does not 
spread leftward, and only the Progressive low tone spreading rule applies, as depicted 
in (25). A default mid tone is inserted on the aspect prefix. 
(25)             L        L   M  L  
       [ 3  22] 
 na-    ki       -ii → na.kii → na.kii   nakii 
 IPFV-  grow     -3SG     ‘(S)he grows.’  
With the facts presented thus far, the imperfective aspect prefix could also be 
alternatively analyzed as having an underlying mid tone that can be disassociated by 
the Regressive low tone spreading rule. 
However, in transitive and intransitive verbs that use prefixes to agree with their 
subject arguments in person and number, the low tone does not spread leftward, as in 
the word for ‘IPFV:3SG:sell’ given in (26). 
(26) nāgùhwà ‘IPFV:3SG:sell’7   ‘(S)he sells (something inanimate).’ 
For such verbs, the imperfective aspect prefix is always realized with a mid tone in 
third-person singular forms, regardless of the tone associated with the first syllable of 
the stem. I propose that the reason the low tone does not spread as expected is because 
the third-person singular subject prefix has a mid tone that associates to the aspect 
                                              
7 The object argument in this form is inanimate and therefore does not determine agreement 
on the verb. See section 3.2 for further discussion of argument agreement in verbs. 
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prefix.8 Because the prefix is underlyingly mid, it blocks the Regressive low tone 
spreading rule. The formation of ‘IPFV:3SG:sell’ is depicted in (27).  
(27)          M       L   M  L  
     [ 3  2    2] 
 na-  ∅-    guhwa → na.gu.hwa   naguhwa 
 ipfv- 3sg-   sell      ‘(S)he sells (something inanimate).’  
The analysis that the imperfective aspect prefix is toneless while the third-person 
singular prefix is underlyingly mid is thus able to account for the differences in the 
application of the Regressive low tone spreading rule. Analyzing the various third-
person singular suffixes as toneless also allows both spreading rules to be stated more 
simply, as discussed above. Additionally, there are several agreement suffixes used with 
nouns and verbs that only have one TBU. In word forms having those suffixes, the final 
pitch of the stem is always realized on the vowel of the suffix. Examples of the first-
person singular possessed forms of nouns are given in (28) through (30). 
(28) a. gūmā   ‘tortilla’ 
b. gūmūʔ tortilla:1SG  ‘my tortilla’ 
(29) a. gúmá   ‘string’ 
b. gúmúʔ string:1SG  ‘my string’ 
(30) a. sìnù   ‘grinding stone’ 
b. sìnùʔ grinding_stone:1SG ‘my grinding stone’ 
                                              
8 In a similar manner, verbs show agreement with first-person singular, first-person plural, 
and second-person plural subjects using prefixes with low tone. Low tone also does not spread 
across the second-person singular prefix, which has clear segmental features and an underlying 
mid tone. See sections 3.2.2 and 4.4.3 for further discussion. Also see Goldsmith (1994) for 
further discussion of the concept of tonal morphemes. 
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Assuming that the first-person singular suffix and similar suffixes are also toneless 
does not require the deletion of some underlying tone that is never realized in surface 
forms. 
In two-syllable nouns not having /h/ or /ʔ/ foot-medially9 (see section 1.3.4 on the 
importance of /h/ or /ʔ/ occurring in foot-medially in nouns), the difference between 
the underlying melodies /H/ and /HL/ is neutralized, and they have the same surface 
melody in non-derived forms. The surface realization of those melodies do contrast, 
however, in derived forms that end in long vowels (see section 2.4.1). Examples of both 
melodies are given in (31) and (32) in non-derived and derived forms. Both melodies 
are realized with a high pitch on each syllable in non-derived forms. In the third-person 
singular possessed forms, however, nouns with the /H/ melody end with a high-to-mid 
fall, while nouns with the /HL/ melody end with a high-to-low fall. 
(31) Noun with the melody /H/ 
a. gúmá   ‘string’ 
b. gúmúū string:3SG  ‘his/her string’ 
(32) Noun with the melody /HL/ 
a. kúbá   ‘hill’ 
b. kóbóò hill:3SG  ‘his/her hill’ 
One possible analysis is that both the high and low tones are associated to their 
respective TBUs, but the high tone spreads rightward and the low tone is disassociated 
and deleted, as shown in (33). 
                                              




(33)    H  L     
    [ 4  4] 
 kuba →   kuba 
 hill  ‘hill’  
If there is an adjacent toneless TBU, however, instead of being deleted, the low tone re-
associates to that TBU, as in the third-person singular possessed form of ‘hill’ given in 
(34). 
(34)     H L      H      L    H    L   
       [ 4   j] 
 kuba - uu → koboo → koboo  koboo 
 hill     - 3SG     ‘his/her hill’  
If the noun has /h/ or /ʔ/ foot-medially, however, the high tone does not spread, as 
depicted in (35). 
(35)   a.  H   L b.   H  L 
      
  gaʔku  nahsu 
  adobe  marrow  
The high tone also does not spread when followed by a mid tone, as seen in (36). 
(36)     H M 
   
 tʃada 
 sandal  
According to that analysis, the rules in (37) and (38) could be proposed to account 
for these observations. 
(37) High tone spreading: High tone spreads rightward when followed by a low tone 
in nouns and delinks the low tone unless blocked by /h/ or /ʔ/. 
(38) Final low tone docking: Floating low tones dock to any final toneless TBU. 
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However, because the high tone spreading rule proposed in (37) would be required 
to apply to non-derived forms, this analysis violates the claim that cyclic rules only 
apply in derived contexts (Kaisse and Shaw 1985:6, 17; Kiparsky 1985:87; Kenstowicz 
1994:208ff). 
Another possible analysis is that each tone is lexically assigned to specific TBUs in 
underlying forms. However, such an analysis does not describe the generalizations that 
are possible to make about the difference between the same melody associated with 
nouns with and without /h/ or /ʔ/ foot-medially. 
The analysis assumed in this thesis is that low tones associate to TBUs after the 
assignment of lexical high and mid tones. A progressive high tone spreading rule also 
precedes the association of low tones, but it is blocked by mid tones that are already 
associated to TBUs. Low tones only associate later when there are empty TBUs 
available. The rules are given in (39) and (40). 
(39) Progressive high tone spreading: High tone spreads rightward to an adjacent, 
unassociated TBU in noun stems unless blocked by /h/ or /ʔ/. 
(40) Final low tone docking: Floating low tones dock to any final toneless TBU. 
Thus, in the analysis of the word for ‘hill’, which has the underlying melody /HL/, 
the high tone is lexically assigned to the first TBU, while the low tone is not pre-
assigned. The progressive high tone spreading rule applies, associating the high tone 
with the final TBU as well. The low tone docking rule is blocked because there are no 
TBUs left for the low tone to associate to. The analysis is depicted in (41).  
(41)    H  L   H  L     
      [ 4  4] 
 kuba → kuba    kuba 
 hill    ‘hill’  
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In the third-person singular possessed form of the word for ‘hill’, however, there is 
an extra TBU present because of the toneless suffix, and so the floating low tone 
associates to it, as seen in (42). 
(42)     H L      H      L     H       L   
       [ 4   j] 
 kuba - uu → koboo → koboo  koboo 
 hill    - 3SG     ‘his/her hill’  
For words with /h/ or /ʔ/ foot-medially, however, the high tone spreading rule is 
blocked by the glottal consonant, and the low tone associates to the final TBU, as seen 
in the word for ‘adobe’ in (43). 
(43)    H   L    H  L  
     [ 4  2] 
 gaʔku → gaʔku  gaʔku 
 adobe   ‘adobe’  
The progressive high tone spreading rule does not occur in verbs, as seen in the 
verb for ‘lay down’, given in (44). In this case the stem has the underlying melody 
/HL/. 
(44) nātígà ‘(S)he lays (something inanimate) down’ 
The third-person plural suffix has an underlying high tone associated to its final 
TBU. For nouns that have underlying melodies that end with mid tone, the high tone of 
the suffix spreads leftward, and the final mid tone of the stem is deleted in their third-
person plural forms, as seen in (45). 
(45)    H  M    H   H  M H  
     [ 4  44] 
 tʃada  -uuⁿ → tʃaduuⁿ  tʃaduuⁿ 
 sandal  -3PL   ‘their sandal’  
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The same is true for verbs that use the suffix, as seen in the verb for ‘be amazed’ in (46), 
which has the underlying melody /M/. 
(46) a. nā-māhk-ūū be_amazed:3SG ‘(S)he is amazed.’ 
b. nā-māhk-úúⁿ be_amazed:3PL ‘They are amazed.’ 
A regressive high tone spreading rule that applies only in contexts that have 
suffixes with a high tone is stated in (47).10 
(47) Regressive high tone spreading: high tone spreads leftward from a suffix to a 
stem unless blocked by a low tone. A mid tone associated to an adjacent TBU 
preceding the high tone is delinked. The delinked mid tone is deleted if it cannot 
associate to another TBU. 
For nouns ending with a low tone, their third-person singular possessed forms end 
with a low-to-high rise, as seen in (48). 
(48) a. sìnù   ‘grinding stone’ 
b. sìnùúⁿ grinding_stone:3PL ‘their grinding stone’ 
The third-person plural possessed forms of all nouns that have the melody /HL/ also 
end a low-to-high rise. For those that do not have /h/ or /ʔ/ foot-medially, the floating 
low tone of the non-derived form associates to the penultimate TBU of the third-person 
plural form and delink the high tone that is associated to the final TBU of the stem. The 
high tone of the third-person plural suffix associates to the final TBU of the word. The 
derivation of the third-person plural possessed form of the word for ‘hill’ is given in 
(49). 
                                              
10 In another set of suffixes (Set B) that is used with verbs, first-person singular and second-
person singular suffixes also have a high tone. See section 3.2.2 for further discussion. 
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(49)    H  L     H   H  L   H  
     [ 4   J] 
 kuba - uuⁿ → kubuuⁿ  kubuuⁿ 
 hill     - 3PL   ‘their hill’  
A second low tone docking rule is proposed that associates a floating low tone between 
two high tones in derived environments, disassociating the final high of the stem but 
not the suffix. 
(50) Low tone docking between high tones: A floating low tone that is between two 
high tones in derived environments associates to the final TBU of a stem, 
delinking the high tone from that TBU. 
The third-person plural forms of verbs that end in a low tone and use the third-
person plural suffix just discussed always end in a low tone. The high tone of the third-
person plural suffix is disassociated by progressive low tone spreading and deleted. The 
inflection of the third-person plural form of the verb ‘get_mad’ is given in (51). 
(51)             M  L       H         M   L H   M   M   L H  
       [ 3  3   22] 
 na-  maᵑguʔ   -uuⁿ → na.ma.ᵑguuʔⁿ → na.ma.ᵑguuʔⁿ  namaᵑguuʔⁿ 
 IPFV- get_mad    -3SG      ‘(S)he gets mad.’  
The same process is observed with the first-person singular and second-person singular 
forms of verbs that use another set of suffixes to show agreement with their argument, 
as seen in (52) and (53). 
(52) a. nà-mìd-ìì  IPFV-flourish-3SG  ‘(S)he flourishes.’ 
b. nà-mìdj-ùùⁿ IPFV-flourish-1SG  ‘I flourish.’ 
(53) a. nà-gùhw-àà IPFV.1SG-sell-3SG  ‘I sell (something inanimate)’ 
b. nà-gùhw-ààⁿ IPFV.1SG-sell-2SG  ‘I sell you.’ 
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Because of the differences between nouns and verbs, the progressive low tone 
spreading rule proposed in (19) is separated into two rules, one for nouns in (54) and 
one for verbs in (55). 
(54) Progressive low tone spreading in nouns: Low tone spreads rightward within the 
final syllable of a noun unless blocked by another tone. 
(55) Progressive low tone spreading in verbs: Low tone spreads rightward within the 
final syllable of a verb. 
1.3.4 Segmental factors that affect the realization of tone 
This section discusses segmental differences that do and do not affect the phonetic 
realization of underlying melodies. 
First, nasality does not affect the surface realization of underlying melodies (see 
section 1.4.2). 
Second, word-medial consonant clusters not involving /ʔ/ or /h/ do not affect the 
surface realization of underlying melodies. The tone melodies of words having such 
consonant clusters are realized in the same way as words with single consonants in such 
positions (see section 2.3.1). 
Third, the absence of or type of word-initial onsets does not affect the melody of 
nouns in isolation. In multiword phrases, however, the absence of a word-initial onset 
may sometimes create a rise or fall in fast speech if either the first vowel of the word or 
the last vowel of the preceding word is elided. If neither vowel is elided, the pitch of 
both vowels remain unchanged. The same is true for slower speech. Words beginning 
with /h/ may affect the pitch of the final vowel of a preceding word so that the pitch 
falls, as described below in this section and in section 1.4.1. 
Three phonetic factors do affect the surface realization of underlying melodies.   
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First, the pitch of syllables preceding /h/ falls from its underlying height across the 
vowel into the /h/, as in the first syllable of the words in (56) through (59). See section 
1.4.1 for more discussion for more examples. 
(56)   [ c  4] narrow transcription 
   ʃa.haʔⁿ  
 ‘nest’   
(57)   [ b  b] narrow transcription 
   ja.ha  
 ‘bean’   
(58)   [  a    2] narrow transcription 
   ⁿdi.hjaʔ  
 ‘guayaba’   
Second, the pitch of utterance-final vowels that are not followed by /ʔ/ falls from 
its underlying tone height, as in the final syllable of the word for ‘tortilla’ in (59). See 
section 1.4.1 for more discussion. 
(59)   [ 3   b] narrow transcription 
  gu.ma  
 ‘tortilla’   
Third, the pitch of syllables preceding /ʔ/ is often perturbed. Sometimes it is level, 
but sometimes it rises into the glottal stop from the height of the underlying tone. If the 
glottal stop is not a full stop but rather realized as laryngealization on the end of the 
preceding vowel, the pitch of the preceding vowel may not be discernible. See section 
1.4.1 for more discussion. 
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1.4 Segmental Phonology of Acatepec Meꞌpaa 
This section presents a brief overview of the segmental phonology of Acatepec 
Meꞌpaa, focusing on those areas relevant for tone analysis. 
1.4.1 Phonemes 
Marlett & Neri Remigio (2012) propose the consonant phonemes of Acatepec 
Meꞌpaa as presented in Table 3.  
Table 3. Consonant inventory 
 Bilabial Dental Post-
alveolar 
Palatal Velar Glottal 
Stop and 
affricate 
p b t d tʃ dʒ   k kʷ g gʷ ʔ 
(?) 
 
Prenasalized  ᵐb  ⁿd       ᵑg ᵑgʷ   
Nasal  m  n           
Fricative   s  ʃ        h hʷ 
Central 
approximant 
 w      j       
Lateral 
approximant 
   l           
 
Labialized back consonants are included in the inventory instead of sequences of 
stops followed by non-syllabic back vowels for two reasons (Marlett & Weathers, in 
preparation:7). The first is a lack of the parallel sequences /pw/, /bw/, /tw/, /dw/, 
/tʃw/ and /dʒw/. The second is the non-elision of /u/ and /o/ following back 
consonants in certain derived contexts, which contrasts with their elision following non-
back consonants in the same contexts. Examples of the non-elision of /u/ are given in 
(60), while examples of its elision are given in (61). 
(60)  a. ʃìgù ʃìgʷààʔ 
  ‘wooden post’ wooden_post:2sg    ‘your wooden post’ 
 b. jùhùⁿ jùhʷààʔⁿ 
  ‘housefly’ housefly:2sg     ‘your housefly’  
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(61)  a. īdū11 īdāāʔ 
  ‘eye’ eye:2sg   ‘your eye’ 
 b. dùbú dùbáāʔ 
  ‘chayote’ chayote:2sg   ‘your chayote’  
Acatepec, like other varieties of Meꞌphaa, has five vowels: /a/, /e/, /i/, /o/, and 
/u/. The vowels /a/, /i/, and /u/ are more widely distributed, but /e/ and /o/ also 
occur in derived and non-derived contexts. In non-nasal contexts, /o/ frequently occurs 
as a result of coalescence between stem-final /a/ and certain suffixes beginning with 
/u/ in other environments. Examples, taken from Marlett & Neri Remigio (2012:5), are 
given in Table 4. 
Table 4. Vowels in context 
 Penultimate syllable Ultimate syllable Long 
a àgā ‘pig’ ādà ‘child’ jàà ‘ear of corn’ 
       
e ègìʔ ‘fish’     
       
i ìgì ‘fox’ īsí ‘rock’ dīīⁿ ‘cane’ 
       
o     ʃtòò ‘corn plant’ 
       
u dūtá ‘coal’ ʃàbù ‘person’ dūūⁿ ‘hot pepper’ 
        
Long vowels only occur in strong, final syllables. Only short vowels occur in weak, 
non-final syllables (see section 1.4.4 for further discussion of strong and weak syllables). 
 One-syllable words often have long vowels, as in (62). They may be underlyingly 
short but lengthened to fulfill the minimal word constraint that a word have at least 
two moras (Weathers, Weathers & Marlett, in preparation:5; see also this thesis, section 
                                              
11 Taken from Marlett & Weathers (in preparation:7) 
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1.4.5). These contrast with a few examples of one-syllable nouns with short vowels, as 
seen in (63). 
(62) Long vowels in one-syllable words 
a. gàà ‘armadillo’ 
b. sééʔⁿ ‘bird (sp.)’ 
c. wíí ‘silence’ 
d. ʃtòò ‘ear of corn 
e. dūūⁿ ‘hot pepper’ 
(63) Short vowels in one-syllable words12 
a. ʃtá ‘flesh’ 
b. ʃᵑgī ‘cricket’ 
c. ʃⁿdú ‘egg’ 
d. ʃùʔⁿ ‘wall’ 
Long vowels can also occur in the final, strong syllable of multi-syllabic words, as 
seen in (64). 
(64) Long vowels in the final syllable of multi-syllabic words 
a. àhmàà ‘vine’13 
b. èⁿdīīʔ ‘jaguar’ 
c. dēʃàà ‘patio’ 
Long vowels also occur frequently in derived contexts, such as possessed nouns and 
inflected verb forms, as seen in (65). 
                                              
12 See sections 1.4.3 and 1.4.5 for further discussion about one-syllable words with short 
vowels and the minimal word constraint. 




(65) Long vowels in possessed nouns 
a. gūmā   ‘tortilla’   
 gūmūū tortilla:3SG  ‘his/her tortilla’ 
b. māgā   ‘onion’   
 māgōō onion:3SG  ‘his/her onion’ 
c. sìnù   ‘grinding stone’  
 sìnùù grinding_stone:3SG ‘his/her grinding stone’ 
Some occurrences of long vowels may actually be phonologically short but 
lengthened to support a complex tonal melody (Wichmann 2006:338), as in (66). There 
does not appear to be a contrast in length with the long vowels given in (64) that do not 
have contour tones, however, so long vowels with and without contour tones will be 
analyzed together in this thesis. 
(66) Long vowels with contour tones 
a. āhᵑgáā ‘word’ 
b. ⁿdūjáā ‘leather strap’ 
c. gāhnúū ‘skirt’ 
Vowels are at least partially breathy when followed by a syllable that begins with 
/h/. They are also breathy phrase-finally when not followed by /ʔ/. When an 
underlying tone level is associated with a breathy vowel, the pitch is realized as a non-
contrastive phonetic fall, as demonstrated by the words for ‘bean’ (which has an /h/) 
and ‘tlacolole’ in isolation (phrase-finally) in (67). 
(67)   a. [b b] narrow transcription b. [ 3 b] narrow transcription 
   [jah̤a]̤   [gidṳ]  
  ‘bean’   ‘tlacolole’   
Non-phrase-final vowels at the end of words are not breathy and do not fall, as seen in 
the phrase-medial tokens of the same words in (68) and (69). 
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(68)  [  3  33   b 3   3b] [narrow transcription] 
  [ⁿdaʔjoo jah̤a bipi]̤  
 see:3SG>INAN bean light  
 ‘(S)he sees the light bean.’ 
(69)   [  3   33   3 3   3b] [narrow transcription] 
 [ⁿdaʔjoo gidu bipi]̤  
 see:3SG>INAN bean light  
 ‘(S)he sees the light tlacolole.’ 
Vowels before glottal stops are at least partially laryngealized, while those 
following them are not. Evidence of laryngealization includes jitter (non-periodic glottal 
pulsing) and pitch perturbation. In some instances, only the final portion of the vowel is 
laryngealized. In one recording of the word for ‘woman’, shown in Figure 2, the glottal 
stop is not realized as a phonetic stop but instead as laryngealization of the final portion 
of the vowel /a/. If laryngealization is partial, the pitch rises as the vowel transitions to 
the glottal stop or laryngealization. 
In other instances, laryngealization begins earlier in the vowel, occasionally 
affecting the entire vowel.  If laryngealization begins earlier in the vowel, the pitch is 
often realized higher than the underlying tone would be normally or is inconsistent. An 
example is given in Figure 3 of one recording of the word for ‘sin’. In this instance, the 





Figure 2. Partially laryngealized vowel – /àʔgù/ ‘woman’ 
 




Nasalization of vowels and approximates in Meꞌphaa can be analyzed primarily as a 
feature of the morpheme (Marlett & Weathers, in preparation:18). In Acatepec Meꞌpaa, 
the feature links to the right edge of a morpheme and spreads leftward and rightward 
within a morpheme until stopped by a consonant that is not an approximant, glottal 
stop, or glottal fricative. Examples are given in (70). 
(70) a. gúwáʔⁿ [gu ̃w̃a ʔ̃] ‘gruel’ 
b. jùhùⁿ14 [jũ ̃hu ̃] ‘housefly’ 
c. jùʔùⁿ [jũ ̃ʔu ̃] ‘bird’ 
d. dùùⁿ [du ̃u ̃] ‘cloud’ 
Nasalization also spreads from stems to suffixes. In (71a), nasalization spreads from 
the nasal stem ‘house_fly’ to the non-nasal third person singular possessive suffix /-uu/. 
Nasalization also spreads from suffixes to stems. In (71b), it spreads from the nasal 
third-person plural suffix /-úúⁿ/ to the non-nasal stem (compare the unpossessed form 
[ʃìjúʔ]). In Acatepec, when nasality spreads from a suffix to a stem, however, it only 
spreads to the final syllable of the stem. In (71c), nasalization spreads from the nasal 
third-person plural suffix /-úúⁿ/ to the final syllable of the non-nasal stem ‘bean’ but not 
to the first syllable, as evidenced by the non-nasalized realization of /j/. In Malinaltepec 
and other varieties, nasalization that spreads leftward from a suffix continues across the 
stem until stopped by a consonant that is not an approximant, glottal stop, or glottal 
fricative, just as within a morpheme (Carrasco Zúñiga 1995:282; Marlett & Weathers, in 
preparation:29). 
                                              
14 Examples (70b-c) taken are from Marlett & Neri Remigio (2012b:6). 
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(71) a. jùhùùⁿ [jũ ̃hu ̃u ̃] housefly:3SG  ‘his/her housefly’ 
b. ʃìjúúⁿ [ʃìjũ ̃u ̃] scorpion:3PL  ‘their scorpion’ 
c. jāhúúⁿ [jāhu ̃u ̃] bean:3PL  ‘their bean’ 
Because of the distribution of /o/ and /u/, there is some evidence to suggest that 
vowels following nasal consonants are also nasalized. /o/ does not occur following 
nasal consonants, but /u/ does, as in (72). Both /u/ and /o/ can occur following non-
nasal consonants, as in (73). 
(72) /u/ following nasal consonants 
a. sìnù ‘grinding stone’ 
b. gāhnúū ‘skirt’ 
c. núhⁿdú ‘ball’ 
d. hmúú ‘song’ 
e. mūgù ‘young sheep’ 
(73) /u/ and /o/ following non-nasal consonants 
a. mēkū ‘sky’ 
b. dùbú ‘chayote’ 
c. dàgòʔ ‘custard apple’ 
d. bóō ‘ravine’ 
Also, when adding certain suffixes that begin with non-nasal /u/ to stems ending 
with /a/ that are not nasalized at the morpheme level, the vowels coalesce and become 
/o/, as in (74)b-c). 
(74) a. ītā   ‘corncob’ 
b. ītōʔ corncob:1SG ‘my corncob’ 
c. ītōō corncob:3SG ‘his/her corncob’ 
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When adding the suffix to stems ending with /a/ preceded by a nasal consonant, 
however, the /u/ of the suffix replaces the /a/ of the stem as in (75). The same occurs 
with nasalized stems, as in (76). This suggests that the vowel following a nasal 
consonant is nasalized. 
(75) a. āʔmā   ‘bee’ 
b. āʔmūʔ bee:1SG  ‘my bee’ 
c. āʔmūū bee:3SG  ‘his/her bee’ 
(76) a. gúwáʔⁿ   ‘gruel’ 
b. gúwúʔⁿ gruel:1SG  ‘my gruel’ 
c. gúwúūⁿ gruel:3SG  ‘his/her gruel’ 
Following Marlett and Weathers (in preparation), when nasalization is a feature of 
the morpheme, it will be indicated in transcriptions by a superscript letter n (ⁿ) 
following the word. Vowels that are nasalized following nasal consonants will not be 
marked as nasalized in broad transcriptions. 
1.4.3 Syllable structure 
Leben (1978) claims that syllable structure and the syllable profiles of words are 
important factors in tone analysis because underlying melodies can be realized 
differently across different profiles for a given category or class of words. This section 
will discuss syllable structure, beginning with rimes and then onsets. 
1.4.3.1 Rimes 
Syllables in Meꞌphaa can have rimes that are light (consisting of one mora), heavy 
(consisting of two moras), or complex (consisting of a vocalic element preceding the 
moraic vowel) (Weathers, Weathers & Marlett, in prepration:5). Examples of words with 
syllables having light rimes are given in (77). 
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(77) Words with syllables having light rimes 
a. ʃà.bù  ‘person’ 
b. a.gú  ‘straw mat’ 
c. gū.mā  ‘tortilla’ 
Heavy rimes are most commonly comprised of long vowels. Often, these are the 
result of derivation or inflection (Weathers, Weathers & Marlett, in preparation:5). 
Consider the example nouns given with one of their possessed forms in (78). The final 
syllables of the possessed forms all have long vowels. 
(78) Heavy rimes in inflected contexts 
a. gū.mā    ‘tortilla’   
 gū.mūū  tortilla:3SG  ‘his/her tortilla’ 
b. bì.jú    ‘eagle’   
 bì.júū  eagle:3SG  ‘his/her eagle’ 
c. gī.dū    ‘tlacolole’   
 gī.dūū  tlacolole:3SG  ‘his/her tlocolole’ 
Many one syllable words with long vowels, such as those in (79), are likely related to 
the minimal word constraint active in Meꞌphaa that requires major class words (nouns, 
verbs, etc.) to have at least two moras (in preparation:5; see also this thesis, section 
1.4.5). It is possible that these words underlyingly have a short vowel with one mora, 
but in order to satisfy the minimal word constraint, they are realized phonetically as a 
long vowel with two moras. 
(79) Heavy rimes possibly resulting from the minimal word constraint 
a. dūūⁿ ‘hot pepper’ 
b. gàà ‘armadillo’ 
c. dīīⁿ ‘sugar cane’ 
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Some examples of long vowels also appear in uninflected two-syllable words. While 
several of these appear to be compounds, it is not obvious that all are. Examples are 
given in (80). In compounds, such as in (80)c), the long vowels of the root are retained. 
(80) Heavy rimes in uninflected two-syllable words 
a. túᵑgāā ‘leader’ 
b. èᵐbīī ‘bed bug’ 
c. sùhtūūⁿ ‘goat’15 
Another possible type of heavy rime is a closed syllable, that is, one ending in a 
consonant. It is unclear, however, if all syllables in Meꞌphaa are open or not (Suárez 
1983; Carrasco Zúñiga 2006; Weathers, Weathers & Marlett, in prepration). The only 
possibilities for coda consonants in Meꞌphaa are the glottal stop and fricatives. Each of 
these present problems. 
First, fricatives frequently occur before other consonants, both word-initially and 
word-medially. Examples of word-initial fricative-consonant sequences are given in (81) 
and word-medial examples are given in (82). In such sequences, the second consonant is 
never a simple voiced stop. 
(81) Word-initial sequences of a fricative followed by a conosnant 
a. hkùùⁿ ‘weasel’ 
b. skā ‘ulcer’ 
c. ʃtūʔ ‘basket’ 
d. ʃwāhīⁿ ‘town’ 
(82) Word-medial sequences of a fricative followed by a consonant 
a. jūskā ‘fertilizer’ 
                                              
15 From the words for  ‘hair’ and ‘chin’ (Mark Weathers, personal communication). 
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b. náská ‘vegetable compost’ 
c. bìhpí ‘butterfly’ 
Fricatives also occur intervocalically. However, they never occur word-finally which 
makes them unlikely candidates for coda consonants. Considerations like these have led 
Weathers, Weathers & Marlett to argue that all fricative-consonant sequences are better 
analyzed as branching onsets (in preparation:16) . This is further discussed in the next 
section. 
The other possibility for a consonant in the coda is the glottal stop, which can 
occur intervocalically, between vowels and consonants, and word-finally following 
vowels. Examples are given in (83). 
(83) Positions where the glottal stop occurs 
a. gūʔwá ‘house’ 
b. ìjáʔⁿ ‘coyote’ 
c. ᵐbīʔī ‘day’ 
d. àʔūⁿ ‘iguana’ 
Differing analyses regarding the status of the glottal stop have been proposed for 
the Malinaltepec variety of Meꞌphaa. Suárez (1983) analyzes it as a consonant in the 
coda. In contrast, Carrasco Zúñiga (2006) and Black (2005) analyze it as a laryngeal 
vowel feature.   
Weathers, Weathers & Marlett (in preparation) find shortcomings in the previous 
two analyses, however. First, if the analysis that the glottal stop is a consonant in the 
coda is true, it would mean that this would be the only place that it occurs and that it 
would be the only consonant to appear there (in preparation:7). 
Second, they observe that the glottal stop appears to contribute to syllable weight, 
which would not be directly accounted for by the analyses of Carrasco Zúñiga (2006) 
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and Black (2005) if it were simply a vocalic feature (Weathers, Weathers & Marlett, in 
preparation:7). Consider the examples given in (84). 
(84) One-syllable words in Malinaltepec in which /ʔ/ appears to help meet minimal 
word requirements16 
a. ɡòʔⁿ ‘moon’, ‘white-nosed coati’ 
b. ʃèʔ ‘breath’ 
c. ʃàʔ ‘tight’ 
There are also very few examples of CVVʔ syllable types in non-derived words in 
Malinaltepec, and all such examples involve contour tones (in preparation:8). In line 
with Wichmann’s (2006) suggestion that vowels with contour tones are pronounced 
slightly longer, they propose that the vowels in these exceptional words are 
phonologically short but pronounced longer in order to accommodate the rise or fall 
(Weathers, Weathers, & Marlett, in preparation:9). The lack of other such CVVʔ syllable 
types suggests that the glottal stop does add syllable weight and that there is a 
constraint against syllables being more than bimoraic in non-derived words.  
To account for these observations, they propose that the glottal stop is the phonetic 
realization of an “empty” mora (in preparation:7). This has the benefit of avoiding 
proposing codas limited to glottal stops but still accounting for additional syllable 
weight. An example of the proposed analysis is diagrammed in Figure 4. 
                                              




Figure 4. Proposed structure of /gàʔō/ 'spider'17 
Weathers, Weathers & Marlett’s (in preparation) proposal seems promising, but it 
has shortcomings when trying to apply it to the Acatepec variety,18 which also bring 
questions as to how it applies to Malinaltepec. 
The Acatepec variety has several examples of CVVʔ-type words and syllables that 
have level pitch. Examples are given in (85). 
(85) a.  sááʔ ‘nectar’ 
b.  hkùùʔⁿ ‘weasel’ 
c.  sééʔⁿ ‘bird (sp.)’ 
d.  m bòòʔ ‘guacamaya’ 
e.  jàhààʔ  ‘louse’ 
f.  ʃùwááʔⁿ ‘dog’ 
g. bàhsūūʔⁿ ‘spark’ 
                                              
17 Figure 4 is reproduced from Weathers, Weathers & Marlett (in preparation:16). 
18 The authors claim that their analysis “appears to be true for most if not all of the varieties 
of Meꞌphaa with which [they] have had experience”, which includes Acatepec (Weathers, 
Weathers & Marlett, in preparation:1). 
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These at least suggest that there is no limit against super-heavy syllables in Acatepec. 
Other varieties of Meꞌphaa also have many occurrences of such words. Examples from 
the Tlacoapa variety are given in (86). Examples (86)a) and (86)d) have long vowels 
with level pitches and a glottal stop, as in Acatepec.  (86)b) has a rising instead of a 
level pitch. (86)c) does not have a long vowel. 
(86) a.  sóóʔ ‘nectar’ [tpl] (data from ENM) 
b.  kùūʔⁿ ‘weasel’ [tpl] (data from ENM) 
c.  jàhàʔ  ‘louse’ [tpl] (data from ENM) 
d. ʃùwááʔⁿ ‘dog’ [tpl] (data from ENM) 
The corresponding words in the Malinaltepec variety are given in (87). Words that 
also have a long vowel, as in (87)a-b), either do not have the glottal stop or have a 
rising instead of a level pitch. Some of the words in this variety have a short vowel, as 
in (87)c-d). The word for ‘dog’ also does not have a glottal stop. 
(87) a.  sáá ‘nectar’ [tcf] (data from PZM) 
b.  kùúʔⁿ ‘weasel’ [tcf] (data from PZM) 
c.  jàhàʔ  ‘louse’ [tcf] (data from PZM) 
d.  ʃùwáⁿ ‘dog’ [tcf] (data from PZM) 
It may be that in Malinaltepec the lack of syllables with a long vowel and glottal stop in 
some monomorphemic words is motivated by Weathers, Weathers, and Marlett’s (in 
preparation:6) observation that that variety has lost many word-final glottal stops in 
comparison to other varieties 
A final analysis of the glottal stop is beyond the scope of this thesis. In line with all 
three analyses mentioned, I will assume that the glottal stop is at least associated with 
the syllable that precedes it and that words and syllables that contain it should be 




Most syllables in Meꞌphaa have onsets, but examples without onsets do exist word-
initially and word-medially. Examples of syllables without word-initial onsets are given 
in (88). 
(88) Word-initial syllables without onsets 
a. ī.dā ‘palm’ 
b. àʔ.mā ‘bee’ 
c. à.hkàʔ ‘sun’ 
d. ē.ᵐbīī ‘bed bug’ 
Examples of non-initial syllables without glottal stops are given in (89) and (90). Those 
in (89) all have a glottal stop between the vowels of the two syllables. Those in (90) all 
consist of the sequence /a/ followed by /u/ and are part of nasal morphemes. 
(89) Word-medial syllables without onsets having /ʔ/ between vowels 
a. ìʔ.ìⁿ ‘reed’ 
b. dìʔ.ì ‘flower’ 
c. jàʔ.ù ‘green vegetable’ 
(90) Word-medial syllables without onsets not having /ʔ/ between vowels 
a. dā.ūʔⁿ ‘mouth’ 
b. jā.úⁿ ‘hand’ 
c. stā.ūⁿ ‘beard and mustache’ 
Simple onsets consisting of one consonant are the most common. Any consonant 
except for glottal stop can occur in a simple onset. Examples are given in (91). 
(91) Syllables with simple onsets 
a. gū.mā ‘tortilla’ 
b. kú.bá ‘hill’ 
c. dà.ᵐbù ‘tomato’ 
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d. sù.dúʔ ‘back’ 
e. dàʔ.kà ‘squash’ 
Meꞌphaa also has syllables containing a fricative followed by another consonant, 
which Weathers, Weathers, and Marlett have analyzed as branching onsets (in 
preparation:16).  The examples presented previously in (81) and (82) are repeated here 
as (92) and (93). 
(92) Word-initial branching onsets 
a. hkùùⁿ ‘weasel’ 
b. skā ‘ulcer’ 
c. ʃtūʔ ‘basket’ 
d. ʃwāhīⁿ ‘town’ 
(93) Word-medial branching onsets 
a. jū.skā ‘fertilizer’ 
b. ná.ská ‘vegetable compost’ 
c. bì.hpí ‘butterfly’ 
They propose that, in many cases, these may have formed because of the loss of an 
intervening vowel (in preparation:17). The manner in which some loanwords are 
realized supports this idea, as in (94), as does the analysis of words with consonant 
clusters with [r] discussed below in this section. 
(94) ʃlóté ‘chilote’ 
A special note is needed about the distribution of various fricatives that occur in 
branching onsets, at least for the Acatepec variety. First, while /h/ and other fricatives 
can occur intervocalically as in (95), /h/ is the only fricative found to precede other 




(95) Intervocalic fricatives 
a. īʃì ‘tree’ 
b. bíʃáʔ ‘mushroom’ 
c. īsú ‘bone’ 
d. dùsī ‘bird (sp.)’ 
e. jāhā ‘bean’ 
f. gùhùⁿ ‘sweet potato’ 
(96) /h/ preceding other fricatives 
a. dàhʃà ‘grass 
b. mīhʃā ‘shadow’ 
c. ēhʃí ‘corn’ 
d. bùhsì ‘quintonil’ 
e. bíhʃtùùⁿ ‘cat’ 
f. bāhʃtá ‘rooster’ 
/h/ also occurs much more frequently as part of a branching onset in final syllables 
than other fricatives do. In fact, often when another fricative is part of a branching 
onset in that position, it is preceded by /h/ in Acatepec, as seen in (96)e-f). Conversely, 
other fricatives, especially /ʃ/, are much more common than /h/ in word-initial 
branching onsets. /h/ also affects the phonetic pitch of the preceding vowel. These facts 
may suggest that /h/ should be analyzed differently than other fricatives, at least in 
some cases. 
There are also some consonant clusters that consist of the [r] allophone of /d/ and 
another consonant (Weathers, Weathers & Marlett, in preparation:18), as in (97). [r] 
can precede or follow the other consonant. 
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(97) Syllables with sequences of [r] and another consonant 
a. [rgó.mí]   ‘knee’ 
b. [ᵐbrù.wáʔ]  ‘chipile’ 
c. [ʃkráʔ.á]  ‘broom’ 
In many cases, comparison with the same word in another variety suggests that a 
vowel has dropped out between the two consonants, as in the data from two subdialects 
of the Malinaltepec variety given in (98) and  (99) (taken from Weathers, Weathers & 
Marlett, in preparation:18). 
(98) a. dɡābā [rɡā.bā]  'toad' (Paraje Montero subdialect) 
b. dāɡābā [rāɡā.bā]  'toad' (Iliatenco subdialect) 
(99) a. dkíhwàʔⁿ  [rkí.hwa ʔ̃]   'pineapple' (Paraje Montero subdialect) 
b. dākíhwàʔⁿ  [rākí.hwa ʔ̃]  'pineapple' (Iliatenco subdialect) 
1.4.3.3 Inventory of syllable types 
CV is the most common syllable type in Meꞌphaa, but other types are also attested. 
Some syllable types are found in all positions, while other are found only in non-final 
weak syllables or in word-final strong syllables. Examples of the different types and 
where they occur are given in (100), (101), and (102). 
(100) Syllable types found in all positions 
a. CV gū.mā  ‘tortilla’  ʃà.bù   ‘person’  
b. CVʔ gáʔ.kù  ‘adobe’  kù.bàʔ  ‘land’ 
c. FCV19 ʃká.mí  ‘spindle’  ná.ská   ‘vegetable compost’ 
d. FCVʔ20 ʃtíʔ.kú  ‘bat (animal)’  à.hkàʔ   ‘sun’ 
                                              
19 ‘F’ is used to indicate that only a fricative can occur in a given position. 
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e. V a.gú  ‘straw_mat’  ᵐbīʔ.ī   ‘day’ 
f. Vʔ21 ìʔ.dúùⁿ  ‘roadrunner’  ǵuʔpàʔ   ‘mushroom (sp.)’ 
(101) Syllable types found only in weak, non-final syllables 
a. rCV [rgó.mí] ‘knee’ 
b. CrV22,23 [ᵐbrù.wáʔ] ‘chipile’  
c. FCrV [ʃtrá.hùʔ] ‘prickly pear’ 
d. FCrVʔ [ʃkráʔ.á] ‘broom’ 
(102) Syllable types found in final, strong syllables 
a. CVV è.ᵐbīī ‘bedbug’ 
b. CVVʔ è.ⁿdīīʔ ‘jaguar’ 
c. FCVV gā.hnúū ‘skirt’ 
d. FCVVʔ è.hᵑgììʔ ‘mole’ 
e. hFCV24 bā.hʃtá ‘rooster’ 
f. hFCVV gú.hʃtàà ‘sack’  (loanword, Spanish: costal) 
g. VV ᵐbáʔ.óō ‘moss’ 
h. VVʔ25 à.ààʔⁿ  ‘deer’ 
                                                                                                                                       
20 The FCVʔ syllable type is only found word-finally in non-inflected contexts if the fricative 
is /h/. Other fricatives can occur in inflected contexts. 
21 The Vʔ syllable type is only found word-finally in inflected contexts. 
22 CrV, FCrV, and FCrV syllable types do not occur in one syllable words, as they do not 
contain weak syllables, and the fricative is never /h/. 
23 Another example is /sdí.hjàà/ ‘squirrel’. 
24 hFCV and hFCVV syllable types do not occur in one syllable words. 
25 This is the only occurrence of VVʔ. In other varieties, there is a glide at the beginning of 




Marlett and Weathers propose that, while there is no clear evidence of something 
like stress in Meꞌphaa, words and phrases in all varieties demonstrate a right-headed, or 
iambic, prosodic structure (in preparation:24). 
Some phonetic details depend on references to a weak syllable. For example, in 
major class words, the phoneme /d/ is consistently pronounced as [d] when it occurs in 
the final, strong syllable of disyllabic words (see (103a) or in monosyllabic words (see 
(103b) (Weathers, Weathers & Marlett in preparation:4). When it occurs in non-final, 
weak syllables (see (103c) and in most minor class words (such as determiners, 
conjunctions, etc.; see (103d), however, it is pronounced as [r].26 Loanwords retain the 
pronunciation of the Spanish phone (see 103e-f). 
(103) a. īdīʔ [īdīʔ] ‘ash’ 
b. dūūⁿ [dūūⁿ] ‘hot pepper’ 
c. dàʔkà [ràʔkà] ‘squash’ 
d. dá [rá] ‘EMPH’ 
e. dískú [dískú] ‘disk’ (Spanish: ‘disco’) 
f. búrú [búrú] ‘donkey’ (Spanish: ‘burro’) 
Instances of lenition also occur in the non-final syllables and minor class words, 
suggesting that these syllables can be considered weak (Marlett & Weathers, in 
                                              
26 Navarro Solano (2012) claims that there is evidence in the Malinaltepec variety that, while 
often in free variation, the flap/ɾ/ and trill /r/ are in the process of becoming distinct phonemes 
(2012:23–25). This hypothesis has not been tested for the Acatepec variety. When [r] is written 
in data presented in this thesis, no claim is made as to whether it is a trill or a flap. 
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preparation:24). In some varieties, there is also evidence of historic substitution of 
different phonemes in these weak syllables (in preparation:24). 
In the formation of compound words and lexicalization of phrases, elements on the 
left often show reduction of vowel length or the loss of a vowel (in preparation:24). 
This might also help explain an otherwise apparent anomaly of one-syllable words with 
a short vowel and branching onset in the realization of the minimal word constraint 
discussed in 1.4.5. The left part of compounds is also more likely to show variation 
across different varieties of Meꞌphaa, suggesting its weaker position (in preparation:24–
25). 
1.4.5 The minimal word 
Weathers, Weathers & Marlett claim that Meꞌphaa incorporates a version of the 
minimal word constraint27 in which major class words must be at least bimoraic (in 
preparation:3) . This section summarizes their claims. 
Monomoraic major class words are not well formed, but there are several instances 
of monomoraic minor class words. 
The requirement of two or more moras can be met in a number of ways (in 
preparation:3). The most common profiles for nouns are disyllabic. Many words have 
two simple CV syllables, such as in (104a).  Other disyllabic words have a final CVV 
syllable, such as in (104b). Words with VCV and VCVV profiles also satisfy the minimal 
word constraint as in (104c-d). 
                                              
27 See (Îto 1986; Kenstowicz 1994:640; Kager 2007:23 for further discussion of the concept 
of minimal word. 
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(104) a. gūmā ‘tortilla’ 
b. ⁿdūjáā ‘world’ 
c. ìgì ‘fox’ 
d. èmbīī ‘stink bug’ 
Disyllabic words without onsets in the final syllable also exist, but are limited to 
two types. One type includes words in which the first vowel is followed by a glottal stop 
and the second is not (Weathers, Weathers & Marlett, in preparation:3). These are 
clearly pronounced as two syllables and also show allophony of the phoneme /d/. For 
example, the word /dìʔì/ [rìʔì] ‘flower’ has the rhotic allophone of /d/, so it cannot be 
monosyllabic (in preparation:4). 
The second type includes words in which the vowel in the first syllable must be /a/ 
and the vowel of the second syllable must be /u/ or /o/. While not clearly pronounced 
as two syllables, words such as these that begin with /d/ are pronounced with its rhotic 
allophone, which suggests they consist of two syllables. Examples are given in (105), 
taken from Weathers, Weathers & Marlett (in preparation:4). 
(105) a. [jāúⁿ] ‘hand’ 
b. [rāūʔⁿ] ‘mouth’ 
Many monosyllabic words also exist, but all are bimoraic. Most commonly, these 
are words with a CVV pattern (in preparation:5–6), such as those in (106). 
(106) a. dūūⁿ ‘hot pepper’ 
b. gàà ‘armadillo’ 
There is also a group of monosyllabic words that have only one vowel, which 
would seem to violate the minimal word constraint. Examples are given in (107).  
(107) a. ʃtá ‘skin’ 
b. skā ‘sore’ 
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The majority of these have branching onsets containing a fricative followed by another 
consonant. Weathers, Weathers, & Marlett (in preparation:17) propose that if these 
words have evolved from disyllabic words that have lost their first syllable due to the 
iambic structure discussed in Marlett & Weathers (in preparation), then it is plausible 
that the mora from the lost syllable has re-associated with the onset. With regards to 
tone, words that have branching onsets do not seem to be different from words that do 
not (see section 2.3.1). 
There are very few instances of major-class words consisting of an onset with a 
single consonant and a rime consisting a short vowel followed by a glottal stop 
(Weathers, Weathers & Marlett, in preparation:7–8). Only two words are found in the 
data from Acatepec. They are listed in (108). 
(108) a. gùʔⁿ ‘coatimundi’ 
b. ʃùʔⁿ ‘wall’ 
Weathers,  Weathers, & Marlett provide two additional examples for the 
Malinaltepec variety (in preparation:8), given in (109). 
(109) Additional CVʔ words from Malinaltepec [tcf] 
a. ʃèʔ ‘breath’ 
b. ʃàʔ ‘tight’ 
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Chapter 2  
TONE IN THE NOUN SYSTEM 
Before discussing the realizations of underlying melodies and tonal processes found 
in the noun system of Acatepec Meꞌpaa, I present a brief overview of the syllable 
profiles found among noun stems in section 2.1 and of nominal morphology in section 
2.2. The melodies found among simple, unpossessed nouns are discussed in section 2.3. 
Finally, in section 2.4, I  discuss the melodies of morphologically complex nouns.  
Special attention is given to the possessed forms of nouns in that section, since they 
provide useful frames for tone analysis. Section 2.5 briefly compares the analysis 
presented in this thesis with the analyses of Black (2005) and Wichmann (2006). 
2.1 Syllable profiles of nouns 
This section presents a brief overview of the syllable profiles found among nouns. It 
is organized by number of syllables in the word. 
2.1.1 One-syllable nouns 
There are two major groups of monosyllabic simple nouns. In one group, the 
uninflected monosyllabic nouns have monosyllabic inflected forms, while in the other 
group the monosyllabic uninflected forms have bisyllablic inflected forms. The syllable 
profiles found among those with one-syllable inflected forms are listed with examples in 
(110), while those with two-syllable inflected forms are listed in (111). 
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(110) Profiles of one-syllable nouns with monosyllabic inflected forms 
a. CVV gàà   ‘armadillo’ 
  gjòò armadillo:3SG  ‘his/her armadillo’ 
b. CVVʔ sááʔ   ‘nectar’ 
  sóōʔ nectar:3SG  ‘his/her nectar’ 
c. CCV ʃtá   ‘flesh’ 
  ʃtóō flesh:3SG  ‘his/her flesh’ 
d. CCVʔ ʃkáʔ   ‘clover’ 
  ʃkóōʔ clover:3SG  ‘his/her clover’ 
e. CCVV ʃwàà   ‘small bowl’ 
  ʃkòò small_bowl:3SG ‘his/her small bowl’ 
f. hCVʔ hmàʔ   ‘dew’ 
  hmùùʔ dew:3SG  ‘his/her dew’ 
g. hCVVʔ hkùùʔⁿ   ‘weasel’ 
  hkùùʔⁿ weasel:3SG  ‘his/her weasel’ 
(111) Profiles of one-syllable nouns with bisyllabic inflected forms 
a. CVV dūūⁿ   ‘hot pepper’ 
  dūjūūⁿ chile:3SG  ‘his/her hot pepper’ 
b. CCVʔ ʃtìʔ   ‘left hand’ 
  ʃtìjùùʔ left_hand:3SG  ‘his/her left hand’ 
c. CCVV ʃtíīⁿ   ‘cloth’ 
  ʃtíjúūⁿ cloth:3SG  ‘his/her cloth’ 
d. hCVV hmúú   ‘song’ 
  hmáúū song:3SG  ‘his/her song’ 
e. hCVVʔ hᵐbāā   ‘plot of land’ 
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  hᵐbājūū plot_of_land:3SG ‘his/her plot of land’ 
2.1.2 Two-syllable nouns 
Two-syllable nouns make up the largest group. There are nearly seventy different 
syllable profiles found among them. For the purposes of tone analysis, many of these 
can be grouped together according to how their underlying melodies are realized 
phonetically.  
The syllable profiles found among two-syllable nouns are listed in (112), (113), 
(114), and (115). Because of space limitations, examples of each profile are not given 
here. 
(112) Profiles of two-syllable nouns without /ʔ/ or /h/ 
CVCV CV.CCV CV.V CVCVV V.CV 
CCVCV  CCV.V CCVCVV V.CVV 
CCCVCV  CCCV.V 
(113) Profiles of two-syllable nouns with /h/ but without /ʔ/  
CVhV CVhCV CVhCVV hCVCV VhV VhCVV 
CCVhV CCVhCV CCVhCVV hCVCVV VhCV VhCCVV 
CCCVhV CVhCCV CvHCCVV 
(114) Profiles of two-syllable nouns with /ʔ/ but without /h/ 
CVʔCV CVCVʔ CVʔCVʔ VʔCV VCVʔ VʔCVʔ 
CCVʔCV CCVCVʔ CCVʔCVʔ  VCCVʔ  
  CCCVCVʔ 
CVʔCCV CVCCVʔ CVʔCCVʔ 





CVʔCVV CVCVVʔ CVʔCVVʔ VʔCVV VCVVʔ 
CCCVʔCVV CVCCVVʔ CCVʔCVVʔ   V.VVʔ 
CVʔVV 
(115) Profiles of two-syllable nouns with /h/ and /ʔ/ 
CVhVʔ CVhVVʔ     VhCVʔ 
CCCVhVʔ CCVhVVʔ 
CVhCVʔ CVhCVVʔ  CVʔhCVʔ VhCVVʔ 
hCVCVVʔ CCVhCVVʔ hCVʔCV 
There is a small group of two-syllable nouns that have irregular possessed forms 
that lose a vowel, such as those in (116).  
(116) Two syllable nouns with irregular possessed forms 
a. èhʷìì   ‘griddle’  
 hʷìjúū griddle:3SG  ‘his/her griddle’ 
b. àhmūū   ‘shorts’ 
 hmàùù shorts:3SG  ‘his/her shorts’ 
2.1.3 Three-syllable nouns 
There are also some three-syllable nouns. The vast majority are either derived 
words, compound words, or loanwords, but some may be simple. Their syllable profiles 
are listed without being grouped in (117). Because there are few (if any) clear, simple 
three-syllable nouns, their tone melodies are not discussed in section 2.3. 
(117) Profiles of three-syllable nouns 
a. CVCVCV  dàgābā  ‘toad’ 
b. CCVCVCV  ʃtáʃígú  ‘pork rind’ 
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c. CVCVCCVV sīgīstīīⁿ  ‘cigar’ 
d. CVCVCVʔ  kūtàjàʔ  ‘rainbow’ 
e. CCVCVCVʔ  ʃtāgíjáʔ  ‘irrigated land’ 
f. CVCVhCVʔ  dàᵐbùhjàʔ  ‘blister’ 
g. CCVCVʔCV  ʃkàbèʔdì  ‘owl’ 
h. CCVCVʔV  ʃtāgāʔū  ‘barn’ 
2.2 Nominal morphology 
Nouns in Meꞌphaa can be classified in multiple, overlapping ways. First, all nouns 
can be classified as animate or inanimate depending on whether or not they trigger 
agreement with various other constituents, including verbs, adjectives, quantifiers, 
determiners, subordinators, and demonstrative pronouns (see Suárez 1983:65; Carrasco 
Zúñiga 2006; Wichmann 2005; etc.). Animate nouns trigger agreement, inanimate 
nouns do not. Animacy is not morphologically indicated on the noun. Animate nouns 
include persons, animals, deities, celestial bodies, and the months of the year. Inanimate 
nouns include most other nouns (plants, body parts, other natural and non-natural 
objects, and abstract concepts).  
Second, Wichmann (1995) divides the nouns of Azoyú Meꞌphaa into classes x and 
y. The same division can be observed in other varieties of Meꞌphaa, including Acatepec. 
In Acatepec, y-class nouns are identified in their possessed forms by the inclusion of an 
additional suffix /-j/, which occurs before possessive suffix, as seen in (118). The suffix 
does not occur in x-class nouns, as in (119). 
(118) y-class noun 
a. gáʔkù   ‘adobe’ 
b. gáʔkjùù adobe:YCLASS:3sg ‘his/her adobe’ 
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(119) x-class noun 
a. āgú   ‘straw mat’ 
b. āgúū straw_mat:3SG  ‘his/her straw mat’ 
In Acatepec, nouns that end in /i/ cannot be definitively classified as x-class or y-
class, because the final /i/ of the stem surfaces as an approximate when the possessive 
suffix is added, making them appear identical to y-class words. Examples are given in 
(120) through (122). 
(120) a. īsí   ‘stone’ 
b. īsjúʔ stone:1SG  ‘my stone’ 
(121) a. ìgì   ‘fox’ 
b. ìgjúʔ fox:1SG  ‘my fox’ 
(122) a. sīì   ‘peanut’ 
b. sjúʔ peanut:1SG  ‘my peanut’ 
The majority of animate nouns belong to the y-class, but some do not. Most inanimate 
nouns belong to the x-class, but some do not. Kinship terms are distributed between 
both classes. Almost all Spanish loanwords belong to the y-class. See Wichmann (1995) 
and Marlett (2011a) for further discussion. 
Third, most nouns can occur in phrases without additional morphology, but the 
majority of kinship and body part terms are obligatorily possessed. Some obligatorily 
possessed nouns can occur without possessive morphology when they form part of a 
compound word. 
Possessed forms of most nouns are constructed by the addition of a suffix to the 
stem that shows agreement with the possessor in person and number. Proposed 
underlying forms of the suffixes are given in Table 5.  
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Table 5. Proposed underlying forms of possessive suffixes 
1SG 2SG 3SG 1PLIN 1PLEX 2PL 3PL 
-uʔ -aaʔ -uu -u (lú) -u (ʃù) -a (lā) -úúⁿ  
All first-person suffixes and also the second-person plural are assumed to be 
underlyingly toneless, as they are always realized with the final pitch of the 
unpossessed stem. First- and second-person plural forms often include optional clitics 
(indicated in parenthesis in Table 5) that help to disambiguate the referent. The 
realization of the underlying melodies of these clitics never varies. Second-person 
singular and third-person singular suffixes are both also toneless, but the surface 
melodies realized on their two vowels are a result of tone rules that apply according to 
the final tone of the stem’s underlying melody. The third-person plural suffix has the 
underlying melody /H/. See section 2.4.1 for further discussion of the tone melodies of 
the suffixes. The same set of suffixes is also used in certain classes of intransitive and 
transitive verbs to show agreement with one of their arguments.28 
The segmental morphophonemics of the suffixes are complex. First, if a stem is 
underlyingly nasal, the nasality spreads to the suffix, and all of that stem’s possessed 
forms will also be nasal, as in (123). If a stem is not underlyingly nasal, when the third 
person plural suffix, which is nasal, is added to produce that form, the nasality spreads 
from the suffix to the stem, as in (124). 
(123) a. jùhùⁿ [jũ ̃hu ̃]   ‘housefly’ 
b. jùhùʔⁿ [jũ ̃hu ̃ʔ] housefly:1SG  ‘my housefly’ 
c. jùhùùⁿ [jũ ̃hu ̃u ̃] housefly:3SG  ‘his/her housefly’ 
                                              
28 The third-person plural suffix, however, behaves differently with regards to tone in verbs 
and nouns. See discussion in section 3.2.2. 
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(124) a. ʃìjúʔ [ʃìjúʔ]   ‘scorpion’ 
b. ʃìjúúⁿ [ʃi  j̃ũ ̃u ̃] scorpion:3PL  ‘his/her scorpion’ 
Similarly, if a stem ends in /ʔ/, then all of that stem’s possessed forms will 
normally end in /ʔ/, as in (125). If a stem does not end in /ʔ/, then only the first- and 
second-person singular possessed forms will end in /ʔ/, as in (126). 
(125) a. dàhùʔ   ‘prickly pear’ 
b. dàhùʔ nopal:1SG  ‘my prickly pear’ 
c. dàhùùʔ nopal:3SG  ‘his/her prickly pear’ 
d. dàhùùʔⁿ nopal:3PL  ‘their prickly pear’ 
(126) a. gàjú   ‘raccoon’ 
b. gàjúʔ raccoon:1SG  ‘my raccoon’ 
c. gàjáāʔ raccoon:2SG  ‘your raccoon’ 
d. gàjúū raccoon:3SG  ‘his/her raccoon’ 
The possessed forms of x-class nouns are morphologically simpler than those of 
y-class nouns. When adding a possessive suffix to an x-class noun whose final stem 
vowel is /u/, the stem vowel is elided unless preceded by a back consonant. As 
discussed above, nasal stems and stems ending in /ʔ/ retain those features. The final 
tone of the stem’s melody is realized on the suffix, as seen in the noun with a final mid 
tone given in (127).  
(127) x-class noun ending in /u/ and mid tone 
a. gīdū   ‘tlacolole’ 
b. gīdūʔ tlacolole:1SG  ‘my tlacolole’ 
c. gīdāāʔ tlacolole:2SG  ‘your tlacolole’ 
d. gīdūū tlacolole:3SG  ‘his/her tlacolole’ 
e. gīdūlú tlacolole:1PLIN  ‘our tlacolole’ 
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f. gīdūʃù tlacolole:1PLEX ‘our tlacolole’ 
g. gīdālā tlacolole:2PL  ‘your tlacolole’ 
h. gīdúúⁿ tlacolole:3PL  ‘their tlacolole’ 
If the stem’s melody ends with an underlyingly high tone, the second and third 
person singular possessed forms are realized with a final fall from high to mid across 
the long vowel of the suffix, while the third person plural form remains level (see 
(128)).  
(128) x-class noun ending in /u/ and high tone 
a. dùbú   ‘chayote’ 
b. dùbúʔ chayote:1SG  ‘my chayote’ 
c. dùbáāʔ chayote:2SG  ‘your chayote’ 
d. dùbúū chayote:3SG  ‘their chayote’ 
e. dùbúlú chayote:1PLIN  ‘our chayote’ 
f. dùbúʃù chayote:1PLEX  ‘our chayote’ 
g. dùbálā chayote:2PL  ‘your chayote’ 
h. dùbúúⁿ chayote:3PL  ‘their chayote’ 
If the stem’s melody ends in an underlyingly low tone, the low spreads across the 
long vowel of the second and third person singular suffixes, but results in a low-to-high 
rise across the third person plural suffix (see (129)).29 See section 2.4.1 for further 
discussion of the realization of tone melodies of possessed nouns. 
(129) x-class noun ending in /u/ and low tone 
a. ʃìgù   ‘wooden post’ 
b. ʃìgùʔ wooden_post:1SG ‘my wooden post’ 
                                              
29 In the third person plural forms of verbs, the low spreads across the entire suffix. 
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c. ʃìgwààʔ wooden_post:2SG ‘your wooden post’ 
d. ʃìgùù wooden_post:3SG ‘his/her wooden post’ 
e. ʃìgùlú wooden_post:1PLIN ‘our wooden post’ 
f. ʃìgùʃù wooden_post:1PLEX ‘our wooden post’ 
g. ʃìgwàlā wooden_post:2PL ‘your wooden post’ 
h. ʃìgùúⁿ wooden_post:3PL ‘their wooden post’ 
If the final stem vowel is /i/, rather than eliding, the /i/ is realized as an 
approximant, and the suffix is added as described for stems ending in /u/. This makes 
such forms ambiguous with the possessed forms of y-class nouns. An example is given in 
(130). 
(130) Noun ending in /i/ 
a. īsí   ‘stone’ 
b. īsjúʔ stone:1SG  ‘my stone’ 
c. īsjáāʔ stone:2SG  ‘your stone’ 
d. īsjúū stone:3SG  ‘his/her stone’ 
e. īsjúlú stone:1PLIN  ‘our stone’ 
f. īsjúʃù stone:1PLEX’  ‘our stone’ 
g. īsjálā stone:2PL  ‘your stone’ 
h. īsjúúⁿ stone:3PL  ‘their stone’ 
If the final stem vowel is /a/ and the stem and suffix are non-nasal, then the vowels 
of the stem and the suffix coalesce to /o/ in first and third-person singular forms. If the 
underlying vowel of the suffix is /a/ (i.e., second-person singular or plural suffixes), the 
vowel does not change. First-person plural forms do not coalesce and instead retain the 




(131) x-class noun ending in /a/ 
a. ītā   ‘corncob’ 
b. ītōʔ corncob:1SG ‘my corncob’ 
c. ītāāʔ corncob:2SG ‘your corncob’ 
d. ītōō corncob:3SG ‘his/her corncob’ 
e. ītūlú corncob:1PLIN ‘our corncob’ 
f. ītūʃù corncob:1PLEX ‘our corncob’ 
g. ītālā corncob:2PL ‘your corncob’ 
h. ītúúⁿ corncob:3PL ‘their corncob’ 
The morphophonemics of y-class words is slightly more complicated, because, 
although the suffix /-j/ occurs between the stem and possessive suffix, the same 
processes as described for x-class words occur. The possessed forms of y-class stems 
ending in /u/ appear as x-class stems ending in /i/. An example of a y-class noun 
ending with /u/ is given in (132). 
(132) a. béʃú   ‘izote’ 
b. béʃjúʔ izote:1SG  ‘my izote’ 
For y-class nouns ending in non-nasal /a/, the final vowel of the first-person 
singular and third-person singular possessed forms is /o/, just as it is for x-class nouns 
ending in non-nasal /a/, but the /-j/ suffix also occurs between the stem and possessive 
suffix. An example of a y-class noun ending with /a/ is given in (133). 
(133) y-class noun ending in /a/ 
a. àgā   ‘pig’ 
b. àgjōʔ pig:YCLASS:1SG  ‘my pig’ 
c. àgjāāʔ pig:YCLASS:2SG  ‘your pig’ 
d. àgjōō pig:YCLASS:3SG  ‘his/her pig’ 
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e.  àgjūlú pig:YCLASS:1PLIN ‘our pig’ 
f. àgjūʃù pig:YCLASS:1PLEX ‘our pig’ 
g. àgjālā pig:YCLASS:2PL  ‘your pig’ 
h. àgjúúⁿ pig:YCLASS:3PL  ‘their pig’ 
An analysis of the segmental processes presented is beyond the scope of this thesis, 
and the processes are described here only to aid the analysis of the tone system. 
2.3 Tone melodies of morphologically simple nouns 
In this section, I discuss the tone melodies of morphologically simple nouns and 
demonstrate how each is realized across different CV patterns.  
Since Acatepec Meꞌpaa has three underlying tone heights, a total of nine 
combinations are possible for melodies consisting of one or two tones: /H/, /M/, /L/, 
/HM/, /HL/, /MH/, /ML/, /LH/, and /LM/. All of these are attested as occurring with 
simple noun roots, but they are not all equally distributed. There are more examples of 
/H/, /M/, /L/, and /HL/ than there are of other melodies. Also, some melodies do not 
occur or are more or less common with certain CV patterns. Examples of each melody 
and how they are realized across different CV patterns are presented in the following 
sub-sections. 
A wider range of underlying melodies are found among two-syllable nouns, while 
the distribution of melodies occurring in one-syllable nouns is more limited. Section 
2.3.1 discusses most two-syllable nouns. Section 2.3.2 discusses one-syllable nouns. 
Animacy and classification as x-class or y-class are not taken into account in this 
section, because there seem to be no tonal differences. In section 2.4.1, the melodies of 
morphologically-complex possessed forms are discussed. 
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2.3.1 Simple nouns with two syllables 
For the purpose of studying the underlying melodies found among them, two-
syllable nouns can be organized according to the presence or absence of glottal 
consonants foot-medially and according to the length of their final vowel. The presence 
or absence of glottal consonants in the position mentioned affect the phonetic 
realization of the surface melodies found, most notably in the melody /HL/. 
Identification of the underlying melody of two-syllable nouns ending with a short vowel 
is relatively straightforward, while it can be difficult for those ending with a long 
vowel. 
Examples of how each melody is realized across profiles with short vowels and not 
having /h/ or /ʔ/ foot-medially are given in Table 6. The CVCV profile makes up the 
largest group of two-syllable nouns in this group and in the corpus as a whole. All nine 
expected melodies are found with this profile: /H/, /M/, /L/, /HM/, /HL/, /MH/, 
/ML/, /LH/, and /LM/. 
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Table 6. Realization of tone melodies across simple two-syllable CV patterns 
 H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
 [44] [33] [22] [43] [44] [34] [32] [24] [23] 
CVCV guma guma sinu tʃada kuba duta mugu dubu dusi 
 ‘string’ ‘tortilla’ ‘grinding_stone’ ‘sandal’ ‘hill’ ‘coal’ ‘lamb’ ‘chayote’ ‘bird_sp’ 
CVCCV  juska   naska     
  ‘fertilizer’   ‘vegetable_ compost’     
CCVCV smidu ʃkudi ʃtiti ʃjama ʃkʷija   ʃkani  
 ‘waist’ ‘maguey’ ‘lung’ ‘banana’ ‘clay’   ‘lizard’  
CVCVʔ giwuʔⁿ ʃinaʔ kubaʔ  sigaʔ duⁿduʔ misuʔ ʃijuʔ  
 ‘ulcer’ ‘spider’ ‘earth’  ‘seed’ ‘turkey’ ‘hilltop’ ‘scorpion’  
CCVCVʔ smabuʔⁿ  ʃkadaʔ       
 ‘reed’  ‘dragon_fly’       
hCVCV    hnima hnawuⁿ     
    ‘bean_plant’ ‘skirt’     
VCV  ita igi  iga agu iʃi  aga 
  ‘corn_cob’ ‘fox’  ‘yam_bean’ ‘palm_mat’ ‘tree’  ‘pig’ 
VCVʔ awaʔ idiʔ egiʔ  awaʔ ijaʔⁿ    
 ‘yerba santa’ ‘ashes’ ‘fish’  
‘hierba_ 






Melodies that are missing for profiles in this group are assumed to be accidental gaps. 
Apart from /HL/, all underlying melodies simply associate to each TBU of the stem 
from left to right in a one-to-one manner, as in (134) through (141).  
(134)     H 
   
 guma 
 string  
(135)    M 
   
 guma 
 tortilla  
(136)     L 
   
 sinu 
 grinding_stone  
(137)     H M 
   
 tʃada 
 sandal  
(138)    M H 
   
 duta 
 coal  
(139)      M L 
   
 mugu 
 lamb  
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(140)     L H 
   
 dubu 
 chayote  
(141)     L M 
   
 dusi 
 string  
For most two-syllable nouns, the underlying melodies /H/ and /HL/ are neutralized 
and have the same surface melody in non-derived forms, but they contrast in derived 
forms (see section 2.4.1). In nouns with short vowels having the melody /HL/ that do 
not have /h/ or /ʔ/ foot-medially, the Progressive high tone spreading rule (39) applies. 
The Progressive high tone spreading rule is restated in (142).  
(142) Default mid tone insertion: TBUs that do not have a tone associated with them 
after other rules apply are assigned a default mid tone. 
An example of noun with the melody /HL/ is given in (143). The surface melody is the 
same as the noun ‘string’ with the melody /H/ given above in (134). 
(143)    H  L   H  L     
      [ 4  4] 
 kuba → kuba    kuba 
 hill    ‘hill’  
In the third-person singular possessed form (and the second-person singular form), 
the Final low tone docking rule (40) applies, and the final low docks to the final TBU 




(144)     H L      H      L     H       L   
       [ 4  j] 
 kuba - uu → koboo → koboo  koboo 
 hill    -  3SG     ‘his/her hill’  
This contrasts with the third-person singular possessed form of the word for string, 
which ends with a high-to-mid fall instead of high-to-low, as seen in (145). 
(145)     H            H    M  
     [ 4    c] 
 guma - uu → gumuu   gumuu 
 string  - 3SG   ‘his/her string’  
In the Malinaltepec variety of Meꞌphaa, /H/ and /HL/ nouns do maintain surface 
contrast in non-derived forms, as in (146) and (147). 
(146) gúmá ‘string’ [tcf] (data from PZM) 
(147) húbà ‘hill’ [tcf] (data from PZM) 
It is not clear why this contrast has been lost in the Acatepec variety, as /HM/ 
words do not exhibit a similar behavior.  A large number of nouns with the melody 
/HL/ are loanwords, regardless of their CV pattern. Not all /HL/ nouns in the group, 
however, are loanwords, such as the word for ‘hill’. 
Examples of nouns having /h/ foot-medially are given in Table 7. Examples with 
/ʔ/ foot-medially are given in Table 8.
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Table 7. Realization of tone melodies across two-syllable CV patterns with /h/ in the final syllable 
 H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
 [44] [33] [22] [43] [42] [34] [32] [24] [23] 
CVhCV nihtu ʃahpa dahʃa tʃihⁿdu ᵑgahsu dahku jahsu bihpi suhtu 
 ‘tendon’ ‘board’ ‘pasture’ ‘lizard’ ‘marrow’ ‘foot’ ‘lard’ ‘butterfly’ ‘eyelash’ 
CVhCV ʃpihpi  ʃkihka  skaha   ʃpihpi ʃtahpa 
 ‘wings’  ‘landslide’  ‘bird_spec’   ‘butterfly’ ‘oak (sp.)’ 
CVhV tʃihiⁿ mahaⁿ juhuⁿ       
 ‘armpit’ ‘cooked_ maize’ ‘house_fly’       
CCVhV  ʃwahiⁿ        
  ‘town’        
CVhCVʔ   ⁿdihjaʔ    ⁿdihʃiʔ ʃuhkuʔ  
   ‘guava’    ‘vomit’ ‘animal’  
CVhVʔ  jahuʔⁿ dahuʔ dʒahuʔ     wahiⁿ 
  ‘work’ ‘prickly_pear_  cactus’ 
‘older_ 
brother’     ‘rabbit’ 
VhCV   ehna   ehʃi   ahʷaⁿ 
   ‘wooden_box’   ‘corn’   ‘leaf_cutter’ 
VhCVʔ   ahkaʔ       
   ‘sun’        
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Table 8. Realization of tone melodies across two-syllable CV patterns with /ʔ/ in the penultimate syllable 
 H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
 [44] [33] [22] [43] [42] [34] [32] [24] [23] 
CVʔCV ʃiʔta duʔwa daʔka seʔbu gaʔku guʔwa gaʔku   
 ‘piece’ ‘rain’ ‘squash’ ‘grasshopper’ ‘adobe’ ‘house’ ‘vein’   
CVʔCVʔ  siʔsiʔ guʔsiʔ  guʔpaʔ   ʃaʔwiʔ  
  ‘moist_corn_ at_harvest’ ‘tortoise’  
‘mushroom_ 
spec’   ‘crab’  
CCVʔCV ʃtiʔku  ʃkiʔʃi       
 ‘bat (animal)’  ‘tick’       
CVʔV  ᵐbiʔi diʔi dʒaʔaⁿ      
  ‘day’ ‘flower’ ‘vulture’      
VʔV   aʔuⁿ       
   ‘iguana’       
VʔCV  eʔdi iʔka   aʔka   aʔma 
  ‘blood’ ‘skunk’   ‘sin’   ‘bee’ 
VʔCVʔ  eʔᵐbiʔ    eʔᵐbuʔ    
  ‘musical_ instrument’    
‘insect_ 
(sp.)’    
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In two-syllable nouns that have /h/ or /ʔ/ foot-medially, both heights of the /HL/ 
melody are realized on separate syllables even in non-derived forms, as in (148). 
(148)   a.  H   L b.  H   L 
      
  gáʔkù  náhsù 
  adobe  marrow  
In words having /h/ or /ʔ/ foot-medially, melodies apart from /HL/  are realized in 
the same way as they are in nouns not having /h/ or /ʔ/ foot-medially (apart from the 
phonetic fall preceding /h/ and possible pitch perturbations preceding /ʔ/). Compare 
Table 6, Table 7, and Table 8. 
It can be difficult to identify the underlying melody of many of the nouns with two-
syllable profiles that have long vowels in the final syllable. Examples are given in Table 
9. Many of these words appear to be compounds or derived from other words, but 
others appear to be simple nouns. 
The most striking gap in CVCVV-like nouns is the lack of a clear candidate for /H/. 
There are no examples of such nouns having a level high-pitch across all three TBUs. 
Two examples have a high pitch on the first syllable with a high-to-mid fall on the 
second syllable, as in (149). It is possible that such words could be analyzed as having 
the melody /H/. 
(149) a. tʃáwáā ‘cheek’ 
b. ᵐbáʔóō ‘moss’ 
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Table 9. Realization of tone melodies across two-syllable CV patterns with long vowels 
 H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
  [333] [222] [433] [4j ] [344] [322] [244] [233] 
CVCVV  naⁿdii duⁿdiiⁿ biluu nadoo gidʒoo giʃaa  goboo 
  ‘sickness’ ‘tarantula’ ‘whistle’ ‘dried_corn_ husk’ ‘debt’ ‘devil’  ‘frog’ 
CVCVVʔ  nuᵐbaaʔ  ʃijaaʔⁿ ⁿdawuuʔ   ʃuwaaʔⁿ  
  ‘world’  ‘grand_ mother’ ‘rattle’   ‘dog’  
VCVVʔ   esuuʔⁿ      eⁿdiiʔ 
   ‘praying_ mantis’      ‘tiger’ 
VCCVVʔ   ehᵑgiiʔ       
   ‘pocket_gopher’       
 [4c ] [33] [222] [433] [422] [344]  [244] [233] 
CVʔVV ᵐbaʔoo         
 ‘moss’         
CVʔCVV  siʔjoo        
  ‘ghost’        
CVʔCVVʔ        ʃiʔjaaʔⁿ  
        ‘grandfather’  
CVhCVV  dʒahkuuⁿ  sihtuuⁿ buhkaa     
  ‘priest’  ‘long_legged_ spider’ ‘money’     
CVhCVVʔ         duhᵐbaaʔ 
         ‘fog’ 
VhCVV   ehwii  ehtiiⁿ ahwaa  ihtuu ahmuu 
   ‘griddle’  ‘wax’ ‘banana_ cluster'  ‘glow_worm’ ‘sock’ 
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These contrast with words having a level high pitch on the first syllable and a long, 
level mid pitch on the second, as in (150). 
(150) a. túᵑgāā ‘leader’ 
b. bílūū ‘whistle’ 
Several examples exist of words having a level mid pitch on the first syllable and a 
high-to-mid falling pitch on the second syllable. Many of these are loanwords that are 
stressed on the last syllable in the original language, as in (151). While this can help 
explain the surface melodies for such loanwords, it is unclear if non-loanwords, like 
those in (152), should be analyzed as simple words having the underlying melody 
/MHM/ or something else. 
(151) a. ādúū ‘rice’ 
b. lāmáā ‘sea’ 
c. kāpéē ‘coffee’ 
(152) a. āhᵑgáā ‘word’ 
b. gāhúū ‘skirt’ 
There is one example of a word having a low-level pitch in the first syllable and a 
high-to-low fall in the second, as in (153). This may have the melody /LHL/ 
(153) ìʔdúùⁿ ‘roadrunner’ 
There is one example of a word having a mid pitch in the first syllable and a high-
to-low fall in the second syllable, as in (154). This may have the melody /MHL/. 
(154) āhkʷáàⁿ ‘ant’ 




2.3.2 Simple nouns with one syllable 
One-syllable nouns exhibit a limited distribution of melodies. /H/, /M/, and /L/ 
are the most common. There are also a few examples of /HM/ and /HL/ among 
monosyllabic nouns with long vowels, but not among those with short vowels. No 
examples exist of /MH/, /ML/, /LH/, or /LM/. The gaps will be discussed later. 
One-syllable nouns with long vowels in non-derived forms are divided into two 
subclasses according to the structure of their possessed forms. Some have two syllables 
in possessed forms, while others have one syllable. Their structure is the same in non-
derived forms, so they will be presented together here. The underlying melodies found 
in both groups are very limited. Derived forms are discussed in section 2.4.1.  
/H/, /M/, and /L/ are realized as a level pitch. /HM/ is realized as a fall from high 
to mid. /HL/ is realized as a fall from high to low. Examples of the CVV profile are 
given in Table 10. 
Table 10. Melodies of simple nouns with the profile CVV 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[44] [33] [22] [c ] [j ]     
ⁿdii duuⁿ jaa boo sii     
‘cigarette’ ‘hot_pepper’ ‘corn_cob’ ‘ravine’ ‘peanut’     
 juuⁿ juuⁿ       
 ‘lasso’ ‘worm’        
The gap of one-syllable nouns with the melodies /MH/, /ML/, /LH/, and /LM/ may 
be accidental, but comparison of some words with their counterparts in other varieties 
of Meꞌphaa may offer some insight. Several other varieties do have occurrences of /LH/, 
/LM/, and /ML/. Many of the words with these melodies also occur in Acatepec, but, 
when they do, they have a /L/ melody. Examples are given in (155) and (156). No 




a. Malinaltepec [tcf] gàá (data from PZM) 
b. Tlacoapa [tpl] gàā (data from ENM) 
c. Acatepec [tpx] gàà (data from PNR) 
(156) ‘worm’ 
a. Malinaltepec [tcf] jūùⁿ (data from PZM) 
b. Tlacoapa [tpl] jūùⁿ (data from ENM) 
c. Acatepec [tpx] jùù (data from PNR) 
It is reasonable to posit that these Acatepec words may have had the same melodies as 
their counterparts in other varieties in the past, but they have since been neutralized so 
that all are realized with the /L/ melody. A similar phenomenon is also seen in some 
inflected forms in Acatepec. For example, although Acatepec maintains the low-to-high 
rise in the third-person plural possessed forms of nouns ending in low tone, it is not 
present in third-plural forms of verb classes that use the same suffix (see sections 2.4.1 
(possessed nouns) and 4.2 (verbs)). 
The lack of the /MH/ melody in one-syllable nouns is mirrored by the lack of mid-
to-high rises in all other contexts. For example, such rises are also absent in 
morphologically complex words where they would otherwise be expected, such as in 
the third-person plural forms of nouns having stem melodies that end in mid tones. A 
mid-to-high rise would be expected in those forms, as the third-person plural suffix has 
an underlying melody of /H/. 
Only the underlying melodies /H/, /M/, and /L/ are found among one-syllable 
nouns with a short vowel. Each are realized as a level pitch. Examples of nouns with the 
profile CVV are given in Table 11. 
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Table 11. Melodies of simple nouns with the profile CCV 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[4] [3] [2]       
ʃⁿdu ska ʃkʷa       
‘egg’ ‘ulcer’ ‘plain’       
ʃta ʃᵑgi        
‘skin’ ‘cricket’         
Only one example, given in (157), is found among one-syllable nouns with a short 
vowel that have two syllables in possessed forms. 
(157) a. ʃtìʔ   ‘left hand’ 
b. ʃtìjùʔ left_hand:1SG  ‘my  left hand’ 
c. ʃtìjùùʔ left_hand:3SG  ‘his/her left hand’ 
d. ʃtìjùúʔⁿ left_hand:3PL  ‘their left hands’ 
2.4 Morphologically complex nouns 
This section focuses on morphologically complex nouns. Section 2.4.1 discusses the 
possessed forms of simple nouns discussed in 2.3. Section 2.4.2 provides brief 
observations about compound nouns. 
2.4.1 Possessed nouns 
As discussed in section 2.2, most nouns have possessed forms that use a suffix that 
agrees with the possessor in person and number. The possessed forms provide helpful 
frames for tone analysis. Each form is discussed in this section. The melodies of the 
possessed forms of CVCV nouns are presented as a model for other syllable profiles, as 
they are the most common and provide a basic overview from which to discuss how the 
melodies of other profiles differ. Examples of CVCV nouns are given in Table 12. 
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Table 12. Tone melodies of possessed forms of CVCV nouns 
 H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
gloss ‘string’ ‘tortilla’ ‘grinding_ stone’ ‘sandal’ ‘hill’ ‘coal’ ‘lamb’ ‘chayote’ 
‘spc_ 
bird’ 
stem [44] [33] [22] [43] [44] [34] [32] [24] [23] 
 guma guma sinu tʃada kuba duta mugu dubu dusi 
1SG  [44] [33] [22] [43] [44] [34] [32] [24] [23] 
-uʔ  gumuʔ gumuʔ sinuʔ tʃadoʔ kuboʔ dutoʔ mugjuʔ dubuʔ dusjuʔ 
2SG  [4c] [333] [222] [433] [4j ] [3c ] [322] [2c ] [233] 
-aaʔ gumaaʔ gumaaʔ sinaaʔ tʃadaaʔ kubaaʔ dutaaʔ mugjaaʔ dubaaʔ dusjaaʔ 
3SG [4c] [333] [222] [433] [4j ] [3c ] [322] [2c ] [233] 
 -uu gumuu gumuu sinuu tʃadoo kuboo dutoo mugjuu dubuu dusjuu 
1PL.INCL* [44] [33] [22] [43] [44] [34] [32] [24] [23] 
-u gumu gumu sinu tʃadu kubu dutu mugju dubu dusju 
1PL.EXLC [44] [33] [22] [43] [44] [34] [32] [24] [23] 
-u gumu gumu sinu tʃadu kubu dutu mugju dubu dusju 
2PL** [44] [33] [22] [43] [44] [34] [32] [24] [23] 
-a guma guma sina tʃada kuba duta mugja duba dusja 
3PL [444] [344] [2J ] [444] [4J] [344] [3J ] [244] [244] 
-úúⁿ gumuuⁿ gumuuⁿ sinuuⁿ tʃaduuⁿ kubuuⁿ dutuuⁿ mugjuuⁿ dubuuⁿ dusjuuⁿ 
* The first-person plural forms are the same for possessed nouns unless the optional clitics /=lú/ and /=ʃù/ are used. 
** The second-person plural form often occurs with optional clitic /=lā/. Like the first-person plural clitics, the surface melody of the clitic 
never varies.  
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The first-person singular suffix /-uʔ/, the first-person plural suffix /-u/, and the 
second-person plural suffix /-a/ are all underlyingly toneless. For unpossessed forms 
ending in short vowels, the pitch realized on the attached suffix is always the same as 
the final pitch realized on the unpossessed form of the noun (see examples in Table 12). 
However, for unpossessed forms ending in long vowels and having pitches that fall, 
all of the first-person possessed forms and the second-person possessed form end with a 
short vowel that has a level pitch that has the same height as the beginning of the fall of 
the unpossessed form. For example, the words in in (158) and (159) have a high-to-mid 
fall in unpossessed forms, but the first-person forms (b, e, f) and second-person plural 
forms (g) have a level high pitch. 
(158) a. bóō   ‘ravine’ 
b. bóʔ ravine:1SG  ‘my ravine’ 
c. báāʔ ravine:2SG  ‘your ravine’ 
d. bóō ravine:3SG  ‘his/her ravine’ 
e. búlú ravine:1PL.INCL ‘our ravine’ 
f. búʃù ravine:1PL.EXCL ‘our ravine’ 
g. bálā ravine:2PL  ‘your ravine’ 
h. búúⁿ ravine:3PL  ‘their ravine’ 
(159) a. tūmáā   ‘earwig’ 
b. tūmjúʔ earwig:1SG  ‘my earwig’ 
c. tūmjáāʔ earwig:2SG  ‘your earwig’ 
d. tūmjúū earwig:3SG  ‘his/her earwig’ 
e. tūmjúlú earwig:1PL.INCL ‘our earwig’ 
f. tūmjúʃù earwig:1PL.EXCL ‘our earwig’ 
g. tūmjálā earwig:2PL  ‘your earwig’ 
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h. tūmjúúⁿ earwig:3PL  ‘their earwig’ 
In the same way, the word for ‘peanut’ in (160) has a high-to-low fall in its unpossessed 
form, but the first-person forms (b, e, f) and second-person plural forms (g) have a level 
high pitch. 
(160) a. síì   ‘peanut’ 
b. sjúʔ peanut:1SG  ‘my peanut’ 
c. sjáàʔ peanut:2SG  ‘your peanut’ 
d. sjúù peanut:3SG  ‘his/her peanut’ 
e. sjúlú peanut:1PL.INCL ‘our peanut’ 
f. sjúʃù peanut:1PL.EXCL ‘our peanut’ 
g. sjálā peanut:2PL  ‘your peanut’ 
h. sjúúⁿ peanut:3PL  ‘their peanut’ 
The melodies of first-person singular, first-person plural, and second-person plural 
possessed forms of nouns having /h/ or /ʔ/ foot-medially are similar to those of CVCV 
nouns, but the low tone of the /HL/ melody is realized in the surface melody, just as it 
is in unpossessed forms. Examples are given in (161) and (162). 
(161) a. ʃᵐbúhù   ‘spiderweb’ 
b. ʃᵐbúhùʔ spiderweb:1SG  ‘my spiderweb’ 
c. ʃᵐbúhààʔ spiderweb:2SG  ‘your spiderweb’ 
d. ʃᵐbúhùù spiderweb:3SG  ‘his/her spiderweb’ 
e. ʃᵐbúhùlú spiderweb:1PL.INCL ‘our spiderweb’ 
f. ʃᵐbúhùʃù spiderweb:1PL.EXCL ‘our spiderweb’ 
g. ʃᵐbúhàlā spiderweb:2PL  ‘your spiderweb’ 
h. ʃᵐbúhùúⁿ spiderweb:3PL  ‘their spiderweb’ 
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(162) a. gáʔkù   ‘adobe’ 
b. gáʔkjùʔ adobe:1SG  ‘my adobe’ 
c. gáʔkjààʔ adobe:2SG  ‘your adobe’ 
d. gáʔkjùù adobe:3SG  ‘his/her adobe’ 
e. gáʔkjùlú adobe:1PL.INCL ‘our adobe’ 
f. gáʔkjùʃù adobe:1PL.EXCL ‘our adobe’ 
g. gáʔkjùlā adobe:2PL  ‘your adobe’ 
h. gáʔkjùúⁿ adobe:3PL  ‘their adobe’ 
The second-person singular suffix /-aaʔ/ and the third-person plural suffix /-uu/ 
are also both toneless, as is seen in the discussion below. The realization of the pitch 
changes depending on the final tone of the underlying melody of the noun stem. The 
height of the pitch of the first vowel of these suffixes is always the same as the final 
tone of the stem melody (with the exception of /HL/; see the discussion below in this 
section). 
Stems that have underlying melodies ending in a mid tone have second-person 
singular and third-person singular possessed forms that end with a mid tone across the 
long vowel of the suffix, as in (163). 
(163) a. gūmā   ‘tortilla’ 
b. gūmāāʔ tortilla:2SG  ‘your tortilla’ 
c. gūmūū tortilla:3SG  ‘his/her tortilla’ 
For stems that have underlying melodies ending with a low tone (apart from /HL/), 
the low tone spreads across the suffix, following the Progressive low tone spreading in 
nouns rule (54). The rule is restated in (164). The resulting possessed forms always end 
with a level low pitch, as depicted in (165). 
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(164) Progressive low tone spreading in nouns: Low tone spreads rightward within the 
final syllable of a noun unless blocked by another tone. 
(165)     L   L   L  
       [2  22] 
 sinu              - uu → si.nuu → si.nuu   sinuu 
 grinding_stone - 3SG      ‘his/her grinding stone’  
Normally, it is possible to predict the surface melodies of second-person singular 
and third-person singular possessed nouns if the surface melody of the unpossessed form 
is known. However, the surface melodies of unpossessed forms with the underlying 
melodies /H/ and /HL/ are identical unless /h/ or /ʔ/ occur foot-medially. Such 
unpossessed forms always end with a high pitch, but the surface melodies of their 
second-person singular and third-person singular possessed forms are different. 
Stems with the underlying melody /H/ have possessed forms that end with a high-
to-mid fall. The high tone of the stem associates to the first vowel of the suffix, while a 
default mid tone is inserted on the last vowel, as depicted in (166) (see the Default mid 
tone insertion rule in (13)). 
(166)     H              H    M  
     [ 4    c] 
 guma - uu →  gumuu  gumuu 
 string  - 3SG   ‘his/ her string’  
The second-person singular and third-person singular possessed forms of nouns that 
have the underlying melody /HL/ depend on whether or not /h/ or /ʔ/ occur foot-
medially. Those without /h/ or /ʔ/ in that position end with a high-to-low fall across 
the final syllable, as depicted in (167). 
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(167)     H L      H      L    H        L   
       [ 4   j] 
 kuba - uu → koboo → koboo  koboo 
 hill    -  3SG     ‘his/her hill’  
Those that do have /h/ or /ʔ/ in that position behave as nouns with other 
underlying melodies that end in low tone. As  described in section 2.3.1, in noun stems 
with /h/ or /ʔ/ foot-medially, the high tone does not spread, as depicted in (168). The 
low tone associates to the penultimate vowel and spreads rightward. 
 
(168)    H   L   H   L      H   L     
       [ 4   22] 
 gaʔku - uu → gaʔkuu → gaʔkuu   gaʔkuu 
 adobe’ - 3SG     ‘his/her adobe’  
The third-person plural suffix /-úúⁿ/ has an underlying melody of /H/. When it is 
affixed to stems that have underlying melodies ending in a high tone, the two high 
tones are merged according to the Obligatory Contour Principle, as in (169). 
(169) a. gúmá   ‘string’ 
b.  gúmúúⁿ string:3PL  ‘their string’ 
When it is added to stems that have underlying melodies ending with a mid tone, 
the Regressive high tone spreading rule (47) applies. The high tone of the third-person 
plural suffix spreads leftward, and the mid tone of the stem is delinked from that last 
TBU of the stem, as in (170). 
(170)     M        H    M   H  
     [ 3   44] 
 guma - uuⁿ → gumuuⁿ   gumuuⁿ 
 tortilla -3PL’   ‘their tortilla’  
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If the melody has another tone preceding the mid tone, the mid tone is deleted, as 
depicted in (171). 
(171)    H  M     H   H  M H  
     [ 4  44] 
 tʃada   - uuⁿ → tʃaduuⁿ  tʃaduuⁿ 
 sandal  -  3PL   ‘their sandal’  
When the third-person plural suffix is added to noun stems that have underlying 
melodies ending with a low tone, the final syllable of the word is always pronounced 
with a low-to-high rise. 
(172)    L                      H   L   H  
     [ 2 J] 
 sinu                -uuⁿ → sinuuⁿ  sinuuⁿ 
 grinding_stone  - 3PL   ‘their grinding stone’  
Unlike in second-person singular and third-person singular forms, there is no 
difference in the third-person plural forms of nouns that have the underlying melody 
/HL/. The melody is the same regardless of whether /h/ or /ʔ/ occur foot-medially. The 
Low tone docking between high tones (50) applies. That rule is restated in (173). 
(173) Low tone docking between high tones: A floating low tone that is between two 
high tones in derived environments associates to the final TBU of a stem, 
delinking the high tone from that TBU. 
The floating low tone of words without /h/ or /ʔ/ in that position re-associates to the 
first vowel of the last syllable and delinks the high tone from that TBU, as seen in (174). 
(174)    H  L     H   H  L   H  
     [ 4   J] 
 kuba - uuⁿ → kubuuⁿ  kubuuⁿ 
 hill’   -  3PL   ‘their hill’  
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2.4.2 Compound nouns 
A full analysis of the combination of underlying tone melodies of compound nouns 
is beyond the scope of this thesis, but a few observations can be made. 
First, compound nouns provide examples of phonological falls in non-final 
syllables. Examples are given in (175). The word for ‘hat’ is a combination of the words 
/ʃtá/ ‘skin’ and /ēdì/ ‘head’. The word for ‘honeycomb’ is a combination of an unknown 
word and the word /jááʔ/ ‘honey’. The word for ‘heartwood’ is a combination of an 
unknown word and the word /īʃì/ ‘tree’. 
(175)   a. [c 2] b. [ c3] c. [c2] 
   ʃtedi  ʃtija  siʃi 
  ‘hat’  ‘honeycomb’  ‘heartwood’  
2.5 Comparison with other analyses 
2.5.1 Black’s autosegmental analysis 
Black (2005) presents an autosegmental analysis of tone in several word categories 
of the Malinaltepec variety, including possessed nouns. She also presents an analysis 
modified for the formation of possessed nouns in Acatepec. She does not discuss tone in 
monomorphemic nouns apart from this. 
A key insight from Black’s analysis is that the final tone of noun stems is retained 
and realized on the possessive suffixes used in possessed forms despite the elision or 
coalescence of the final stem vowel (2005:5). The same analysis is made for the final 
tone of underlying melodies of noun stems in this thesis. She claims that mid tone is the 
default, unmarked tone (2005:3) and that all the suffixes used in Acatepec to form 
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possessed nouns are mid (thus, toneless) except for the third-person plural suffix, which 
is underlyingly high (2005:5). 
Noun data from Acatepec presented in Black’s work is repeated in Table 13 
(2005:12). The transcriptions have been changed here to use the alphabet of the IPA 
corresponding to the broad phonemic transcriptions used throughout this thesis. Class 1 
in the table corresponds to class x in this thesis, while class 2 corresponds to class y. 
The final tone of the stem is indicated in the ‘Tone’ column. 
Table 13. Sample Acatepec Tlapanec noun paradigms 
Class Tone Root 1s 2s 3s 1pi 1pe 2p 3p 
1 M īdū 
‘eye’ 
īdūʔ īdāāʔ īdūū īdūlú īdūʃù īdālā īdúúⁿ 
skā 
‘wound’ 
skōʔ skāāʔ skōō skūlú skūʃù skālā skúúⁿ 
2 M sēʔbū 
‘grass-
hopper’ 
sēʔbjūʔ sēʔbjāāʔ sēʔbjūū sēʔbjūlú sēʔbjūʃù sēʔbjū sēʔbjúúⁿ 
 gòbōō 
‘frog’ 
gòbjōʔ gùbjāāʔ gòbjōō gùbjūlú gùbjūʃù gùbjālā gùbjúúⁿ 
1 H  dùbú 
‘pear’ 
dùbúʔ dùbáāʔ dùbúū dùbúlú dùbúʃù dùbálā dùbúúⁿ 
 dāká 
‘nose’ 
dākóʔ dākáāʔ dākóō dākúlú dākúʃù dākálā dākúúⁿ 
2 H  pìpí 
‘butterfly’ 
pìpjúʔ pìpjáāʔ pìpjúū pìpjúlú pìpjúʃù pìpjálā pìpjúúⁿ 
 ādà* 
‘boy’ 
āʔdjóʔ āʔdjáāʔ āʔdjóō āʔdjúlú āʔdjúʃù āʔdjálā āʔdjúúⁿ 
1 L  īʃì 
‘tree’ 
īʃùʔ īʃààʔ īʃùù īʃùlú īʃùʃù īʃàlā īʃùúⁿ 
 búhkàà 
‘money’ 
búhkòʔ búhkààʔ búhkòò búhkùlú búhkùʃù búhkàlā búhkùúⁿ 
2 L  àʔgù 
‘woman’ 
àʔgjùʔ àʔgjààʔ àʔgjùù àʔgjùlú àʔgjùʃù àʔgjàlā àʔgjùúⁿ 
 ìʔkà 
‘skunk’ 
ìʔkjòʔ ìʔkjààʔ ìʔkjòò ìʔkjùlú ìʔkjùʃù ìʔkjàlā ìʔkjùúⁿ 
* This form has a final low tone in the unpossessed form but patterns as a high-toned root 
for the possessed forms.  
The data presented in Table 13 are not comprehensive. Importantly, no nouns having 
the melody /HL/ are given. 
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While very similar to Black’s analysis, the analysis presented in this thesis, which is 
based on the complete tone melodies of morphemes, has some distinct advantages. 
First, studying the tone melodies of morphemes and how they are realized across 
different syllable profiles gives a broader picture of tone in both nouns and their 
derived forms. It brings to light the absence of sequences of high tone followed by low 
tone in monomorphemic nouns that do not have /h/ or /ʔ/ foot-medially. This in turn 
helps explain why some nouns with those profiles have possessed forms that pattern as 
if they ended with a low tone even though the unpossessed forms end in a high tone. 
One can reasonably assume that such nouns have an underlying melody of /HL/. 
Second, studying the melodies of morphemes is also helpful for comparison of tone 
across different varieties. As noted previously, although /HL/ melody in Acatepec is 
neutralized with /H/ in monomorphemic nouns with CVCV-like syllable profiles, it is 
not in several other varieties like Malinaltepec. Similarly, while the Malinaltepec and 
Acatepec varieties have clearly attested /ML/ melodies in monomorphemic nouns, the 
melody is neutralized with the /M/ melody in those forms in the Huehuetepec variety. 
Like the /HL/ melody in Acatepec, however, the melody can be clearly identified in 
possessed forms ending with long vowels. See the comparisons of forms for the word for 
‘tree’ in the Huehuetepec variety given (176) and the Acatepec variety in (177). 
(176) a. īʃī  ‘tree’  [tcf-Zila] (data from GTC) 
b. īʃūù tree:3SG ‘his/her tree’ 
c. īʃùúⁿ tree:3PL  ‘their tree’ 
(177) a. īʃì  ‘tree’  [tpx] (data from PNR) 
b. īʃùù tree:3SG ‘his/her tree’ 
c. īʃùúⁿ tree:3PL ‘their tree’ 
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Knowing that the surface realization of the same underlying melody can be 
different across varieties is helpful for cross-linguistic study and aids the study of tone 
in other Meꞌphaa varieties. 
2.5.2 Wichmann’s analysis for the Azoyú variety 
Wichmann (2006) focuses on tone sandhi in verbs of the Azoyú [tpc] variety of 
Meꞌphaa but also includes a large section about tone in possessed nouns. He does not 
discuss tone in monomorphemic nouns. 
Wichmann’s analysis suggests that the underlying tones of the suffixes used in 
Azoyú are different from those in Acatepec and other varieties. A table from 
Wichmann’s article showing the different ways tone is realized on the suffixes is 
reproduced in Table 14 (2006:344). The tones realized on the suffixes are indicated in 
parenthesis next to each form for clarity. Note that the vowel changes in first-person 
singular and third-person singular forms are phonologically conditioned. The glottal 
stop in the first-person singular suffix occurs with both /u/ and /o/ forms. The third-
person new and given forms correspond to a feature found in several other varieties but 
not found in the Acatepec variety. 
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Table 14. Basic paradigms of nominal possession (Azoyú [tpc])30 
Person Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 
1SG -ū/ōʔ (M) -ù/òʔ (L) -ù/òʔ (L) 
2SG -âʔ (HM) -âʔ (ML) -áʔ (H) 
3SG, new -û/ô (HM) -û/ô (ML) -ú/ó (H) 
3SG, given -ú/ó (H) -ú/ó (H) -ú/ó (H) 
1-2PL -āʔ (M) -àʔ (L) -àʔ (L) 
3PL, new -ŭⁿ (LM) -ŭⁿ (LM) -ŭⁿ (ML) 
3PL, given -ŭⁿ (MH) -ŭⁿ (MH) -ŭⁿ (LM)  
Organizing the suffixes in a similar way for Acatepec data gives the results in Table 
15. In Acatepec, which set is used is determined by the final tone of the underlying 
melody of the noun stem. 
Table 15. Basic paradigms of nominal possession (Acatepec [tpx]) 
Person Stem-final low Stem-final mid Stem-final high 
1SG -ù/òʔ (L) -ū/ōʔ (M) -ù/òʔ (H) 
2SG -ààʔ (LL) -āāʔ (MM) -áāʔ (HM) 
3SG -ùù/òò (LL) -ūū/ōō (MM) -úū/óō (HM) 
1PL -ù (L) -ū (M) -ú (H) 
2PL -à (L) -ā (M) -á (H) 
3PL -ùúⁿ (LH) -úúⁿ (HH) -úúⁿ (HH)  
Wichmann claims that in Azoyú, unlike in Malinaltepec, Acatepec, and other 
varieties, which set is used with a given noun cannot be determined based on the final 
tone of the stem, as attempting to do so produces a number of irregularities (2006:345). 
Instead, he proposes an analysis based on the tone of the penultimate syllable of multi-
syllabic noun stems. If the tone associated with the penultimate syllable is low, Set 1 is 
used; if it is mid, Set 2 is used; if it is high, Set 3 is used (2006:348). The analysis does 
                                              
30 The labels of the table have been translated from Spanish to English. Wichmann leaves 
mid tones unmarked, but they have been indicated here with a macron. Also, nasalization in the 




not cover monosyllabic stems, as they do not have penultimate syllables (2006:345–
346).  
Wichmann bases his analysis on the observation that in normal speech in Azoyú, 
two words may be pronounced in such a way that the final vowel of the first word is 
elided. In cases of such elision, the tone associated with the elided vowel remains and 
re-associates to the first syllable of the second word, while the first tone of the second 
word is lost (2006:347). Since similar elision often occurs in the formation of possessed 
nouns (assuming the final stem vowel is elided when the suffix is attached), Wichmann 
proposes that it is reasonable to assume that one of the tones may drop out here as well. 
Unlike with the cases of elision between words, however, the tone associated with the 
elided vowel is the one that drops out (2006:347). 
He proposes the patterns and underlying tones given in Table 16 for the possessive 
suffixes, taken from his article (2006:348). The tone associated with the vowel of the 
penultimate syllable is indicated in parentheses. It is not obvious why he proposes the 
underlying melodies that he does for the suffixes. 
Table 16. Paradigm of possessive suffixes with underlying tone (Azoyú [tpc]) 
Suffix Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Underlying 
tone 
1SG (L)-M (M)-M (H)-L -L 
1-2PL (L)-M (M)-M (H)-L -L 
2SG (L)-HM (M)-ML (H)-H -HM 
3SG, new (L)-HM (M)-ML (H)-H -HM 
3PL, new (L)-LM (M)-LM (H)-ML -LM  
He notes that there are several exceptions regarding third-person forms with nouns that 
otherwise would use Set 2. The third-person plural new form sometimes has the melody 
mid-low instead of the expected low-mid, while some of the given forms also have 
unexpected melodies (2006:349). 
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All in all, given the exceptions mentioned above and the fact that it does not apply 
to monosyllabic nouns, the analysis does not seem completely satisfactory. A similar 
analysis could not be made for the Acatepec or Malinaltepec varieties. This may only be 
due to the fact that Azoyú is much more isolated from contact with other Meꞌphaa 
varieties (the language area is much further south than the others), which may explain 
the significant difference in the tones realized on the suffixes as well. 
Wichmann does not provide enough data in his article to attempt an analysis for 
Azoyú based on the underlying tone melodies of the noun stems. The fact that the 
surface melodies of some underlying melodies are different in unpossessed forms in 
different varieties may shed light on some of the inconsistencies that result when 
attempting an analysis of the tone melodies of possessed forms based on the final tone 
of stem melodies. Comparing the surface melodies of unpossessed nouns and their 
possessed forms from Azoyú with the corresponding nouns in other varieties would be a 
good place to begin. 
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Chapter 3  
VERBAL MORPHOLOGY 
Before discussing tone in the verb system, I give a brief overview of verbal 
morphology as is it relevant to tonal analysis. Section 3.1 discusses aspectual 
morphology and section 3.2 discusses agreement morphology. 
3.1 Aspect, polarity, and mood morphology 
Finite verbs in Meꞌphaa always occur in one of the following aspects: imperfective, 
perfective, irrealis, subordinate irrealis, progressive, simultaneous, or stative (Marlett 
2011b:8). All aspects except for the stative are indicated by a prefix. The negative forms 
of imperfective, perfective, and irrealis aspects have corresponding prefixes. The 
prefixes of active aspects as they are realized in Acatepec are presented in Table 17. The 
negative of the progressive aspect is always expressed syntactically with the negative 
adverb /nàᵑɡʷá/ (2011b:12), while the subordinate irrealis and simultaneous aspects 
never occur in the negative (2011b:11). The stative is limited to a small group of verbs 
and most adjectives and does not use a prefix except in negative forms (2011b:8). 
Table 17. Aspect prefixes in affirmative and negative polarities in Acatepec 
 IPFV PFV IRR SIRR PROG SIM 
Affirmative na- ni- mà-* gá- e- dá- 
Negative sé- tá- (mà)xá- -- -- -- 
* The analysis of the underlying melodies of the affirmative and negative irrealis prefixes 
is not conclusive. It often is realized with a low tone, but not always. Because of this, it is 
not presented as a frame in Chapter 4.  
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Examples of  the verb ‘sell’ in different aspects and polarities are given in (178) through 
(186). 
(178)  īkāā nà-gùhwà gūmā  
 3SG IPFV.3SG-sell tortilla  
 ‘(S)he sells tortillas.’ 
(179)  īkāā sé-gùhwà gūmā ʃīkāā31 
 3SG NEG.IPFV.3SG-sell tortilla ?:3SG 
‘(S)he does not sell tortillas.’ 
(180)  īkāā nì-gùhwà gūmā  
 3SG PFV.3SG-sell tortilla  
‘(S)he sold tortillas.’ 
(181)  īkāā tá-gùhwà gūmā ʃīkāā 
 3SG NEG.PFV.3SG-sell tortilla ?:3SG 
‘(S)he did not sell tortillas.’ 
(182)  īkāā mà-gùhwà gūmā ʃīkāā 
 3SG IRR.3SG-sell tortilla ?:3SG 
‘(S)he will sell tortillas.’ 
(183)  īkāā màʃá-gùhwà gūmā ʃīkāā 
 3SG NEG.IRR.3SG-sell tortilla ?:3SG 
‘(S)he will not sell tortillas.’ 
(184)  īkāā nā-ⁿdōō gá-gùhwà gūmā  
 3SG IPFV.3SG-want SIRR.3SG-sell tortilla  
‘(S)he wants to sell tortillas.’ 
(185)  īkāā sí-ⁿdōō gá-gùhwà gūmā  
 3SG NEG.IPFV.3SG-want SIRR.3SG-sell tortilla  
‘(S)he does not want to sell tortillas.’ 
                                              
31 The meaning of the word /ʃīkāā/ is not known. Neri Remigio suggested that it was a 
combination of the third-person singular pronoun and an unknown morpheme. 
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(186)  īkāā gíʔ dà-gùhwà gūmā  
 3SG sit SIM.3SG-sell tortilla  
‘(S)he was sitting selling tortillas.’ 
The aspect prefixes precede or occur simultaneously with agreement prefixes if 
present. 
When plural agreement prefixes are present, the vowel of the aspect prefix is 
normally elided, as seen in the first-person plural imperfective form of the word for 
‘give’ in (187). In the negative imperfective, perfective, and progressive aspects, each of 
which end with a front vowel, however, the /u/ of the plural prefix does not occur, as 
seen in (188). 
(187)  n-ù-hʃn-áá-lú 
 IPFV-1PLIN-give-3SG-1PLIN 
‘We give him/her (something inanimate).’ 
(188)  nì-hʃn-áá-lú 
 PFV.1PLIN-give-3SG-1PLIN 
‘We gave him/her (something inanimate).’ 
If no agreement prefix is present, the aspect prefixes attach to the verb stem, as 
seen in (189). 
(189)  nā-hm-úū 
 IPFV-become_sad-3SG 
‘(S)he becomes sad.’ 
The imperfective and perfective aspect prefixes are toneless and their pitch is 
determined by the underlying melody of whatever agreement prefix is present or the 
melody of the stem if there is no agreement prefix. The other aspect prefixes have 
underlying melodies as proposed in Table 17 above.  
When verbs occur in the optative mood, the optative prefix /ā-/ is used in place of 
an aspect prefix in affirmative contexts (Marlett 2011b:11), as in (190). In negative 
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contexts, the negative irrealis is used instead of a corresponding negative optative prefix 
or negative adverb (2011b:11), as in (191). 
(190)  ā-dāsì gūmā    
 OPT-buy tortilla    
‘Buy tortillas.’ 
(191)  ʃá-dàsì gūmā    
 NEG.IRR-buy tortilla    
‘Do not buy tortillas.’ 
Stative verbs and adjectives in affirmative contexts occur without prefixes. They 
can be negated by the use of the negative prefix /dà  -/ or the general negative adverb 
(2011b:13). The negative stative prefix has the underlying melody /LH/, with the final 
high tone associating to the first syllable of the stative verb, as in (193). 
(192)  mùhmùʔ gūmā    
 yellow tortilla    
‘The tortilla is yellow.’ 
(193)  dà-múhmùʔ gūmā    
 NEG-yellow tortilla    
‘The tortilla is not yellow.’ 
3.2 Agreement morphology 
Meꞌphaa verbs are characterized by an extensive agreement system that makes use 
of different sets of segmental and tonal prefixes and suffixes to agree with animate 
arguments of the verb in person and number. Verbs can be classified both by the 
number of animate and inanimate arguments they require and by which set of 
agreement affixes they use for a given argument. 
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3.2.1 Classification of verbs by number of animate arguments 
Verbs in Meꞌphaa can show agreement with up to two arguments. Inanimate 
arguments do not usually determine agreement affixes on the verb. 
An analysis of argument types is beyond the scope of this thesis (see Wichmann 
1996 and 2009 and Navarro Solano 2012 for further discussion). For the sake of 
simplicity, the term ‘subject’ is used to refer to the single argument of intransitive verbs 
and the actor-like argument of transitive verbs, while the term ‘object’ is used to refer to 
the undergoer-like argument of transitive verbs. The term ‘recipient-like’ is used to refer 
to the third argument of ditransitive verbs. 
Verbs that agree with one animate argument may be intransitive (having no 
inanimate argument) or transitive (having an inanimate object argument that does not 
determine agreement on the verb). (194) is an example of an intransitive verb with one 
animate argument, which is indicated by an agreement suffix. (195) is an example of a 
transitive verb in which only the subject argument is animate. The subject of transitive 
verbs is indicated by a prefix that agrees in person and number. The inanimate object 
argument does not determine agreement on the verb. 
(194)  nā-hm-úū 
 IPFV-become_sad-3SG 
‘(S)he becomes sad.’ 
(195)  īkāā nī-ʔ-sì gūmā 
 3SG PFV-3SG-buy tortilla 
‘(S)he bought tortillas.’ 
Verbs that agree with two animate arguments can be transitive or ditransitive. One 
animate argument is always a subject argument, indicated by an agreement prefix, 
while the other can be either an object argument or a recipient-like argument, indicated 
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by a suffix. (196) is the same transitive verb given in (195), but it has an animate object 
argument, ‘goat’, which is indicated by a suffix that agrees in person and number. 
(196)  īkāā nī-ʔ-s-ìì ᵐbáā sùtūūʔⁿ 
 3SG PFV-3SG-buy-3SG INDF:3SG goat 
‘(S)he bought a goat.’ 
Ditransitive verbs that have inanimate object arguments show agreement with only the 
subject and recipient-like arguments. The inanimate object does not determine any 
agreement affixes on the verb, as in (197). 
(197)  īkāā nī-hn-úʔ gūmā  
 3SG PFV.3SG-give-1SG tortilla  
‘(S)he gave me tortillas.’ 
There are also several verbs that have three animate arguments. These are always 
ditransitive. The subject argument is always indicated by a prefix that can be tonal 
and/or segmental that agrees with it in person and number. The recipient-like argument 
is indicated by a suffix unless it is third-person singular. The presence of the animate 
object argument is always marked on the verb by the suffix /-j/, which precedes the 
suffix marking the recipient-like argument. The suffix /-j/ does not agree in person or 
number with the argument, but only indicates its presence, as in (198).  
(198)  īkāā nī-hn-j-úʔ ᵐbáā sùtūūʔⁿ 
 3SG PFV-give-ANIM-1SG INDF:3SG goat 
‘(S)he gave me a goat.’ 
3.2.2 Classification of verbs by agreement affixes used 
There are four main sets of affixes that can be used with different classes of verbs to 
agree with their animate arguments in person and number. Three are sets of suffixes, 
while the fourth is a set of prefixes. Classification of verbs by the agreement affixes they 
use is helpful for tone analysis, as it determines which frames can be used when 
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studying the underlying melodies of a given verb stem. Since it is beyond the scope of 
this thesis to analyze thoroughly any semantic or grammatical meaning of the 
agreement affixes, the suffixes will be referred to as sets A, B, and C, while the set of 
agreement prefixes needs no label (see Wichmann 1996 and 2009 and Navarro Solano 
2012 for further discussion of the semantics of the agreement affixes). In addition to 
these agreement affixes, some irregular verbs use other means for agreeing with their 
animate arguments. 
Wichmann observes that the suffixes used with different verb classes have tones 
which interact with the underlying tones of the stems, but he does not propose what the 
underlying tones associated with the suffixes are due to the complex internal sandhi 
(2009:799). This section and the following chapter make initial claims about the 
underlying melodies of the affixes as well as melodies found among verb stems. 
Agreement affixes, including both prefixes and suffixes, are presented in this section as 
they occur in the Acatepec variety with their segmental forms along with proposals for 
underlying tone melodies. Chapter 4 discusses in more detail how the melodies of 
verbal stems and affixes combine. 
The first set of suffixes that can be used are those that are also used to agree with 
the possessor of possessed nouns in person and number. The suffixes are repeated here 
in Table 18. This set will be referred to as Set A. 
Table 18. Set A agreement suffixes 
1SG 2SG 3SG 1PLIN 1PLEX 2PL 3PL 
-uʔ -aaʔ -uu -u (lú) -u (ʃù) -a (lā) -úúⁿ  
The suffixes have the same underlying melodies as when used to agree with 
possessors. First-person suffixes, the second-person singular and third-person singular 
suffixes, and the second-person plural suffix are underlying toneless. The third-person 
plural suffix has an underlying melody of /H/. 
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The suffixes are subject to all of the same segmental phonological processes as 
when used on possessed nouns (see section 2.2). Although intransitive verbs that use 
suffixes to agree with their argument do not occur without a suffix, it could be assumed 
that intransitive verb stems also have an underlying vowel that determines which vowel 
quality is realized. For example, both the first-person singular and third-person singular 
suffixes sometimes occur with the vowel quality /u/ and other times with /o/, just as 
when used with possessed nouns and transitive verbs that have inanimate object 
arguments. In those words, it is clear that the quality of the final vowel of the stem 
determines which form the suffix will be realized with. The verb in (199) could be 
assumed to have a final stem vowel that is /u/, the verb in (200) could be assumed to 
have a final stem vowel that is non-nasal /a/, and the verb in (201) could be assumed 
to have a final stem vowel that is /i/. 
(199)  nā-dʒ-ūū 
 IPFV-be_content-3SG 
‘(S)he is content.’ 
(200)  nā-sk-ōō 
 IPFV-be_lazy-3SG 
‘(S)he is lazy.’ 
(201)  nā-gāhj-úūʔ 
 IPFV-be_late-3SG 
‘(S)he is late.’ 
As is discussed in section 4.2, the third-person plural suffix is realized with a 
different surface melody when attached to verb stems whose underlying melody ends in 
a low-tone than when it is attached to noun stems with similar melodies. Apart from 




Set A suffixes are used with a large number of intransitive verbs as the only cross-
reference for their single, animate argument. See the inflected forms of ‘be content’ in 
(202). 
(202)  a. nā-dʒ-ūʔ 
  IPFV-be_content-1SG 
  ‘I am content.’    
 b. nā-dʒ-āāʔ 
  IPFV-be_content-2SG 
  ‘You are content.’    
 c. nā-dʒ-ūū 
  IPFV-be_content-3SG 
  ‘(S)he is content.’    
 d. nā-dʒ-ū-lú 
  IPFV-be_content-1PL-1PLIN 
  ‘We are content.’    
 e. nā-dʒ-ū-ʃù 
  IPFV-be_content-1PL-1PLEX 
  ‘We are content.’    
 f. nā-dʒ-ā-lā 
  IPFV-be_content-2PL-2PL 
  ‘You are content.’    
 g. nā-dʒ-úúⁿ 
  IPFV-be_content-3PL 
  ‘They are content.’    
Set A suffixes are also used with some transitive verbs to agree with non-third-
person animate arguments that are not subjects. In such cases, the argument that agrees 
with the Set A suffix is often a recipient, conversation participant, or something similar. 
Wichmann claims that the argument is somehow less affected or partially affected 
(2009:804). His analysis is not entirely straightforward, however, as many examples of 
verbs using the suffix exist in which the argument that is agreed with is highly affected, 
such as the verb ‘to hit’. Wichmann labels these suffixes as marking the dative case 
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(2009:799). When transitive verbs use Set A suffixes for non-third-person arguments, 
Set C suffixes are used with third-person arguments (see below in this section). An 
example of a verb that can mean ‘give’ or ‘hit’ is given in Table 19. When it means 
‘give’, the argument that agrees with the suffix is the recipient. When it means ‘hit’, the 
argument that agrees with the suffix is the one that is hit. 
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Table 19. Transitive verb with Set A/C suffixes - ‘to give, to hit’, imperfective aspect 
   Recipient/Object 







nàhʃnààʔ nàhʃnùù nàhʃnùlú nàhʃnùʃù nàhʃnàlā nàhʃnùùⁿ 
         
2SG nādāhʃnúʔ nādāhʃná-
mínāʔ 
nādāhʃnáá nādāhʃnúlú nādāhʃnúʃù ------- nādāhʃnúúⁿ 
         
3SG nāhʃnúʔ nāhʃnáāʔ nāhʃná-
mīnāʔ, 
nāhʃnúū 
nāhʃnúlú nāhʃnúʃù nāhʃnálā nāhʃnúúⁿ 
         
1PLIN nùhʃnúʔlú nùhʃnààʔlú nùhʃnáálú nùhʃná-
míhnálú 
------- ------- nùhʃnúúlú 
         
1PLEX ------- nùhʃnààʔʃù nùhʃnààʃù ------- nùhʃnà-
míhnáʃù 
------- nùhʃnùùʃù 
         
2PL nùhʃnùʔlā ------- nùhʃnààlā ------- nùhʃnùʃù nùhʃnà-
míhnálā 
nùhʃnùùlā 
         
3PL nūhʃnūʔ nūhʃnāāʔ nūhʃnáá nūhʃnūlú nūhʃnūʃù nūhʃnālā nūhʃnā-mīhná, 
nūhʃnúúⁿ 
         
* Reflexives are formed using a special suffix/clitic that is not discussed in this thesis. 
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Set B suffixes are presented in Table 20. They correspond to Wichmann’s absolutive 
case (2009:799). 
Table 20. Set B agreement suffixes 
1SG 2SG 3SG 1PLIN 1PLEX 2PL 3PL 
-úúⁿ -ááⁿ / -ííⁿ -aa / -ii -ááʔⁿ (lú) -áàʔⁿ (ʃù) -áàʔⁿ (lā) -iiⁿ  
The first-person singular, second-person singular, and first-personal plural inclusive 
suffixes all have an underlying melody of /H/. Both third-person suffixes are toneless 
and follow the same tone rules as the second-person singular and third-person singular 
suffixes from Set A. The first-person plural exclusive and second-person plural suffixes 
have an underlying melody of /HL/. As with Set A suffixes, the optional clitics used 
with first-person plural and second-person plural suffixes are always realized with the 
tones indicated in Table 20. The realization of tone melodies of some of the suffixes is 
discussed in section 4.6. All but the third-person singular suffix are underlyingly nasal. 
The third-person singular suffix is only nasalized when attached to nasal stems, as seen 
in adjectives given (203) and (204) in their inanimate and third-person singular forms.32 
(203)  a. mīhkā 
  hot 
  ‘(Something inanimate) is hot.’    
 b. mīhk-āā 
  hot-3SG 
  ‘(Something animate) is hot.’  
                                              
32 The same forms of the adjectives given can be used either as stative verbs (e.g., ‘the 
tortilla is hot’) or adjectivally (e.g., ‘a hot tortilla’). See Suárez (1983:232-33), Wichmann (2009) 
and Navarro Solano (2012). 
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(204)  a. gúwáⁿ 
  cold 
  ‘(Something inanimate) is cold.’    
 b. gúw-áāⁿ 
  cold-3SG 
  ‘(Something animate) is cold.’  
Set B suffixes are added to stems following the same segmental processes that apply 
when adding Set A suffixes.  
In stems ending with /i/, the /i/ of the stem occurs as /j/ if not followed by a suffix 
beginning with /i/, as in (205). 
(205)  a. bīpī 
  light_weight 
  ‘(Something inanimate) is light weight.’    
 b. bīpj-úúⁿ 
  light_weight-1SG 
  ‘I am light weight.’    
 c. bīp-īī 
  light_weight-3SG 
  ‘(Something animate) is light weight.’    
 d. bīpj-ááʔⁿ-lú 
  light_weight-1PLIN-1PLIN 
  ‘We are light weight.’  
In stems ending with /u/, the /u/ of the stem is elided, as in (206), unless preceded 
by a back consonant as in (207). 
(206)  a. mùhmùʔ 
  yellow 
  ‘(Something inanimate) is yellow.’    
 b. mùhm-ììʔ 
  yellow-3SG 
  ‘(Something animate) is yellow.’  
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(207)  a. mīhʃkū 
  light_gray 
  ‘(Something inanimate) is light gray.’    
 b. mīhʃkʷ-īī 
  light_gray-3SG 
  ‘(Something animate) is light gray.’  
Both the second-person singular and third-person singular suffixes are 
phonologically conditioned. The /a/ allomorphs are used when the final stem vowel is 
/a/ as in (208), while the /i/ allomorphs are used when the final stem vowel is /i/ or 
/u/ as in (209). 
(208)  a. mīhkā 
  hot 
  ‘(Something inanimate) is hot.’    
 b. mīhk-ááⁿ 
  hot-2SG 
  ‘You are hot.’    
 
c. mīhk-āā 
  hot-3SG 
  ‘(Something animate) is hot.’  
(209)  a. bīpī 
  light_weight 
  ‘(Something inanimate) is light weight.’    
 b. bīp-ííⁿ 
  light_weight-2SG 
  ‘You are light weight.’    
 c. bīp-īī 
  light_weight-3SG 
  ‘(Something animate) is light weight.’  
Set B suffixes are used with a large group of intransitive verbs to agree with their 
only animate argument. Unlike Set A suffixes, Set B suffixes never co-occur with 
agreement prefixes in intransitive verbs. An example is given in (210). 
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(210)  a. nā-kj-ùùʔⁿ 
  IPFV-grow-1SG 
  ‘I grow.’    
 b. nā-k-ììⁿ 
  IPFV-grow-2SG 
  ‘You grow.’    
 c. nā-k-ìì 
  IPFV-grow-3SG 
  ‘(Something animate) grows.’    
 d. nā-kj-ááʔⁿ-lú 
  IPFV-grow-1PLIN-1PLIN 
  ‘We grow.’    
 e. nā-kj-áàʔⁿ-ʃù 
  IPFV-grow-1PLEX-1PLEX 
  ‘We grow.’    
 f. nā-kj-áàʔⁿ-lā 
  IPFV-grow-2PL-2PL 
  ‘You grow.’    
 g. nā-k-ììⁿ 
  IPFV-grow-3PL 
  ‘They grow.’     
Set B suffixes are also used with stative verbs (verbs that do not use an aspect 
prefix), adjectives, and numbers to cross-reference their only animate argument or 
head. An example of an adjective is given in (211). 
(211)  a. bīpī 
  light_weight 
  ‘(Something inanimate) is light weight.’    
 b. bīpj-úúⁿ 
  light_weight-1SG 
  ‘I am light weight.’    
 c. bīp-ííⁿ 
  light_weight-2SG 
  ‘You are light weight.’    
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 d. bīp-īī 
  light_weight-3SG 
  ‘(Something animate) is light weight.’    
 e. bīpj-ááʔⁿ-lú 
  light_weight-1PLIN-1PLIN 
  ‘We are light weight.’    
 f. bīpj-áàʔⁿ-ʃù 
  light_weight-1PLEX-1PLEX 
  ‘We are light weight.’    
 g. bīpj-áàʔⁿ-lā 
  light_weight-2PL-2PL 
  ‘You are light weight.’    
 h. bīp-ììⁿ 
  light_weight-3PL 
  ‘They are light weight.’  
Set B suffixes are used with a large group of transitive and ditransitive verbs to 
agree with an animate object argument. They are never used to agree with recipient-
like arguments. Wichmann claims they are used with prototypical undergoer-like 
arguments and labels them as the absolutive case (2009:804).
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Table 21. Transitive verb with Set B suffixes - ‘to buy’, imperfective aspect 
   Object 





1SG nàsìmīnāʔ, nàsìmínáʔ nàsììⁿ nàsìì nàsì nàsjááʔlúⁿ nàsjáànʔʃù* nàsjáàʔlāⁿ nàsììⁿ 
          
2SG nādāsjùùⁿ nādāsìmīnāʔ nādāsìì nādāsì nādāsjááʔlúⁿ nādāsjáàʔʃùⁿ -------- nādāsììⁿ 
          
3SG nāʔsjùùⁿ nàʔsiiⁿ n̄aʔsìì nāʔsì nāʔsjááʔlúⁿ nāʔsjáàʔʃùⁿ nāʔsjáàʔlaⁿ nāʔsììⁿ 
          
1PLIN nùʔsjùùlúⁿ nùʔsììlúⁿ nùʔsììlú nùsìlú nùʔsìmìhnàlú -------- nùʔsjáànʔlú nùʔsììlúⁿ 
          
1PLEX -------- nùsììʃùⁿ nùsììʃù nùsìʃù -------- nùsìmìhnàʃù nùsjáàʔʃùⁿ nùsììʃùⁿ 
          
2PL nùsjùùlāⁿ -------- nùsììlā nùsìlā -------- nùsjáàʔʃùⁿ nùsìmìhnàlā nùsììlāⁿ 
          
3PL nūsjùùⁿ nūsiiⁿ nūsìì nūsì nūsjááʔlúⁿ nūsjáàʔʃùⁿ nūsjáàʔlāⁿ nūsììⁿ 





With transitive verbs that use Set A suffixes to agree with non-third-person singular 
object or recipient arguments, if a third-person singular or inanimate non-subject 
argument is present, Set C suffixes are used. The Set C suffix shows some measure of 
agreement with both the object or recipient argument and the subject argument: the 
presence of Set C suffix indicates that the object or recipient argument is third-person 
singular or inanimate, while the specific suffix used from the set gives information 
about the person and number of the subject argument. Third-person singular 
object/recipient forms of the verb for ‘give/hit’, which use Set C suffixes, are given 
below in (212). See Table 19 above for the full paradigm of that verb using Set A and 
Set C suffixes (the third-person singular object column corresponds to the examples 
given in (212)).The suffixes are presented in Table 22.  
Table 22. Set C agreement suffixes 
1SG 2SG 3SG 1PLIN 1PLEX 2PL 3PL 
-uu -áá /-íí -uu -áá /-íí (lú) -áá /-íí (ʃù) -áá /-íí (lā) -áá /-íí  
Only two distinctions are made underlyingly. When the subject argument is first-person 
singular or third-person singular, the toneless suffix used is /-uu/. In non-nasal contexts, 
the first-person singular and third-person singular suffixes are realized as /-oo/ when 
the final stem vowel is /a/. With all other actor arguments, the suffix used is 
phonologically conditioned: /-áá/ is used when the final stem vowel is /a/, while /-íí/ 
is used when the final stem vowel is /u/ or /i/. The same optional clitics used with 
other sets can also be used with the first-person plural and second-person plural 
suffixes. The surface melodies realized on the suffixes vary greatly depending on the 
underlying melodies of both the stem and the prefix used to agree with the subject 
argument. Wichmann labels the suffixes used in this set as the ‘pegative case’ and claims 
that they agree with the actor argument of verbs that have third-person singular and 
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inanimate arguments that are less affected by the action of the actor argument 
(2009:804). The forms of the verb ‘to give/hit’ that have a third-person recipient-like or 
object argument are repeated here in (212) as an example of a stem ending in /a/. See 
Table 19 above for a full paradigm. 
(212)  a. nà-hʃn-ùù 
  IPFV.1SG-give-1SG.3SG 
  ‘I give (it) to him/her.’    
 b. nā-dā-hʃn-áá 
  IPFV-2SG-give-2SG.3SG 
  ‘You(sg) give (it) to him/her.’    
 c. nā-hʃn-úū 
  IPFV.3SGα-give-3SGα.3SGβ 
  ‘(S)he gives (it) to him/her.’    
 d. nù-hʃn-áá-lú 
  IPFV.1PLIN-give-1PLIN.3SG-1PLIN 
  ‘We give (it) to him/her.’    
 e. nù-hʃn-àà-ʃù 
  IPFV.1PLEX-give-1PLEX.3SG-1PLEX 
  ‘We give (it) to him/her.’    
 f. nù-hʃn-àà-lā 
  IPFV.2PL-give-2PL.3SG-2PL 
  ‘You(pl) give (it) to him/her.’    
 g. nū-hʃn-áá 
  IPFV.3PL-give-3PL.3SG 
  ‘They give (it) to him/her.’  
An example of a verb using Set C suffixes that ends with /i/ or /u/ is given in 
(213). 
(213)  a. nà-jāhʃ-ùù 
  IPFV.1SG-look-1SG.3SG 
  ‘I look at him/her/it.’    
 b. nā-t-jāhʃ-ìì 
  IPFV-2SG-look-2SG.3SG 
  ‘You(sg) look at him/her/it.’    
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 c. nā-jāhʃ-ùù 
  IPFV.3SGα-look-3SGα.3SGβ 
  ‘(S)heα looks at him/her/itβ.’    
 d. nù-jāhʃ-ìì-lú 
  IPFV.1PLIN-look-1PLIN.3SG-1PLIN 
  ‘We look at him/her/it.’    
 e. nù-jāhʃ-ìì-ʃù 
  IPFV.1PLEX-look-1PLEX.3SG-1PLEX 
  ‘We look at him/her/it.’    
 f. nù-jāhʃ-ìì-lā 
  IPFV.2PL-look-2PL.3SG-2PL 
  ‘You(pl) look at him/her/it.’    
 g. nū-jāhʃ-ìì 
  IPFV.3PL-look-3PL.3SG 
  ‘They look at him/her/it.’  
A set of prefixes is also used to agree with the animate subject argument of all 
transitive verbs and with the single animate argument of two classes of intransitive 
verbs. One of the prefixes, first-person singular, is purely tonal. The third-person 
singular prefix consists of a floating mid tone and a glottal stop. The others have 
segmental and tonal features. All of the prefixes follow the aspect prefix in word 
formation. They are presented in Table 23. 
Table 23. Prefix agreement suffixes 
1SG 2SG 3SG 1PLIN 1PLEX 2PL 3PL 
/L/- tā- / dā- / t- /M/ʔ- ùʔ- ù- ù- ū-  
The first-person singular prefix consists only of the underlying melody /L/. It is 
always realized on the vowel of the preceding aspect prefix. Examples are given in 
(214). See Chapter 4 for further discussion. 
(214)  a. nà-tà 
  IPFV.1SG-speak 
  ‘I speak.’    
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 b. nà-déʔsìʔⁿ 
  IPFV.1SG-sneeze 
  ‘I sneeze.’  
The second-person singular prefix has many allomorphs, but it is realized most 
frequently as /tā-/. The allomorph /dā-/ often precedes stems beginning with voiceless 
alveolar consonants and /h/-fricative sequences. It occasionally precedes stems 
beginning with /ʃ/, but sometimes those stems use the /tā-/ allomorph. The allomorph 
/t-/ often precedes stems that begin with [r] or /j/. Examples are given in (215). 
(215)  a. nā-tā-dūʔwá 
  IPFV-2SG-laugh 
  ‘You laugh.’    
 b. nā-dā-tá 
  IPFV-2SG-speak 
  ‘You speak.’    
 c. nā-t-déʔsìʔⁿ 
  IPFV-2SG-sneeze 
  ‘You sneeze.’  
The third-person singular prefix consists of a floating mid tone and /ʔ-/. The glottal 
stop is only phonetically realized, however, preceding monosyllabic stems, as is seen in 
(216).33 It does not occur preceding longer stems or stems beginning with /h/. 
(216)  a. nā-ʔ-tí 
  IPFV-3SG-speak 
  ‘(S)he speaks.’    
                                              
33 Navarro Solano (2012) also claims that third-person singular and first-person plural 
inclusive agent prefixes sometimes involve the laryngealization of the vowel (indicated with /ʔ/ 
in his transcriptions) of the aspect prefix and sometimes do not, but he does not make any claims 
regarding the distribution (2012:102–107). All of the verbs he lists that are marked in such a 
way, however, also have one-syllable stems. 
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 b. nā-déʔsìʔⁿ 
  IPFV.3SG-sneeze 
  ‘(S)he sneezes.’    
 c. nā-hʃì 
  IPFV.3SG-vomit 
  ‘(S)he vomits.’  
All of the plural prefixes begin with /u/ and replace the vowel of aspect prefixes 
that end in back vowels. However, the /u/ is elided following aspect prefixes that end 
in front vowels. Examples are given in (217). 
(217)  a. n-ùʔ-tá-lú 
  IPFV-1PLIN-speak-1PLIN 
  ‘We speak.’    
 b. nìʔ-tá-lú 
  PFV.1PLIN-speak-1PLIN 
  ‘We spoke.’    
 c. séʔ-tá-lú 
  NEG.PFV.1PLIN-speak-1PLIN 
  ‘We did not speak.’  
The first-person plural inclusive prefix is /ùʔ-/. Like the third-person singular 
prefix, the glottal stop is only realized phonetically preceding stems that are one 
syllable. The optional, word-final first-person plural inclusive clitic /lú/ is often used in 
addition to the prefix. See the preceding example in (217) and also the examples in 
(218). 
(218)  a. n-ùʔ-tá-lú 
  IPFV-1PLIN-speak-1PLIN 
  ‘We speak.’    
 b. n-ù-dé?sìʔⁿ-lú 
  IPFV-1PLIN-sneeze-1PLIN 
  ‘We sneeze.’    
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 c. n-ù-hʃì-lú 
  IPFV-1PLIN-vomit-1PLIN 
  ‘We vomit.’  
The first-person plural exclusive prefix and second-person plural prefixes are both 
/ù-/, differing from the first-person plural inclusive prefix in that they never are 
followed by a glottal stop unless the stem begins with one. Both may be optionally 
accompanied by the respective word-final clitics /ʃù/ and /lā/. Examples are given in 
(219). 
(219)  a. n-ù-tà-ʃù 
  IPFV-1PLEX-sneeze-1PEX 
  ‘We sneeze.’    
 b. n-ù-tà-lā 
  IPFV-2PL-sneeze-2PL 
  ‘You sneeze.’  
The third-person plural prefix is /ū-/. Examples are given in (220). 
(220)  a. n-ū-tī 
  IPFV-3PL-speak 
  ‘They speak.’    
 b. n-ū-hʃìʔ 
  IPFV-3PL-vomit 
  ‘They vomit.’  
Alternatively, the plural suffixes could be analyzed in the following way. The 
toneless, segmental suffix /u-/ shows agreement with plural subject arguments. The 
tonal prefix /L-/ show agreement with plural non-third-person subject arguments, while 
third-person plural subject arguments are indicated by the tonal prefix /M-/. The 
segmental prefix /ʔ-/ shows agreement with inclusive subject arguments. 
Wichmann observes the presence of the second-person singular prefix and plural 
/u-/ prefixes and claims they are used in the majority of transitive verbs and a minority 
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of intransitive verbs, but he does not mention the further distinctions described above 
(1996:345). He observes that the prefixes often are used with verbs that are 
prototypically performed, effected, or instigated (1996:349), following the system 
proposed by Mithun (1991). He concludes that the prefixes are not productive but 
instead represent an example of degrammaticalization (Wichmann 1996:356). 
A smaller group of intransitive verbs also use Set A suffixes in addition to a 
corresponding member of the set of agreement prefixes. In this group, both the suffix 
and the prefix cross-reference the same argument. See the inflected forms of the word 
for ‘run’ given in (221). 
(221)  a. nà-gàj-ūʔ 
  IPFV.1SG-run-1SG 
  ‘I run.’    
 b. nā-tā-gá-áāʔ 
  IPFV-2SG-run-2SG 
  ‘You run.’    
 c. nā-gáj-úū 
  IPFV.3SG-run-3SG 
  ‘(S)he runs.’    
 d. nù-gàj-ú-lú 
  IPFV.1PLIN-run-1PL-1PLIN 
  ‘We run.’    
 e. nù-gàj-ú-ʃù 
  IPFV.1PLEX-run-1PL-1PLEX 
  ‘We run.’    
 f. nù-gàj-ā-lā 
  IPFV.2PL-run-2PL-2PL 
  ‘You run.’    
 g. nū-gàj-úúⁿ 
  IPFV.3PL-run-3PL 
  ‘They run.’     
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Other verbs exist that are not easily categorized. There are several irregular 
intransitive verbs that have unique agreement patterns. A few irregular transitive verbs 
exist that similarly show agreement with the subject argument in unique ways. 
Examples of two irregular verbs are given in (222) and (223), but they are not further 
explored here, as their tonal analysis is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
(222)  a. nāgú 
  IPFV.1SG.sleep 
  ‘I sleep.’    
 b. nānūʔ 
  IPFV.2SG.sleep 
  ‘You sleep.’    
 c. nāʔgū 
  IPFV.3SG.sleep 
  ‘(S)he sleeps.’    
 d. nùʔnūlú 
  IPFV.1PLIN.sleep:1PLIN 
  ‘We sleep.’    
 e. nùnúʔʃù 
  IPFV.1PLEX.sleep:1PLEX 
  ‘We sleep.’ 
 f. nùnūlā 
  IPFV.2PL.sleep:2PL 
  ‘You sleep.’    
 g. nūnūʔ 
  IPFV.3PL.sleep 
  ‘They sleep.’  
(223)  a. nāhká 
  IPFV.1SG.go 
  ‘I go.’    
 b. nādʒùʔ 
  IPFV.2SG.go 
  ‘You go.’    
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 c. nāhkà 
  IPFV.3SG.go 
  ‘(S)he goes.’    
 d. nāhkʷālú 
  IPFV.1PLIN.go:1PLIN 
  ‘We go.’    
 e. nāhkʷáʃù 
  IPFV.1PLEX.go:1PLEX 
  ‘We go.’ 
 f. nāhkʷālā 
  IPFV.2PL.go:2PL 
  ‘You go.’    
 g. nāgúúⁿ 
  IPFV.3PL.go 
  ‘They go.’  
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Chapter 4  
TONE IN THE VERB SYSTEM 
With the overview of verbal morphology given in Chapter 3, tone in the verb 
system can now be discussed. This chapter gives a brief introduction to the tone 
melodies and processes found among a broad spectrum of verbs. 
Studying the tone melodies of verbs is more complicated than studying those of 
nouns. Adjectives and some stative verbs with inanimate arguments are the only type of 
verbal roots that can occur in monomorphemic forms. As a result, it is not possible to 
study the tone melodies of most verbs apart from contexts that also include the tone 
melodies of the affixes that occur with them. Fortuitously, because a large number of 
verbs use either Set A, which also occur with possessed nouns, or Set B, which also 
occur with adjectives having animate arguments, it is possible to apply observations 
about how tone melodies combine in those forms to verbs that use those suffixes. 
Transitive verbs with inanimate objects and the small group of intransitive verbs that do 
not use suffixes provide the simplest frames for studying the melodies of verbs that use 
agreement prefixes. The tone melodies of transitive and ditransitive verbs that use both 
agreement prefixes and suffixes can be studied by tying together observations about 
simpler verbs. 
An important difference between nouns and verbs is that the presence of /h/ or /ʔ/ 
foot-medially does not affect the realization of the underlying melody /HL/. It is always 
realized as a high level tone followed by a low level tone. In the tables in this chapter, 
verbs that have /h/ or /ʔ/ foot-medially are presented in separate rows when possible 
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so that it may be clearly seen that the melodies are not different from those that do not 
have /h/ or /ʔ/ foot-medially. 
Section 4.1 discusses the tone melodies of adjectives.  The tone melodies of 
intransitive verbs that use Set A suffixes are discussed in section 4.2. Section 4.3 
discusses the tone melodies of intransitive verbs that use Set B suffixes. Section 4.4 
discusses the tone melodies of transitive verbs that have inanimate objects. The tone 
melodies of intransitive verbs that use agreement prefixes are discussed in section 4.5. 
Section 4.6 discusses the tone melodies of transitive verbs with animate objects. 
The tone melodies of some verbs are not discussed, including transitive verbs that 
use Set A suffixes and Set C suffixes, intransitive verbs that use prefixes and 
corresponding Set A suffixes, compound verbs, morphologically complex derived verbs, 
and several verbs with irregular inflection patterns. 
4.1 Tone melodies of adjectives 
The number of adjectives in the corpus used is considerably smaller than the 
number of nouns, but it is still large enough to make observations about the tone 
melodies that occur. The tone melodies of adjectives with inanimate arguments are 
discussed in section 4.1.1, while the tone melodies of adjectives with animate 
arguments are discussed in section 4.1.2. 
4.1.1 Adjectives with inanimate arguments 
Adjectives with monomorphemic stems do not occur with any additional 
morphology when the noun they describe is inanimate, so their tone melodies can be 
studied in isolation. As in the study of the tone melodies of nouns, syllable profiles of 
adjectives are grouped according to the factors that influence the realization of tone. 
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Most melodies occur among two syllable adjectives. Examples are given in Table 
24. There are no examples of  /HM/, /HL/, /LH/, or /LM/. These are assumed to be 
accidental gaps in the corpus. 
Table 24. Underlying tone melodies of simple two-syllable adjectives 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[44] [33] [22]   [34] [32]   
ᵑguwaⁿ bipi midu   miwuʔⁿ migaʔ   
(cold) (light) (thick)   (spicy) (sour)   
ʃaniʔ maʃaʔ kiwu   mihtʃu nuʃiʔ   
(reddish) (green) (heavy)   (hollow) (new)   
gʷeʔsi ʃtiʔtiʔ ᵑguʔa   miʔʃa    
(cold) (wet) (hidden)   (white)     
There are very few examples of one-syllable adjectives in the corpus. The tone 
melodies found among them are presented in Table 25. 
Table 25. Underlying tone melodies of one-syllable adjectives 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
 [3] [2]       
 hmbu ᵐbaʔ       
 (straight) (long)       
  ᵐbaa       
  (large)        
4.1.2 Adjectives with animate arguments 
Adjectives that describe animate nouns use suffixes from Set B to show agreement 
with the head noun. The first-person singular suffix adds a high tone after the stem 
melody. The third-person singular suffix adds an underlyingly toneless TBU after the 
stem. There is no suffix in this set that has the underlying melody /L/. 
The first-person singular forms of the two-syllable adjectives presented above are 
given in Table 26. For adjectives that have underlying melodies ending with a high or 
mid tone, such as ‘cold’ or ‘wet’, the Regressive high tone spreading rule (47) applies, 
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and the final mid tone of the stem is deleted, while the high tone of the first-person 
singular suffix is retained. For those with underlying melodies ending with a low tone, 
the low tone of the stem spreads rightward, following the Progressive low tone 
spreading in verbs rule (55), and the high tone of the first-person singular suffix is 
disassociated, as in the word for ‘hidden’. 
Table 26. Melodies of simple two-syllable adjectives - 1SG 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[444] [344] [222]   [344] [322]   
ᵑguw-uuⁿ bipj-uuⁿ mid-uuⁿ   miw-uuʔⁿ mig-uuʔⁿ   
(cold) (light_weight) (thick)   (spicy) (sour)   
ʃanj-uuʔⁿ māʃ-uuʔⁿ kiw-uuⁿ   mihtʃ-uuⁿ nuʃjuuʔⁿ   
(reddish) (green) (heavy)   (hollow) (new)   
gʷeʔsj-
uuⁿ 
ʃtiʔtj-uuʔⁿ ᵑguʔ-uuⁿ   miʔʃ-uuⁿ    
(cold) (wet) (hidden)   (white)     
The third-person singular forms of the two-syllable adjectives presented above are 
given in Table 27. 
Table 27. Melodies of simple two-syllable adjectives - 3SG 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[4c ] [333] [222]   [3c ] [322]   
ᵑguw-aaⁿ bip-ii mid-ii   miw-iiʔⁿ mīg-aaʔ   
(cold) (light_weight) (thick)   (spicy) (sour)   
ʃan-iiʔ maʃ-aaʔ kiw-ii   mihtʃ-ii nuʃ-iiʔ   
(reddish) (green) (heavy)   (hollow) (new)   
gʷeʔs-ii ʃtiʔt-iiʔ ᵑguʔ-aa   miʔʃ-aa    
(cold) (wet) (hidden)   (white)     
For adjectives with stems that have a final mid tone, as in the word for ‘wet’, the 
final vowel of the suffix receives a default mid tone. 
For stems that end with a high tone, a default mid tone is also inserted. The third-
person singular forms end with a high-to-mid fall, as in the words for ‘cold’ and ‘white’. 
For those with underlying melodies that end with a low tone, the Progressive low 
spreading in verbs (55) rule applies. The rule is restated in (224). 
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(224) Progressive low tone spreading in verbs: Low tone spreads rightward within the 
final syllable of a verb. 
The low tone of the stem spreads rightward, as in the word for ‘hidden’. No default mid 
tone is inserted. 
The first-person singular forms of the one-syllable adjectives presented above are 
given in Table 28. 
Table 28. Melodies of simple one-syllable adjectives - 1SG 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
 [44] [22]       
 hᵐbj-uuⁿ ᵐb-uuⁿ       
 (straight) (large)        
The mid tone of the word for ‘straight’ is not realized in the first-person singular 
form because the high tone of the first-person singular suffix spreads according to the 
Regressive high tone spreading rule (47). That rule is restated in (225). 
(225) Regressive high tone spreading: high tone spreads leftward from a suffix to a 
stem unless blocked by a low tone. A mid tone associated to an adjacent TBU 
preceding the high tone is delinked. The delinked mid tone is deleted if it cannot 
associate to another TBU. 
The low tone of the word for ‘large’ spreads across the suffix and disassociates the high 
tone according to the Progressive low tone spreading in verbs rule (55). 
The word for ‘long’ is two syllables in animate forms, as in (226).  The stem has the  
underlying melody /L/, which associates to both syllables and spreads across the suffix. 
(226)  a. [   2   22] b.  [ 2 22] 
    ᵐbaj-uuʔⁿ   ᵐba-iiʔ 
  long-1SG  long-3SG  
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The third-person singular forms of the one-syllable adjectives presented above are 
given in Table 29. 
Table 29. Melodies of simple one-syllable adjectives - 3SG 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
 [33] [22]       
 hmb-ii ᵐb-aa       
 (straight) (large)        
4.2 Tone melodies of intransitive verbs that use Set A suffixes 
The tone melodies of intransitive verbs that use Set A suffixes can be extrapolated 
from inflected forms by applying observations made about the use of Set A suffixes with 
possessed nouns. The third-person singular suffix puts an underlyingly toneless TBU 
after the stem. The third-person plural suffix adds a high tone after the stem melody. 
The imperfective aspect prefix adds an underlyingly toneless segment before the stem. 
The negative perfective aspect prefix adds a high tone before the stem melody. 
4.2.1 In the imperfective aspect (toneless TBU before the stem) 
The imperfective aspect prefix /na-/ adds an underlyingly toneless TBU before the 
stem. With most intransitive verbs that use Set A suffixes, the prefix is realized with a 
mid pitch, but in some words it is realized with a low pitch because of the Regressive 
low tone spreading rule (21) (see further discussion below). 
The third-person singular forms of two-syllable verb stems are given in Table 30. 
The forms are arranged by the underlying melody of the stem. 
The underlying melody /LH/ may be an accidental gap, but it is not attested among 
any classes of verbs.  
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The melody of the Set A third-person singular suffix is affected by the melodies of 
verb stems in the same way it is by the melodies of noun stems. The vowels of the suffix 
are realized with a level pitch for verbs having melodies ending with a mid tone, as in 
the word for ‘be amazed’. Verbs having melodies ending with a high tone are realized 
with a fall from high-to-mid across the suffix, as in the word for ‘be afraid’. The final 




Table 30. Melodies of two-syllable intransitive stems with Set A 3SG suffix 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[24c ] [3333] [2222] [3433] [3422] [33c ] [3322]  [2233] 
na-mij-uuⁿ  na-ʃkidʒ-uu   na-gʷan-uu na-maᵑg-uuʔ   
(be_afraid)  (be_hungry)   (remain) (get_mad)   
nakaj-uuⁿ  na-sum-uu       
(die)  (be_cautious)       
 na-mahk-uu na-tuhʃ-uu na-gahn-uu na-kahʃ-uuʔ     
 (be_amazed) (get_up) (leave) (suffocate)     
na-kʷeʔs-uu na-gaʔ-uuⁿ       na-ʃtiʔk-uu 
(freeze) (accustom)       (change)  
Table 31. Melodies of two-syllable intransitive stems with Set A 3PL suffix 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[2444] [3344] [2222] [3444] [3422] [3344] [3322]  [2244] 
na-mij-uuⁿ  na-ʃkidʒ-uuⁿ   na-gʷan-uuⁿ na-maᵑg-uuʔⁿ   
(be_afraid)  (be_hungry)   (remain) (get_mad)   
nakaj-uuⁿ  na-sum-uuⁿ       
(die)  (be_cautious)       
 na-mahk-uuⁿ na-tuhʃ-uuⁿ na-gahn-uuⁿ na-kahʃ-uuʔⁿ     
 (be_amazed) (get_up) (leave) (suffocate)     
na-kʷeʔs-uuⁿ na-gaʔ-uuⁿ       na-ʃtiʔk-uuⁿ 
(freeze) (accustom)       (change)  
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In melodies of verb stems beginning with a low tone, the Regressive low tone 
spreading (21) applies. The rule is restated in (227). 
(227) Regressive low tone spreading: Low tone spreads leftward within a word from 
non-final syllables unless blocked by another tone. 
The low tone spreads left to the imperfective aspect prefix, as in the word for ‘be 
hungry’ above. 
The verbs from Table 30 are given in their third-person plural forms in Table 31. 
The melody of the third-person plural suffix is affected by the melodies of verb stems in 
a way similar to the way it is affected by the melodies of noun stems. A notable 
difference, however, is that melodies ending with a low tone spread rightward and 
disassociate the high tone of the suffix completely, as in the word for ‘be hungry’ in 
Table 31, rather than producing a low-to-high rise. In verbs like ‘be amazed’ and 
‘accustom’, the Regressive high tone spreading rule (47) applies. 
Only three melodies are found among one-syllable intransitive verb stems that use 
Set A suffixes. The same tonal processes regarding suffixes are observed as described for 
verbs in this set with two-syllables. Examples of one-syllable stems are given in Table 
32. 
Table 32. Melodies of one-syllable intransitive stems - Set A 3SG 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[3c ] [333] [322]       
 na-dʒ-uu na-tʃ-oo       
 (be_content) (hurry)       
 na-sk-oo        
 (be_lazy)        
na-hm-uu na-hs-uu        
(become_ sad) (awake)        
na-hs-uu         
(dawn)         
  na-ʔᵑg-oo       
  (be_able)        
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Two melodies are clearly /H/ and /M/, as in the words for ‘become sad’ and 
‘awake’ in the tables above. The third melody, as seen in the words for ‘hurry’ and ‘be 
able’, could be analyzed as /L/ or /ML/. It is always realized with a mid tone associated 
to the aspect prefix and a low tone to the stem, which is similar to two-syllable verb 
stems with the melody of /ML/. However, I have chosen to analyze it as /L/. Doing so 
provides consistency with the larger distribution /H/, /M/, and /L/ within other word 
categories. The fact that the low tone of the stem does not spread in intransitive verbs 
with one-syllable stems can be easily explained given that the low tone of the stem is 
only associated to a final syllable, whereas in verbs with two-syllable stems, the low 
tone is also associated to a non-final syllable. In verbs with one-syllable stems, the 
Regressive low tone spreading rule (21) does not apply. 
The third-person plural forms of the verbs in Table 32 are given in Table 33. 
Table 33. Melodies of one-syllable intransitive stems - Set A 3PL 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[344] [333] [322]       
 na-dʒ-uuⁿ na-tʃ-uuⁿ       
 (be_content) (hurry)       
 na-sk-uuⁿ        
 (be_lazy)        
na-hm-uuⁿ na-hs-uuⁿ        
(become_ sad) (awake)        
na-hs-uuⁿ         
(dawn)         
  na-ʔᵑg-
uuⁿ 
      
  (be able)        
4.2.2 In the negative perfective aspect (high tone before the stem melody) 
The negative perfective aspect prefix /tá-/ adds a high tone before the stem 
melody. The third-person singular forms of two-syllable verb stems are given in Table 
34. The melody of the suffix is realized the same way as with the imperfective forms.
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Table 34. Melodies of two-syllable intransitive stems - Negative, Set A 3SG suffix 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[44c ] [4333] [4222] [4433] [4422] [43c ] [4322]  [4233] 
ta-mij-uuⁿ  ta-ʃkidʒ-uu   ta-gʷan-uu ta-maᵑg-uuʔ   
(be_afraid)  (be_hungry)   (remain) (get_mad)   
takaj-uuⁿ  ta-sum-uu       
(die)  (be_cautious)       
 ta-mahk-uu ta-tuhʃ-uu ta-gahn-uu ta-kahʃ-uuʔ     
 (be_amazed) (get_up) (leave) (suffocate)     
ta-kʷeʔs-uu ta-gaʔ-uuⁿ       ta-ʃtiʔk-uu 
(freeze) (accustom)       (change)  
Table 35. Melodies of two-syllable intransitive stems - Negative, Set A 3PL suffix 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[4444] [4344] [4222] [4444] [4422] [4344] [4322]  [4244] 
ta-mij-uuⁿ  ta-ʃkidʒ-uuⁿ   ta-gʷan-uuⁿ ta-maᵑg-uuʔⁿ   
(be_afraid)  (be_hungry)   (remain) (get_mad)   
takaj-uuⁿ  ta-sum-uuⁿ       
(die)  (be_cautious)       
 ta-mahk-uuⁿ ta-tuhʃ-uuⁿ ta-gahn-uuⁿ ta-kahʃ-uuʔⁿ     
 (be amazed) (get_up) (leave) (suffocate)     
ta-kʷeʔs-uuⁿ ta-gaʔ-uuⁿ       ta-ʃtiʔk-uuⁿ 
(freeze) (accustom)       (change) 
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A noticeable difference from imperfective third-person singular forms is that the 
low tone of melodies beginning with low does not spread to the aspect prefix. The 
Regressive low tone spreading rule (21) is blocked by the high tone of the prefix. See 
the words for ‘be hungry’ and ‘be cautious’. The same is true for the third-person plural 
forms, as seen in Table 35. 
Examples of one-syllable stems given in Table 36. 
Table 36. Melodies of one-syllable intransitive stems - Negative, Set A 3SG 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[4c ] [433] [422]       
 ta-dʒ-uu ta-tʃ-oo       
 (be_content) (hurry)       
 ta-sk-oo        
 (be_lazy)        
ta-hs-uu ta-hs-uu        
(dawn) (awake)        
  ta-ʔᵑg-oo       
  (be able)        
The third-person plural forms are given in Table 37. 
Table 37. Melodies of one-syllable intransitive stems - Negative, Set A 3PL 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[444] [444] [422]       
 ta-dʒ-uuⁿ ta-tʃ-uuⁿ       
 (be_content) (hurry)       
 ta-sk-uuⁿ        
 (be_lazy)        
ta-hs-uuⁿ ta-hs-uuⁿ        
(dawn) (awake)        
  ta-ʔᵑg-uuⁿ       
  (be able)        
4.3 Tone melodies of intransitive verbs that use Set B suffixes 
Just as the melodies of intransitive verbs that use Set A suffixes can be extrapolated 
from observations about their use in the possessed form of nouns, the tone melodies of 
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intransitive verbs that use Set B suffixes can be extrapolated from inflected forms by 
applying observations made about tonal processes in the use of Set B suffixes with 
adjectives. The third-person singular suffix adds an underlyingly toneless TBU after the 
stem. The first-person singular puts a high tone after the stem. As with intransitive 
verbs that use Set A suffixes, the imperfective aspect prefix adds an underlyingly 
toneless TBU before the stem, while the negative perfective aspect prefix adds a high 
tone before the stem melody. 
4.3.1 In the imperfective aspect (toneless TBU before the stem) 
The imperfective aspect prefix /na-/ adds an underlyingly toneless TBU before the 
verb stem. With most intransitive verbs that use Set B suffixes, the prefix is realized 
with a mid pitch, but in some words it realized as low because of the Regressive low 
tone spreading rule (21), as is the case with some intransitive verbs that use Set A 
suffixes. 
The third-person singular forms of two-syllable verb stems are given in Table 38. 
/LH/ may be an accidental gap, but it is not attested among any other classes of 
verbs. 
The melody of the Set B third-person singular suffix is affected by the melodies of 
verb stems in the same way as the Set A third-person singular suffix affects the melodies 
of noun stems. It is realized with a level pitch for verbs having melodies ending with a 
mid tone, as in the word for ‘shatter’ in Table 38. Verbs having melodies ending with a 
high tone are realized with a fall from high-to-mid across the suffix, as in the word for 
‘shine’. The final low tone of melodies ending with a low tone spreads rightward, as in 
the word for ‘flourish’.
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Table 38. Melodies of simple two-syllable intransitive stems with Set B 3SG suffix 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[34c ] [3333] [2222] [3433] [3422 ] [33c ]   [2233] 
na-ʃpib -iiʔⁿ na-mīgʷ-ii na-mid-ii  na-tig-aa na-gid-ii   na-gam-aa 
(shine) (shatter) (flourish)  (disappear) (lose_weight)   (be_born) 
 na-dūj-aaʔ   na-ʃᵑguhʃ-ii nā-ʃtāhkʷ-iiʔ    
 (sweat)   (slip) (untie_oneself)    
 na-ᵑgaʔw-iiⁿ  na-gʷaʔ-aaⁿ na-ʃnuʔⁿd -iiʔ na-wiʔt-aa    
 (itch)  (shake) (slide) (break)    
     na-gaʔ-aa    
     (boil)     
Table 39. Melodies of simple two-syllable intransitive stems with Set B 1SG suffix 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[3444] [3344] [2222] [3444] [3422 ] [3344]   [2244] 
na-ʃpibj-uuʔⁿ na-mīg-uuⁿ nà-mìdj-ùùⁿ  na-tig-uuⁿ na-gidj-uuⁿ   na-gam-uuⁿ 
(shine) (shatter) (flourish)  (disappear) (lose_weight)   (be_born) 
 na-duj-uuʔⁿ   na-ʃᵑguhʃ-uuⁿ na-ʃtahk-uuʔⁿ    
 (sweat)   (slip) (untie_oneself)    
 na-ᵑgaʔ-uuⁿ  na-guʔ-uuⁿ na-ʃnuʔⁿd-uuʔⁿ na-wiʔt-uuⁿ    
 (itch)  (shake) (slide) (break)    
     na-guʔ-uuⁿ    





The verbs from Table 38 are given in their first-person singular forms in Table 39. 
The melody of the Set B first-person singular suffix is affected in the same way as the 
high-toned Set A third-person plural suffix. For stem melodies ending with a low tone, 
the low tone spreads rightward and disassociates the high tone of the suffix completely 
rather than producing a low-to-high rise, as in the word for ‘flourish’.  
As with intransitive stems that use Set A suffixes, only three melodies are found 
among one-syllable intransitive verb stems that use the Set B suffixes. /H/ and /M/  are 
clearly attested, while the third melody is analyzed as /L/ according to the same 
arguments discussed in section 4.2.1. Examples of the third-person singular forms of 
one-syllable stems are given in Table 40. 
Table 40. Melodies of one-syllable intransitive stems - Set B 3SG 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[3c ] [333] [322]       
 na-k-aa na-k-ii       
 (burn) (grow)       
  na-gʷ-iiʔ       
  (harden)       
na-htʃ-ii na-ʔg-aa na-hᵑg-aa       
(be_empty) (spoil) (get_drunk)       
 na-ʔd-ii na-ʔkʷ-ii       
 (get_stuck) (hurt)        
The first-person singular forms of the same verbs are given in Table 41. 
Table 41. Melodies of one-syllable intransitive stems - Set B 1SG 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[344] [344] [322]       
 na-k-uuⁿ na-kj-uuⁿ       
 (burn) (grow)       
  nag-uuʔⁿ       
  (harden)       
na-htʃj-uuⁿ na-ʔg-uuⁿ na-hᵑg-uuⁿ       
(be_empty) (spoil) (get_drunk)       
 na-ʔd-uuⁿ na-ʔk-uuⁿ       
 (get_stuck) (hurt)        
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4.3.2 In the negative perfective aspect (high tone before the stem melody) 
As with intransitive stems that use Set A suffixes, the negative perfective aspect 
prefix /tá-/ adds a high tone before the stem melody. No change is seen in the 
realization of surface melodies when compared to those in the imperfective aspect apart 
from the pitch on the prefix. 
The third-person singular forms of two-syllable verb stems are given in Table 42. 
The first-person singular forms of the same verbs are given in Table 43. 
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Table 42. Melodies of two-syllable intransitive stems with Set B - Negative, 3SG suffix 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[44c ] [4333] [4222] [4433] [4422 ] [43c ]   [4233] 
ta-ʃpib -iiʔⁿ ta-migʷ-ii ta-mid-ii  ta-tig-aa ta-gid-ii   ta-gam-aa 
(shine) (shatter) (flourish)  (disappear) (lose_ weight)   (be_born) 
 ta-duj-aaʔ   ta-ʃᵑguhʃ-ii ta-ʃtahkʷ-iiʔ    
 (sweat)   (slip) (untie_oneself)    
 ta-ᵑgaʔw-iiⁿ  ta-gʷaʔ-aaⁿ ta-ʃnuʔⁿd -iiʔ ta-wiʔt-aa    
 (itch)  (shake) (slide) (break)    
     ta-gaʔ-aa    
     (boil)     
Table 43. Melodies of simple two-syllable intransitive stems with Set B - Negative, 1SG suffix 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[4444] [4344] [4222] [4444] [4422 ] [4344]   [4244] 
ta-ʃpibj-uuʔⁿ ta-mīg -uuⁿ ta-midj-uuⁿ  ta-tig-uuⁿ ta-gidj-uuⁿ   ta-gam-uuⁿ 
(shine) (shatter) (flourish)  (disappear) (lose_weight)   (be_born) 
 ta-duj-uuʔⁿ   ta-ʃᵑguhʃ-uuⁿ ta-ʃtahk-uuʔⁿ    
 (sweat)   (slip) (untie_oneself)    
 ta-ᵑgaʔ-uuⁿ  ta-guʔ-uuⁿ ta-ʃnuʔⁿd-uuʔⁿ ta-wiʔt-uuⁿ    
 (itch)  (shake) (slide) (break)    
     ta-guʔ-uuⁿ    
     (boil)     
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Examples of one-syllable stems are given in Table 44. 
Table 44. Melodies of simple one-syllable intransitive stems - Set B - Neg. 3SG 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[4c ] [433] [422]       
 ti-k-aa ta-k-ii       
 (burn) (grow)       
  ta-gʷ-iiʔ       
  (harden)       
ta-htʃ-ii ti-ʔg-aa ta-hᵑg-aa       
(be_empty) (spoil) (get_drunk)       
 ta-ʔd-ii ta-ʔkʷ-ii       
 (get_stuck) (hurt)        
The first-person singular forms of the same verbs are given in Table 45. 
Table 45. Melodies of one-syllable intransitive stems - Set B - Neg. 1SG 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[444] [444] [422]       
 ti-k-uuⁿ ta-kj-uuⁿ       
 (burn) (grow)       
  ta-g-uuʔⁿ       
  (harden)       
ta-htʃj-uuⁿ ti-ʔg-uuⁿ ta-hᵑg-uuⁿ       
(be_empty) (spoil) (get_drunk)       
 ta-ʔd-uuⁿ ta-ʔk-uuⁿ       
 (get_stuck) (hurt)        
4.4 Tone melodies of transitive verbs with inanimate objects  
Most transitive verbs with inanimate objects do not use suffixes to agree with any 
argument. The inanimate argument does not determine agreement affixes on the verb, 
while the animate subject argument shows agreement with a prefix. 
The third-person singular forms in the imperfective aspect have a mid-tone before 
the stem melody (as discussed in 4.4.1). The third-person singular forms have a high 
tone before the stem melody (discussed in section 4.4.2). The first-person singular forms 
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in the imperfective aspect have a low-tone before the stem melody (discussed in section 
4.4.3). 
Some transitive verbs can only take inanimate objects, while others can take 
animate or inanimate objects. For those that can take animate objects, it is possible to 
study them in frames that differ to the right of the stem. Those forms are discussed in 
section 4.6. 
4.4.1 Third-person singular forms in the imperfective aspect 
The imperfective aspect prefix /na-/ with a third-person-singular subject adds a 
mid tone before the stem melody of the verb. The mid tone of the third-person singular 
prefix associates to the toneless imperfective aspect prefix. 
All melodies except for /LH/, /LM/ and /MH/are found among transitive verbs 
with two-syllable stems with inanimate objects. /LM/ and /MH/ are assumed to be an 
accidental gap, as they occur among other verb classes. /LH/ does not occur among 
other verb classes. There are some other accidental gaps in the corpus among individual 
syllable profiles. 
Examples of third-person singular forms of two-syllable verb stems are given in 
Table 46. The forms are arranged by the underlying melody of the stem. 
A notable difference from intransitive verbs discussed previously is that the low 
tone of the /L/ melody does not spread leftward to the aspect prefix. The Regressive 





Table 46. Melodies of simple two-syllable transitive stems IPFV.3SG > INAN34 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[344] [333] [322] [343] [342 ]  [332]   
na-tamaʔ na-duwaʔ na-dkuna na-gjawaⁿ na-tiga     
(lay_down) (fry) (perforate) (weigh) (lay_down)     
na-kdwigu  na-ʃkdwijaʔ       
(reduce)  (exclude)       
 na-ʃkahma na-guhwa na-dahka na-ʃkʷihʃiʔ  na-dahʃi   
 (touch) (sell) (hang) (unstitch)  (ask)   
na-kʷiʔta  na-ⁿdaʔa na-ʃpdaʔa na-ʃpaʔdiʔ     
(divide)  (request) (scatter) (revoke)     
         
         
         
          
                                              




Very few instances of simple transitive verbs with one-syllable stems are found in 
the corpus. Examples are given in Table 47. With such little data, nothing can be said 
about the absence of certain melodies. The third-singular prefix is realized with a glottal 
stop in these words. 
Table 47. Melodies of one-syllable transitive stems- IPFV.3SG > INAN 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[34]  [32]       
na-ʔ-ʃmi  na-ʔ-si       
(sew)  (buy)       
         
          
4.4.2 Third-person singular forms in the negative perfective aspect 
The negative perfective aspect prefix /tá-/ with a third-person-singular subject adds 
a high tone before the stem melody (the mid tone of the third-person singular suffix 
does not associate to the aspect prefix because of the high tone, and does not associate 
to a stem because of its associated tones). This section gives the negative perfective 
third-person singular forms of the verbs presented in section 4.4.1. Apart from the high 
tone of the prefix, there are no observable changes in the realization of the surface 
melodies of the verbs. 
The third-person singular forms of two-syllable verb stems are given in Table 48.
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Table 48. Melodies of simple two-syllable transitive stems NEG.PFV.3SG > INAN 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[444] [433] [422] [443] [442 ]  [432]   
ta-tamaʔ ta-duwaʔ ta-dkuna ta-gjawaⁿ ta-tiga     
(lay_down) (fry) (perforate) (weigh) (lay_down)     
ta-kdwigu  ta-ʃkdwijaʔ       
(reduce)  (exclude)       
 ta-ʃkahma ta-guhwa ta-dahka ta-ʃkʷihʃiʔ  ta-dahʃi   
 (touch) (sell) (hang) (unstitch)  (ask)   
ta-kʷiʔta  ta-ⁿdaʔa ta-ʃpdaʔa ta-ʃpaʔdiʔ     
(divide)  (request) (scatter) (revoke)     
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The negative perfective third-person singular forms of transitive verbs with one-
syllable stems with inanimate objects (which do not trigger object agreement on the 
verb) are given in Table 49.  
Table 49. Melodies of one-syllable transitive stems- NEG.PFV.3SG > INAN 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[44]  [42]       
ta-ʔ-ʃmi  ta-ʔ-si       
(sew)  (buy)       
         
          
4.4.3 First-person singular forms in the imperfective aspect 
First-person singular subjects show agreement with transitive verbs with a low tone 
prefix. The low tone associates to the aspect prefix /na-/ in the imperfective aspect. The 
first-person singular forms of the verbs presented in sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 are 
presented in this section. Apart from the low tone of the prefix, there are no observable 
changes in the realization of the surface melodies of the verbs. 
The first-person singular forms of two-syllable verb stems are given in Table 50. 
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Table 50. Melodies of two-syllable transitive stems IPFV.1SG > INAN 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[244] [233] [222] [243] [242 ]  [232]   
na-tamaʔ na-duwaʔ na-dkuna na-gjawaⁿ na-tiga     
(lay_down) (fry) (perforate) (weigh) (lay_down)     
na-kdwigu  na-ʃkdwijaʔ       
(reduce)  (exclude)       
 na-ʃkahma na-guhwa na-dahka na-ʃkʷihʃiʔ  na-dahʃi   
 (touch) (sell) (hang) (unstitch)  (ask)   
na-kʷiʔta  na-ⁿdaʔa na-ʃpdaʔa na-ʃpaʔdiʔ     
(divide)  (request) (scatter) (revoke)      
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The first-person singular forms of transitive verbs with one-syllable stems with 
inanimate objects are given in Table 51. 
Table 51. Melodies of one-syllable transitive stems- IPFV.1SG > INAN 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[24]  [22]       
na-ʃmi  na-si       
(sew)  (buy)       
         
          
4.5 Tone melodies of intransitive verbs that use prefixes 
The small group of intransitive verbs that use the same agreement prefixes used by 
transitive verbs can be divided into two groups. Those in the first group do not also use 
an agreement suffix. Imperfective third-person singular, negative perfective third-person 
singular, and imperfective first person singular forms are presented in the sub-sections 
that follow. 
 The second group of intransitive verbs that use agreement prefixes also use Set A 
suffixes that correspond to the same singular argument as the prefix. These verbs are 
not discussed here. 
4.5.1 Third-person singular forms in the imperfective aspect 
The imperfective aspect prefix /na-/ with a third-person singular subject (mid tone) 
adds a mid tone before the stem melody. 
The tone melodies /H/, /M/, /HL/, and /ML/, are found among this group, but the 
corpus is too small to say anything about the lack of other melodies. The same tonal 
processes observed with inanimate transitive verbs described in 4.4 are observed in the 
few verbs presented here. 
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Examples of third-person singular forms of two-syllable verb stems are given in 
Table 52. The forms are arranged by the underlying melody of the stem. 
Table 52. Melodies of two-syllable intransitive stems with Prefixes - IPFV.3SG 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[344] [333]   [342]  [3322]   
 na-jama     na-ᵑgutijaʔ   
 (observe)     (peer_out)   
na-nuhuⁿ na-jahuʔⁿ   na-deʔsiʔⁿ     
(marry 
(fem.)) 
(work)   (sneeze)     
 
There are no clear monomorphemic, regular one-syllable intransitive verbs in this 
group in the corpus. 
4.5.2 Third-person singular forms in the negative perfective aspect 
The imperfective aspect prefix /tá-/ with a third-person-singular subject adds a 
high tone before the stem melody. 
Examples of negative perfective third-person singular forms of two-syllable verb 
stems are given in Table 53. 
Table 53. Melodies of simple two-syllable intransitive stems with Prefixes - NEG.PFV.3SG 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[444] [433]   [442]  [4322]   
 ta-jama     ta-ᵑgutijaʔ   
 (observe)     (peer_out)   
ta-nuhuⁿ ta-jahuʔⁿ   ta-deʔsiʔⁿ     
(marry 
(fem.)) 
(work)   (sneeze)     
 
4.5.3 First-person singular forms in the imperfective aspect 
First-person singular subjects add a low tone before the stem. The low tone 
associates to the aspect prefix /na-/. 
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Examples of imperfective first-person singular forms of two-syllable verb stems are 
given in Table 54. 
Table 54. Melodies of simple two-syllable intransitive stems with Prefixes - IPFV.1SG 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[244] [233]   [242]  [2222]   
 na-jama     na-ᵑgutijaʔ   
 (spy)     (peer_out)   
na-nuhuⁿ na-jahuʔⁿ   na-deʔsiʔⁿ     
(marry 
(fem)) 
(work)   (sneeze)     
 
4.6 Tone melodies of transitive verbs with animate objects 
This section revisits the transitive verbs presented in section 4.4. In that section, 
only the forms having inanimate objects are discussed. Here, some forms having 
animate objects are presented. Forms with third-person singular objects have an 
underlyingly toneless TBU after the stem melody. Forms with second-person singular 
objects have high tone after the stem melody. Both suffixes used are from Set B. The 
third-person singular suffix used is /-aa/ or /-ii/, depending on the final stem vowel 
(see section 3.2.2). The second-person singular suffix used is /-ááⁿ/ or /ííⁿ/. The forms 
presented in section 4.6.1 are in imperfective aspect and have third-person singular 
subjects. The forms presented in section 4.6.2 have first-person singular subjects. 
Unfortunately, negative perfective forms with third-person singular subjects and 
animate objects are not available in the corpus.   
4.6.1 Third-person singular forms in the imperfective aspect 
The imperfective aspect prefix /na-/ with a third-person-singular subject adds a 
mid tone before the stem melody. The mid tone of the third-person singular prefix 
associates to the toneless imperfective aspect prefix. 
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Examples of two-syllable verb stems with third-person singular subjects acting on 
other third-person singular objects are given in Table 55. 
If a stem’s melody ends with a low tone, the Progressive low tone spreading in 
verbs rule (55) applies. The low tone spreads rightward across the suffix (from Set B in 
these examples), as is the case with most other constructions. The high tone of the 
second-person singular suffix is also disassociated. See the words for ‘perforate’, 
‘exclude’, and ‘lay down’ in Table 55. 
The second-person singular forms of two-syllable verb stems are given in Table 56.
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Table 55. Melodies of simple two-syllable transitive stems IPFV.3SG > 3SG 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[34c ] [333] [322] [3433] [3422]     
na-tam-aaʔ na-duw-aaʔ na-dkun-aa na-gjaw-aaⁿ na-tig-aa     
(lay_down) (fry) (perforate) (weigh) (lay_down)     
na-kdwigʷ-ii  na-ʃkdwij-aaʔ       
(reduce)  (exclude)       
 na-ʃkahm-aa na-guhw-aa na-dahk-aa na-ʃkʷihʃ-iiʔ     
 (touch) (sell) (hang) (unstitch)     
na-kʷiʔt-aa  na-ⁿdaʔ-aa na-ʃpdaʔ-aa na-ʃpaʔd-iiʔ     
(divide)  (request) (scatter) (revoke)      
Table 56. Melodies of simple two-syllable transitive stems IPFV.3SG > 2SG 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[3444] [3344] [322] [3444] [3422]     
na-tam-aaʔⁿ na-duwaaʔⁿ na-dkun-aaⁿ na-gjaw-aaⁿ na-tigaaⁿ     
(lay_down) (fry) (perforate) (weigh) (lay_down)     
na-kdwigʷ-iiⁿ  na-ʃkdwij-aaʔⁿ       
(reduce)  (exclude)       
 na-ʃkahm-aaⁿ na-guhw-aaⁿ na-dahk-aaⁿ na-ʃkʷihʃ-iiʔⁿ     
 (touch) (sell) (hang) (unstitch)     
na-kʷiʔt-aaⁿ  na-ⁿdaʔ-aaⁿ na-ʃpdaʔ-aaⁿ na-ʃpaʔd-iiʔⁿ     




Examples of transitive verbs with one-syllable stems with third-person singular 
subjects (indicated by a mid tone prefix and /ʔ/) acting on other third-person singular 
objects (indicated by a suffix) are given in Table 57. 
Table 57. Melodies of one-syllable transitive stems- IPFV.3SG > 3SG 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[3c ]  [322]       
na-ʔ-ʃm-ii  na-ʔ-sii       
(sew)  (buy)        
Examples of the same verbs acting on second-person singular objects are given in 
Table 58. 
Table 58. Melodies of one-syllable transitive stems- IPFV.3SG > 2SG 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[344]  [322]       
na-ʔ-ʃm-ii  na-ʔ-siiⁿ       
(sew)  (buy)        
4.6.2 First-person singular forms in the imperfective aspect 
First-person singular subjects show agreement with the verb with a low tone prefix. 
The low tone associates to the aspect prefix /na-/ in the imperfective aspect.  This 
provides a frame that has a low tone to the left of the stem. The first-person singular 
forms of the verbs presented in sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 are presented in this section. 
Apart from the low tone of the prefix, there are no observable changes in the realization 
of the surface melodies of the verbs. 
The forms of two-syllable verb stems with first-person singular subjects acting on 
third-person singular objects are given in Table 59. The forms are arranged by the 
underlying melody of the stem. The forms of two-syllable verb stems with first-person 
singular subjects acting on second-person singular objects are given in Table 60.
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Table 59. Melodies of simple two-syllable transitive stems IPFV.1SG > 3SG 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[24c] [2333] [2222] [2433] [2422]     
na-tam-aaʔ na-duw-aaʔ na-dkun-aa na-gjaw-aaⁿ na-tig-aa     
(lay_down) (fry) (perforate) (weigh) (lay_down)     
na-kdwigʷ-ii  na-ʃkdwij-aaʔ       
(reduce)  (exclude)       
 na-ʃkahm-aa na-guhw-aa na-dahk-aa na-ʃkʷihʃ-iiʔ     
 (touch) (sell) (hang) (unstitch)     
na-kʷiʔt-aa  na-ⁿdaʔ-aa na-ʃpdaʔ-aa na-ʃpaʔd-iiʔ     
(divide)  (request) (scatter) (revoke)      
Table 60. Melodies of simple two-syllable transitive stems IPFV.1SG > 2SG 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[2444] [2344] [2222] [2444] [2422]     
na-tam-aaʔⁿ na-duw-aaʔⁿ na-dkun-aaⁿ na-gjaw-aaⁿ na-tig-aaⁿ     
(lay_down) (fry) (perforate) (weigh) (lay_down)     
na-kdwigʷ-iiⁿ  na-ʃkdwij-aaʔⁿ       
(reduce)  (exclude)       
 na-ʃkahm-aaⁿ na-guhw-aaⁿ na-dahk-aaⁿ na-ʃkʷihʃ-iiʔⁿ     
 (touch) (sell) (hang) (unstitch)     
na-kʷiʔt-aaⁿ  na-ⁿdaʔ-aaⁿ na-ʃpdaʔ-aaⁿ na-ʃpaʔd-iiʔⁿ     
(divide)  (request) (scatter) (revoke)     
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Examples of transitive verbs with one-syllable stems with first-person singular 
subjects acting on third-person singular objects are given in  Table 61. 
Table 61. Melodies of one-syllable transitive stems- IPFV.1SG > 3SG 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[2c ]  [22]       
na-ʃm-ii  na-sii       
(sew)  (buy)       
         
          
Examples of the same verbs acting on second-person singular objects are given in 
Table 62. 
Table 62. Melodies of one-syllable transitive stems- IPFV.1SG > 2SG 
H M L HM HL MH ML LH LM 
[244]  [22]       
na-ʃm-iiⁿ  na-siiⁿ       
(sew)  (buy)       
         
          
4.7 Comparison with other analyses 
4.7.1 Black’s autosegmental analysis 
Black (2005) does not include an analysis of tone in the verb system of Acatepec, 
but she does present an initial analysis of adjectives and two classes of intransitive verbs 
in the Malinaltepec variety. 
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Table 63. Paradigms for person suffixes cross-referencing animate subjects on adjectives35 
Root 1s 2s 3sd* 3si 1pi 1pe 2p 3pd 3pi 
M hᵐbū 
(straight) 
hᵐbúúʔⁿ hᵐbííʔⁿ hᵐbīī -īì hᵐbáàʔⁿlóʔ hᵐbáàʔⁿᶘòʔ hᵐbáàʔⁿlāʔ hᵐbīīⁿ -īìⁿ 
tsúkʰāāⁿ 
(delicate) 




gúkúúʔⁿ gukííⁿ gukíī -íì gúkáàʔⁿlóʔ gúkáàʔⁿʃòʔ gúkáàʔⁿlāʔ gúkúūⁿ -úùⁿ 
máháⁿ 
(good) 
múhúúʔⁿ máhááʔⁿ máháāⁿ -áàⁿ máháàʔⁿlóʔ máháàʔⁿʃòʔ máháàʔⁿlāʔ máhíīⁿ -íìⁿ 
L mòhmòʔ 
(yellow) 
mòhmùúʔⁿ mùhmìíʔⁿ mùhmììʔ -ììʔ mùhmjàâʔⁿlóʔ muhmjàâʔⁿʃòʔ mùhmjàâʔⁿlāʔ mùhmìīʔⁿ -ììʔⁿ 
tsídàʔ 
(tall) 
tsìdùúʔⁿ tsìdàáʔⁿ tsìdààʔ -ààʔ tsìdàâʔᵐlóʔ tsìdàâʔⁿʃòʔ tsìdàâʔⁿlāʔ tsìdìīʔⁿ -ììʔⁿ 
* ‘d’ indicates ‘dependent’ and ‘i’ indicates ‘independent’, a distinction that is not made in the Acatepec variety.
                                              
35 Table adapted from (Black 2005:10). The data has been re-transcribed in IPA. 
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Black notes that the suffixes that are used with animate forms of adjectives follow 
similar patterns to the suffixes used with the possessed forms of nouns (2005:10). The 
first-person singular and second-person singular suffixes have underlying high tones; the 
third-person singular and third-person plural dependent suffixes are toneless or mid; the 
first-person plural and second-person plural suffixes, apart from the optional clitics are 
underlyingly /HL/ (2005:9). The final tone of the adjective root affects the surface 
realization of the tone on the suffix. Examples of adjectives from the Malinaltepec 
variety are arranged in Table 63 with their inflected forms according to the final tone of 
the root. 
Black briefly extends the analysis of possessed nouns and adjectives to two classes 
of intransitive verbs in Malinaltepec. One class uses the same suffixes as possessed 
nouns, except that the first-person singular forms end in a low tone (2005:10). The 
other class uses the same suffixes as adjectives, except that the glottal stop of the first-
person plural and second-person plural suffixes is not always present (2005:11). She 
does not analyze transitive verbs. 
As is the case with nouns, the analysis presented for tone in the verb system in this 
thesis is very similar to Black’s analysis. The analysis presented here is broader in that it 
also covers aspect and agreement prefixes and several classes of transitive verbs. By 
studying the tone melodies of both prefixes and suffixes, it is possible to propose 
underlying melodies for verb stems as well. 
4.7.2 Wichmann’s analysis for the Azoyú variety 
Though Wichmann discusses tone sandhi between noun stems and suffixes, he does 
not extend his analysis to verb stems and suffixes as one might have expected. Instead, 
he only discusses tone sandhi of aspect/polarity prefixes and verb stems as it occurs in 
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some transitive verbs with inanimate arguments, as they are simpler (2006:350). He 
compares negative and non-negative forms of the imperfective, perfective, and “future” 
aspects (2006:351). The data he presents is given in Table 64. The tones of the final two 
syllables of the same verbs are given in Table 65 for ease of analysis. Negative prefixes 
all have a low tone (which contrasts with Acatepec forms that have a high tone), while 
non-negative forms have a mid tone. 
Wichmann also notes a distinction between realis (which includes the imperfective, 
negative imperfective, and perfective aspects) and irrealis (which includes the future, 
negative future, and negative perfective aspects) (2006:352). The distinction is based on 
verbs that have a low tone in the penultimate syllable of realis forms but a mid tone in 
irrealis forms. Verbs that have a mid tone in the penultimate syllable have a mid tone in 
both realis and irrealis forms. He proposes that irrealis is marked by a floating mid tone 
that associates to the penultimate syllable of the verb stem (2006:352). For verbs 
having a mid tone in the penultimate syllable, no change occurs in the irrealis 
(presumably the two mid tones merge as a result of the Obligatory Contour Principle). 
For verbs having a low tone in the penultimate syllable, the low tone is disassociated in 
irrealis forms, and systematic changes of tone occur in the final syllable: mid becomes 
low, high-mid and low-mid both become mid-low (2006:351–352). 
Wichmann’s analysis of tone sandhi between aspect/polarity prefixes and verb 
stems in Azoyú is similar to the analysis for Acatepec verbs. The underlying tone 
melodies associated with negative prefixes are different, and there is not a 
corresponding tone change for irrealis forms in Acatepec. The analysis presented here 
has the benefit of being broader in that it also covers tone associated with verbal 
agreement suffixes.  By studying the tone melodies of both prefixes and suffixes, it is 
possible to propose underlying melodies for verb stems as well. 
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Table 64. Examples conjugations of intransitive verbs in Azoyú having an inanimate argument in different aspects and polarities36 
Glosses Realis Irrealis 
 IPFV PFV IPFV (NEG) FUT FUT (NEG) PFV (NEG) 
lack nā-jã̄ʔwáʔ nì-jã̄ʔwáʔ tsì-jāʔwáʔ mā-jã̄ʔwáʔ ʃà-jāʔwáʔ kà-jāʔwáʔ 
get_wet nā-māhàⁿ nī-māhàⁿ tsì-māhàⁿ mā-māhàⁿ ʃà-māhàⁿ kà-māhàⁿ 
turn nā-ᵑgēʔᵑgǎʔ nī-ᵑgēʔᵑgǎʔ tsì-gēʔᵑgǎʔ mā-ᵑgēʔᵑgǎʔ ʃà-gēʔᵑgǎʔ kà-gēʔᵑgǎʔ 
twist nā-nīᵑgāmūʔûⁿ nī-nīᵑgāmūʔûⁿ tsì-nīᵑgāmūʔûⁿ mā-nīᵑgāmūʔûⁿ ʃà-nīᵑgāmūʔûⁿ kà-nīᵑgāmūʔûⁿ 
tangle nā-ᵐbdōʔô nī-ᵐbdōʔô tsì-ᵐbdōʔô mā-ᵐbdōʔô ʃà-ᵐbdōʔô kà-ᵐbdōʔô 
flash_lightning nā-ʃpìbī nī-ʃpìbī tsì-ʃpìbī mā-ʃpībì ʃà-ʃpībì kà-ʃpībì 
crack nā-hmèdô nī-hmèdô tsì-hmèdô mā-hmēdô ʃà-hmēdô kà-hmēdô 
ring nà-wǎ nī-wǎⁿ tsì-wǎⁿ mā-wâⁿ ʃà-wâⁿ kà-wâⁿ  
Table 65. Tones of the final two syllables of the verbs given in Table 64 
Realis Irrealis 
IPFV PFV IPFV (NEG) FUT FUT (NEG) PFV (NEG) 
M.H M.H M.H M.H M.H M.H 
M.L M.L M.L M.L M.L M.L 
M.LM M.LM M.LM M.LM M.LM M.LM 
M.HM M.HM M.HM M.HM M.HM M.HM 
M.ML M.ML M.ML M.ML M.ML M.ML 
L.M L.M L.M M.LM M.LM M.LM 
L.HM L.HM L.HM M.ML M.ML M.ML 
L.LM L.LM L.LM M.ML M.ML M.ML 
                                              
36 Both tables are adapted from (Wichmann 2006:351). Labels and captions have been translated to English, while data have been re-
transcribed in the alphabet of the IPA. Realis and irrealis forms have been more clearly labeled. 
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Chapter 5  
CONCLUSION 
5.1 Findings 
Following Snider (2013)’s  methodology for tone analysis in the study of tone in 
Acatepec Meꞌpaa has proven helpful. Identifying the factors that affect tone in the 
language and comparing only words of the same type helps to reveal the tone melodies 
found in different categories of words and how they are realized across different 
syllable profiles. 
All nine possible melodies consisting of sequences of up to two tones (/H/, /M/, 
/L/, /HM/, /HL/, /MH/, /ML/, /LH/, and /LM/) are found among simple nouns with 
two syllables. The /HL/ melody is realized differently on nouns having /ʔ/ or /h/ foot-
medially than it is on other nouns. The melodies /MH/, /ML/, /LH/, and /LM/ are not 
found among one-syllable nouns with long vowels. Comparison with some other 
varieties of Meꞌphaa may suggest that these have been neutralized with the /L/ melody 
in these syllable profiles in Acatepec. Only the melodies /H/, /M/, and /L/ are found 
among one-syllable words with short vowels. 
In most classes of verbs in the corpus, verbs having stems consisting of two-
syllables have examples of all underlying melodies except /LH/. Only the melodies  
/H/, /M/, and /L/ are found among verbs that have stems consisting of one syllable. 
There is no difference in the realization of the /HL/ melody between verbs having /ʔ/ 
or /h/ foot-medially and those that do not. 
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5.2 Areas for further research 
This thesis represents a study of only a portion of the tone system of Acatepec 
Meꞌpaa, covering only some aspects of tone in the nominal verbal systems. Within the 
noun system, further research could focus on tone in other nominal forms, such as the 
locative forms and nominalized verbs. Further work is also needed in the study of tone 
in compound nouns. 
The tone melodies of many verbs are not discussed, including transitive verbs that 
use Set A suffixes and Set C suffixes, intransitive verbs that use prefixes and 
corresponding Set A suffixes, compound verbs, morphologically complex derived verbs, 
and several verbs with irregular inflection patterns. Further research should build upon 
what has been learned by studying the simpler verbs and the aspectual and agreement 
affixes presented in this thesis. 
Several word categories, including adverbs and all minor-class words, are not 
discussed in this thesis. Further research should attempt to identify the melodies and 
tone processes at work in those words. 
Initial research has not shown instances of tone sandhi beyond the level of the 
word in Meꞌphaa. More study is needed to confirm this. 
Comparing the tone melodies of some nouns in the Acatepec variety with 
corresponding nouns in the Malinaltepec variety has proven very helpful, especially the 
/HL/ melody. Initial study has shown that similar comparisons with the Huehuetepec 
variety offer insights on the /ML/ melody in that variety. Further comparison with 
other varieties would benefit comparative studies of Meꞌphaa in general and also 
possibly provide insight into apparent inconsistencies in some varieties between the 
surface melodies of nouns and the melodies of their derived forms. Further research is 






APPENDIX A  
NOUNS 
The table in this appendix presents nouns and their first-person singular, third-
person singular, and third-person plural possessed forms. The table is arranged by the 
underlying melodies and syllable profiles of the nouns.  I translated the English glosses 
from the Spanish glosses provided by Neri Remigio. The English glosses may not be 
accurate, and any incorrect glosses are mine.
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English Spanish Base  1SG  3SG  3PL  
H CCCVG.V 2 broom escoba ʃkdaʔa [44] ʃkdoʔoʔ [44] ʃkdoʔoo [4c ] ʃkduʔuuⁿ [444] 
H CCV.CV 2 tree bark corteza ʃtaja [44] ʃtajoʔ [44] ʃtajoo [4c ] ʃtajuuⁿ [444] 
H CCV.CV 2 liver hígado ʃkiga [44] ʃkigoʔ [44] ʃkigoo [4c ] ʃkiguuⁿ [444] 
H CCV.CV 2 loom telar ʃtigu [44] ʃtiguʔ [44] ʃtiguu [4c ] ʃtiguuⁿ [444] 
H CCV.CV 2 spindle huso ʃkami [44] ʃkamjuʔ [44] ʃkamjuu [4c ] ʃkamjuuⁿ [444] 
H CCV.CV 2 waist cintura smidu [44] smiduʔ [44] smiduu [4c ] smiduuⁿ [444] 
H CCV.CV 2 corn silk cabello de 
mazorca 
ʃmama [44] ʃmamuʔ [44] ʃmamuu [4c ] ʃmamuu [444] 
H CCV.CVG 2 nail uña ʃᵑgajaʔⁿ [44] ʃᵑgajuʔⁿ [44] ʃᵑgajuuʔⁿ [4c ] ʃᵑgajuuʔⁿ [444] 
H CCV.CVG 2 reed junco smabuʔⁿ [44] smabjuʔⁿ [44] smabjuuʔⁿ [4c ] smabjuuʔⁿ [444] 
H CCV.HCV 2 wing alas ʃpihpi [44] ʃpihpjuʔ [44] ʃpihpjuu [4c ] ʃpihpjuuⁿ [444] 
H CCVG.CV 2 bat (animal) murciéla-
go 
ʃtiʔku [44] ʃtiʔkjuʔ [44] ʃtiʔkjuu [4c ] ʃtiʔkjuuʔⁿ [444] 
H CV.CV 2 intestine tripa tʃaᵐba [44] tʃaᵐboʔ [44] tʃaᵐboo [4c ] tʃaᵐbuuⁿ [444] 
H CV.CV 2 rocky cliff peña pasi [44] pasjuʔ [44] pasjuu [4c ] pasjuuⁿ [444] 
H CV.CV 2 termite termita deki [44] dekjuʔ [44] dekjuu [4c ] dekjuuⁿ [444] 




dubu [44] dubuʔ [44] dubuu [4c ] dubuuⁿ [444] 








English Spanish Base  1SG  3SG  3PL  
H CV.CV 2 earring arete ʃabi [44] ʃabjuʔ [44] ʃabjuu [4c ] ʃabjuuⁿ [444] 
H CV.CV 2 young boy mucha-
cho 
dʒama [44] dʒamjuʔ [44] dʒamjuu [4c ] dʒamjuu [444] 
H CV.CV 2 string hilo guma [44] gumuʔ [44] gumuu [4c ] gumuu [444] 
H CV.CV 2 smoke humo guni [44] gunjuʔ [44] gunjuu [4c ] gunjuuⁿ [444] 
H CV.CV 2 roll rollo ᵑgami [44] ᵑgamjuʔ [44] ᵑgamjuu [4c ] ᵑgamjuuⁿ [444] 
H CV.CVG 2 grackle 
(bird) 
zanate sanaʔ [44] sanuʔ [44] sanuuʔ [444] sanuuʔⁿ [444] 
H CV.CVG 2 ulcer úlcera giwuʔⁿ [44] gijuʔⁿ [44] gijuuʔⁿ [4c ] gijuuʔⁿ [444] 
H CV.CVG 2 brain seso ᵑgajaʔⁿ [44] ᵑgajuʔⁿ [44] ᵑgajuuʔⁿ [4c ] ᵑgajuuʔⁿ [444] 
H CV.CVG 2 ??? material 
de carga 
siᵐbiʔ [44] siᵐbjuʔ [44] siᵐbjuuʔ [4c ] siᵐbjuuʔⁿ [444] 
H CV.CVVG 2 cheek mejilla tʃawaaʔ [4c ] tʃauʔ [44] tʃauu  tʃauuⁿ [444] 
H CV.HCV 2 tendon tendón nihtu [44] nihtuʔ [44] nihtuu [4c ] nihtuuⁿ [444] 
H CV.HCV 2 ball bola nuhⁿdu [44] nuhⁿduʔ [44] nuhⁿduu [4c ] nuhⁿduuⁿ [444] 
H CV.HV 2 armpit axila tʃihiⁿ [44] tʃihjuʔⁿ [44] tʃihjuuⁿ [4c ] tʃihjuuⁿ [444] 
H CV.HVG 2 nest nido ʃahaʔⁿ [44] ʃahuʔⁿ [44] ʃahuuʔⁿ [4c ] ʃahuuʔⁿ [444] 
H CVG.CV 2 milk leche jaʔdu [44] jaʔduʔ [44] jaʔduu [4c ] jaʔduuⁿ [444] 
H CVG.CV 2 nipple teta tʃaʔdu [44] tʃaʔduʔ [44] tʃaʔduu [4c ] tʃaʔduuⁿ [444] 








English Spanish Base  1SG  3SG  3PL  
H CVG.CV 2 piece pedazo  ʃiʔta [44] ʃuiʔtoʔ [44] ʃuiʔtoo [4c ] ʃuiʔtuuⁿ [444] 
H CVG.VV 2 moss musgo ᵐbaʔoo [c ] ᵐbaʔoʔ [44] ᵐbaʔoo [c ] ᵐbaʔuuⁿ [444] 
H CCV 1 egg huevo ʃⁿdu [4] ʃⁿdjuʔ [4] ʃⁿdjuu [c ] ʃⁿdjuuⁿ [44] 
H CCV 1 flesh piel ʃta [4] ʃtoʔ [4] ʃtoo [c] ʃtuuⁿ [44] 
H CCVG 1 clover trébol ʃkaʔ [4] ʃkoʔ [4] ʃkooʔ [c ] ʃkuuʔⁿ [44] 
H CVV 1 small cigar cigarillo ⁿdii [44] ⁿdijuʔ [44] ⁿdijuu [4c ] ⁿdijuuⁿ [444] 
H CVVG 1 honey miel jaaʔ [44] joʔ [4] jooʔ [c ] juuʔⁿ [44] 
H CVVG 1 nectar néctar saaʔ [44] soʔ [4] sooʔ [c ] suuʔⁿ [c ] 
H CVVG 1 bird (sp.) un ave seeʔⁿ [44] sjuʔⁿ [4] sjuuʔⁿ [c ] sjuuʔⁿ [44] 
H HCVV 1 song canto hmuu [44] hmauʔⁿ [44] hma.uuⁿ [4c ] hma.uuⁿ [444] 
H HCVVG 1 honey miel hjaaʔ [44] hjoʔ [3] hjooʔ [c ] hjuuʔⁿ [44] 
H HCVVG 1 soot tizne hjuuʔⁿ [44] hjuʔⁿ [4] hjuuʔⁿ [c ] hjuuʔⁿ [44] 
M CCCV.CV 2 door puerta ʃkdugʷa [33] ʃkdugoʔ [33] ʃkdugoo [333] ʃkduguuⁿ [344] 
M CCV.CV 2 leg pierna ʃtiju [33] ʃtijuʔ [33] ʃtijuu [333] ʃtijuuⁿ [344] 
M CCV.CV 2 raffia palm rafia 
(maguey) 
ʃkudi [33] ʃkudjuʔ [33] ʃkudjuu [333] ʃkudjuuⁿ [344] 
M CCV.CVG 2 furrow surco, 
canaleta 
dgijaʔ [33] dgijoʔ [33] dgijooʔ [333] dgijuuʔⁿ [344] 








English Spanish Base  1SG  3SG  3PL  
M CCV.CVV 2 spade coa ʃkaⁿdii [333] ʃkaⁿdjuʔ [33] ʃkaⁿdjuu [333] ʃkaⁿdjuuⁿ [344] 
M CCV.HCVV 2 junk chisme ʃtuhtaa [333] ʃtuhtoʔ [33] ʃtuhtoo [333] ʃtuhtuuⁿ [344] 
M CCV.HV 2 town pueblo ʃuahiⁿ [33] ʃuahjuʔⁿ [33] ʃuahjuuⁿ [333] ʃuahjuuⁿ [344] 




stauⁿ [33] stauʔ ⁿ [33] stauuʔⁿ [333] stauuʔⁿ [344] 
M CCVG.CVV
G 
2 dream sueño ʃnuʔⁿdaaʔ [333] ʃnuʔⁿdoʔ [33] ʃnuʔⁿdooʔ [333] ʃnuʔⁿduuʔⁿ [344] 
M CCVG.V 2 night noche ᵐbduʔuⁿ [33] ᵐbduʔuʔⁿ [33] ᵐbduʔuuⁿ [333] ᵐbduʔuuⁿ [344] 
M CV.CCV 2 fertilizer abono juska [33] juskoʔ [33] juskoo [333] juskuuⁿ [344] 
M CV.CV 2 beam morillo kuwa [33] kuoʔ [33] kuoo [333] kuuuⁿ [344] 
M CV.CV 2 beam morillo kuwa [33] ko.oʔ [33] kuoo [333] kuuuⁿ [344] 
M CV.CV 2 den madrigue-
ra 
dijuⁿ [33] dijuʔⁿ [33] dijuuⁿ [333] dijuuⁿ [344] 
M CV.CV 2 witchcraft brujería ʃawaⁿ [33] ʃauʔⁿ [33] ʃauuⁿ [333] ʃauuⁿ [344] 
M CV.CV 2 eagle águila bidu [33] bidjuʔ [33] bidjuu [333] bidjuuⁿ [344] 
M CV.CV 2 tlacolole tlacolole gidu [33] giduʔ [33] giduu [333] giduuⁿ [344] 
M CV.CV 2 spirit, 
phandom 
nahual kagu [33] kaguʔ [33] kaguu [333] kaguuⁿ [344] 
M CV.CV 2 dove paloma digu [33] digjuʔ [33] digjuu [333] digjuuⁿ [344] 
M CV.CV 2 tortilla tortilla guma [33] gumuʔ [33] gumuu [333] gumuu [344] 








English Spanish Base  1SG  3SG  3PL  
M CV.CV 2 medicine medicina tana [33] tanuʔ [33] tanuu [333] tanuu [344] 
M CV.CV 2 river río majuⁿ [33] majuʔⁿ [33] majuuⁿ [333] majuuⁿ [344] 
M CV.CV 2 ravine barranca mata [33] matoʔ [33] matoo  [333] matuuⁿ [344] 
M CV.CV 2 sky cielo  meku [33] mekjuʔ [33] mekjuu [333] mekjuuⁿ [344] 




nugu [33] nuguʔ [33] nuguu [333] nuguuⁿ [344] 
M CV.CV 2 weevil gorgojo duʃi [33] duʃjuʔ [33] duʃjuu [333] duʃjuuⁿ [344] 
M CV.CVG 2 pitcher cántaro dajaʔ [33] dajoʔ [33] dajooʔ [333] dajuuʔⁿ [344] 
M CV.CVG 2 thorn espina suwaʔⁿ [33] su.uʔⁿ [33] su.uuʔⁿ [333] su.uuʔⁿ [344] 
M CV.CVG 2 meat carne ʃuwiʔ [33] ʃujuʔ [33] ʃujuuʔ [333] ʃujuuʔⁿ [344] 
M CV.CVG 2 nightjar gallina 
ciega 
gaᵑgiʔ [33] gaᵑgjuʔ [33] gaᵑgjuuʔ [333] gaᵑgjuuʔⁿ [344] 
M CV.CVG 2 worm (sp.) esp. de 
gusano 
gaᵑgiʔ [33] gaᵑgjuʔ [33] gaᵑgjuuʔ [333] gaᵑgjuuʔⁿ [344] 
M CV.CVG 2 year año siguʔ [33] siguʔ [33] siguuʔ [333] siguuʔⁿ [344] 
M CV.CVG 2 letter letra sinaʔ [33] sinoʔ [33] sinooʔ [333] sinuuʔⁿ [344] 
M CV.CVG 2 spider araña ʃinaʔ [33] ʃinjuʔ [33] ʃinjuuʔ [333] ʃinjuuʔ [344] 
M CV.CVV 2 infirmity enferme-
dad 
naⁿdii [222] naⁿdjuʔ [33] naⁿdjuu [333] naⁿdjuuⁿ [344] 
M CV.CVV 2 ??? lisa diduu [33] diduʔ [33] diduu [333] diduuⁿ [344] 








English Spanish Base  1SG  3SG  3PL  
M CV.CVV 2 border lindero ⁿdawaa [333] ⁿdaoʔ [33] ⁿdaoo [333] ⁿdauuⁿ [344] 
M CV.CVV 2 goldfinch colorín daⁿduuⁿ [333] daⁿdjuʔⁿ [33] daⁿdjuuⁿ [333] daⁿdjuuⁿ [344] 
M CV.CVV 2 storm tormenta niⁿdaa [333] niⁿdoʔ [33] niⁿdoo [333] niⁿduuⁿ [344] 
M CV.CVV 2 reason razón numuu [333] numuʔ [33] numuu [333] numuuⁿ [344] 
M CV.CVVG 2 saliva saliva ⁿdauuʔ [333] ⁿdauʔ [33] ⁿdauuʔ [333] ⁿdauuʔⁿ [344] 
M CV.CVVG 2 world mundo nuᵐbaaʔ [333] nuᵐboʔ [33] nuᵐboo [333] nuᵐbuuⁿ [344] 
M CV.HCCV 2 corn field milpa 
(plantío 
de) 
ʃahʃtu [33] ʃahʃtuʔ [33] ʃahʃtuu [333] ʃahʃtuuⁿ [344] 
M CV.HCV 2 centipede ciempiés gahjaⁿ [33] gahjuʔⁿ [33] gahjuuⁿ [333] gahjuuⁿ [344] 
M CV.HCV 2 board tabla ʃahpa [33] ʃahpoʔ [33] ʃahpoo [333] ʃahpuuⁿ [344] 
M CV.HCV 2 shadow sombra mihʃa [33] mihʃoʔ [33] mihʃoo [333] mihʃuuⁿ [344] 
M CV.HCVG 2 turpentine tremen-
tina 
bahjaʔ [33] bahjoʔ [33] bahjooʔ [33] bahjuuʔⁿ [344] 
M CV.HCVV 2 priest sacerdote dʒahkuuⁿ [333] dʒahkjuʔⁿ [33] dʒahkjuuⁿ [333] dʒahkjuuⁿ [344] 
M CV.HV 2 bean frijol jaha [33] johoʔ [33] johoo [333] juhuuⁿ [344] 
M CV.HV 2 boiled 
maize 
nixtamal mahaⁿ [33] muhuʔ ⁿ [33] muhuuⁿ [333] muhuuⁿ [344] 
M CV.HVG 2 work trabajo jahuʔⁿ [33] jahuʔⁿ [33] jahuuʔⁿ [333] jahuuʔⁿ [344] 
M CV.VG 2 lover amante, 
novia  
jauʔⁿ [33] jauʔⁿ [33] jauuⁿ [333] jauuⁿ [3C ] 








English Spanish Base  1SG  3SG  3PL  
M CV.VG 2 mouth boca dauʔⁿ [33] dauʔⁿ [33] dauuʔⁿ [333] dauuʔⁿ [344] 
M CVG.CCV 2 pus pus jaʔska [33] jaʔskoʔ [33] jaʔskoo [333] jaʔskuuⁿ [344] 
M CVG.CV 2 agave maguey juʔwa [33] juʔoʔ [33] juʔoo [333] juʔuuⁿ [344] 
M CVG.CV 2 rain lluvia duʔwa [33] doʔoʔ [33] doʔoo [333] duʔuuⁿ [344] 
M CVG.CV 2 dysentery disentería teʔdi [33] teʔdjuʔ [33] teʔdjuu [333] teʔdjuuⁿ [344] 
M CVG.CVV 2 ghost fantasma siʔjoo [333] sjauʔ [33] sjauu [333] sjauuⁿ [344] 
M CVG.HCVG 2 comb peine niʔhjaʔⁿ [33] niʔhjuʔⁿ [33] niʔhjuuⁿ [333] niʔhjuuⁿ [244] 
M CVG.V 2 day día ᵐbiʔi [33] ᵐbiʔjuʔ [33] ᵐbiʔjuu [333] ᵐbiʔjuuⁿ [344] 
M V.CV 2 measure-
ment 
medida awaⁿ [33] auʔⁿ [33] auuⁿ [333] auuⁿ [344] 
M V.CV 2 ear of corn espiga de 
maíz 
ijaⁿ [33] ijuʔⁿ [33] ijuuⁿ [333] ijuuⁿ [344] 
M V.CV 2 tooth diente ijuⁿ [33] ijuʔⁿ [33] ijuuʔⁿ [333] ijuuʔⁿ [344] 
M V.CV 2 neck pescuezo apu [33] apuʔ [33] apuu [333] apuuⁿ [344] 
M V.CV 2 palm palma ida [33] idoʔ [33] idoo [333] iduuⁿ [344] 
M V.CV 2 eye ojo idu [33] iduʔ [33] iduu [333] iduuⁿ [344] 
M V.CV 2 corncob olote ita [33] itoʔ [33] itoo [333] ituuⁿ [344] 
M V.CV 2 young corn jilote ama [33] amuʔ [33] amuu [333] amuuⁿ [344] 








English Spanish Base  1SG  3SG  3PL  
M V.CV 2 face cara inu [33] inuʔ [33] inuu [333] inuu [344] 
M V.CVG 2 famine hambruna ewiʔ [33] ejuʔ [33] ejuuʔ [333] ejuuʔⁿ [344] 
M V.CVG 2 water agua ijaʔ [33] ijoʔ [33] ijooʔ [333] ijuuʔⁿ [344] 
M V.CVG 2 fire lumbre aguʔ [33] agjuʔ [33] agjuuʔ [333] agjuuʔⁿ [344] 
M V.CVG 2 ash ceniza idiʔ [33] idjuʔ  [33] idjuuʔ [333] idjuuʔⁿ [344] 
M V.CVG 2 lime cal  idiʔ [33] idjuʔ [33] idjuuʔ [333] idjuuʔⁿ [344] 
M V.CVG 2 reed otate iduʔ [33] iduʔ [33] iduu [333] iduuⁿ [344] 
M V.CVG 2 net red amaʔ [33] amuʔ [33] amuuʔ [333] amuuʔⁿ [344] 
M V.CVG 2 sweet potato camote iiiʔⁿ [333] ijuʔⁿ [33] ijuuʔⁿ [333] ijuuʔⁿ [344] 
M V.CVV 2 ladder escalera, 
escalones 
adoo [333] adoʔ [33] adoo [333] aduuⁿ [344] 
M VG.CV 2 blood sangre eʔdi [33] eʔdjuʔ [33] eʔdjuu [333] eʔdjuuⁿ [344] 






eʔᵐbiʔ [33] eʔᵐbjuʔ [33] eʔᵐbjuuʔ [333] eʔᵐbjuuʔⁿ [344] 
M CCV 1 flame llaga ska [3] skoʔ [3] skoo [33] skuuⁿ [44] 
M CCV 1 grime mugre sᵐba [3] sᵐboʔ [3] sᵐboo [33] sᵐbuuⁿ [44] 
M CCV 1 cricket grillo ʃᵑgi [3] ʃᵑgjuʔ [3] ʃᵑgjuu [33] ʃᵑgjuuⁿ [44] 
M CCVG 1 basket canasta ʃtuʔ [3] ʃtjuʔ [3] ʃtjuuʔ [33] ʃtjuuʔⁿ [44] 








English Spanish Base  1SG  3SG  3PL  
M CCVG 1 feather pluma ʃnaʔ [3] ʃnuʔ [3] ʃnuuʔ [33] ʃnuuʔ [44] 
M CCVV 1 squash seed semilla de 
calabaza 
ʃkuuⁿ [33] ʃkujuʔⁿ [33] ʃkujuuⁿ [333] ʃkujuuⁿ [344] 
M CVV 1 lasso reata juuⁿ [33] jujuʔⁿ [33] jujuuⁿ [333] jujuuⁿ [344] 
M CVV 1 jug cántaro daaⁿ [33] dajuʔⁿ [33] dajuuⁿ [333] dajuuⁿ [344] 
M CVV 1 cane caña diiⁿ [33] dijuʔⁿ [33] dijuuⁿ [333] dijuuⁿ [344] 
M CVV 1 hot pepper chile duuⁿ [33] dujuʔⁿ [33] dujuuⁿ [333] dujuuⁿ [344] 




hjuu [33] hjuʔ [3] hjuu [33] hjuuⁿ [44] 
M HCVV 1 pants pantalón hmuuⁿ [33] hmauʔⁿ [33] hmauuⁿ [333] hmauuⁿ [344] 
M HCVVG 1 plot of land terreno hᵐbaaʔ [33] hᵐbajuʔ [33] hᵐbajuuʔ [333] hᵐbajuuʔⁿ [344] 
L CCV.CV 2 lung pulmón ʃtiti [22] ʃtiʔtjuʔⁿ [22] ʃtitjuuⁿ [222] ʃtitjuuⁿ [2J ] 
L CCV.CVG 2 dragonfly libélula, 
avión 
ʃkadaʔ [22] ʃkadjoʔ [22] ʃkadjooʔ [222] ʃkadjuuʔⁿ [2J ] 
L CCV.CVV 2 scarab escaraba-
jo 
ʃtutaa [222] ʃtutjoʔ [22] ʃtutjoo [222] ʃtutjuuⁿ [2J ] 
L CCV.HCV 2 landslide derrumbe ʃkihka [22] ʃkihkoʔ [22] ʃkihkoo [222] ʃkihkuuⁿ [2J ] 
L CCV.HCVV 2 cockroach cucaracha ʃkihʷaa [222] ʃkihoʔ [22] ʃkihoo [222] ʃkihuuⁿ [2J ] 
L CCVG.CV 2 tadpole renacuajo ʃkaʔdu [22] ʃkaʔdjuʔ [22] ʃkaʔdjuu [222] ʃkaʔdjuuⁿ [2J ] 
L CCVG.CV 2 tick garrapata ʃkiʔʃi [22] ʃkiʔʃjuʔ [22] ʃkiʔʃjuu [222] ʃkiʔʃjuuⁿ [2J ] 








English Spanish Base  1SG  3SG  3PL  
L CV.CV 2 opossum tlacuache ʃuwi [22] ʃujuʔ [22] ʃujuu [222] ʃujuuⁿ [2J ] 
L CV.CV 2 tomato jitomate daᵐbu [22] daᵐbjuʔ [22] daᵐbjuu [222] daᵐbjuuⁿ [2J ] 
L CV.CV 2 person persona ʃabu [22] ʃabjuʔ [22] ʃabjuu [222] ʃabjuuⁿ [2J ] 
L CV.CV 2 falcon horcón ʃigu [22] ʃiguʔ [22] ʃiguu [222] ʃiguuⁿ [2J ] 
L CV.CV 2 grinding 
stone 
metate sinu [22] sinuʔ [22] sinuu [222] sinuuⁿ [2J ] 
L CV.CVG 2 crow cuervo  juwaʔ [22] juoʔ [22] juooʔ [222] juuuʔⁿ [2J ] 
L CV.CVG 2 plant (sp.) planta 
(esp.) 
buⁿdiʔ [22] buⁿdjuʔ [22] buⁿdjuuʔ [222] buⁿdjuuʔⁿ [2J ] 
L CV.CVG 2 land tierra kubaʔ [22] koboʔ [22] kobooʔ [222] kubuuʔⁿ [2J ] 
L CV.CVG 2 custard 
apple 
chirimoya dagoʔ [22] dagjoʔ [22] dagjooʔ [222] dagjuuʔⁿ [2J ] 
L CV.CVG 2 jamaica jamaica digaʔ [22] digjoʔ [22] digjooʔ [222] digjuuʔⁿ [2J ] 
L CV.CVG 2 back espalda suduʔ [22] suduʔ [22] suduu [222] suduuⁿ [2J ] 
L CV.CVG 2 woodpecker pájaro 
carpinte-
ro 
ʃidaʔ [22] ʃidjoʔ [22] ʃidjooʔ [222] ʃidjuuʔⁿ [2J ] 





namaʔ [22] namuʔ [22] namuuʔ [222] namuuʔⁿ [2J ] 
L CV.CVG 2 whirlwind remolino nanuʔ [22] nanjuʔ [22] nanjuuʔ [222] nanjuuʔ [2J ] 
L CV.CVG 2 corn on the 
cob 
elote ganuʔ [2B] ganjuʔ [22] ganjuuʔ [222] ganjuuʔⁿ [2J ] 








English Spanish Base  1SG  3SG  3PL  
L CV.CVV 2 tarantula tarántula duⁿdiiⁿ [222] duⁿdjuʔⁿ [22] duⁿdjuuⁿ [222] duⁿdjuuⁿ [2J ] 
L CV.CVV 2 insect (sp.) especie de 
insecto 
maduuⁿ [222] madjuⁿ [22] madjuuⁿ [222] madjuuⁿ [2J ] 
L CV.HCCV 2 pain tábano dihʃta [22] dihʃtjoʔ [22] dihʃtjoo [222] dihʃtjuuⁿ [2J ] 
L CV.HCCV 2 chest pecho suhʃta [22] sohʃtoʔ [22] sohʃtoo [222] suhʃtuuⁿ [2J ] 
L CV.HCV 2 quintonil quintonil buhsi [22] buhsjuʔ [22] buhsjuu [222] buhsjuuⁿ [2J ] 
L CV.HCV 2 grass pasto dahʃa [22] dahʃoʔ [22] dahʃoo [222] dahʃuuⁿ [2J ] 
L CV.HCV 2 plastic bag bule de 
plástico 
duhtu [22] duhtuʔ [22] duhtuu [222] duhtuuⁿ [2J ] 
L CV.HCVG 2 dust, 
powder 
polvo juhⁿdaʔ [22] johⁿdoʔ [22] johⁿdooʔ [222] juhⁿduuʔⁿ [2J ] 
L CV.HCVG 2 guava guayaba ⁿdihjaʔ [22] ⁿdihjoʔ [22] ⁿdihjooʔ [222] ⁿdihjuuʔⁿ [2J ] 
L CV.HCVG 2 diarrhea  diarrea tahjaʔ [22] tahjoʔ  [22] tahjooʔ  [222] tahjuuʔⁿ  [2J ] 
L CV.HCVG 2 earthworm lombriz 
(de la 
tierra) 
tʃuhᵐbaʔ [22] tʃuhᵐbjoʔ [22] tʃuhᵐbjooʔ [222] tʃuhᵐbjuuʔ
ⁿ 
[2J ] 
L CV.HV 2 fly (insect) mosca juhuⁿ [22] juhuʔⁿ [22] juhuuⁿ [222] juhuuⁿ [2J ] 
L CV.HV 2 sweet potato camote guhuⁿ [22] guhuʔⁿ [22] guhuuⁿ [222] guhuuⁿ [2J ] 
L CV.HV 2 work group tequio daha [22] dahjoʔ [22] dahjoo [222] dahjuuⁿ [2J ] 
L CV.HV 2 tongue lengua dahuⁿ [22] dahuʔⁿ [22] dahuuⁿ [222] dahuuⁿ [2J ] 








English Spanish Base  1SG  3SG  3PL  
L CV.HV 2 seed (that is 






dihi [22] dihjuʔ [22] dihjuu [222] dihjuuⁿ [2J ] 
L CV.HVG 2 horn cuerno tʃihiʔ [22] tʃihjuʔ [22] tʃihjuuʔ [222] tʃihjuuⁿ [2J ] 
L CV.HVG 2 prickly pear nopal dahuʔ [22] dahjuʔ [22] dahjuuʔ [222] dahjuuʔⁿ [2J ] 
L CV.HVVG 2 louse piojo jahaaʔ [222] johoʔ [22] johooʔ [222] juhuuʔⁿ [2J ] 




giʔtjoʔ [22] giʔtjoʔ [22] giʔtjoo [222] giʔtjuuⁿ [2J ] 
L CVG.CV 2 snail caracol guʔʃu [22] guʔʃjuʔ [22] guʔʃjuu [222] guʔʃuuⁿ [244] 
L CVG.CV 2 squash calabaza daʔka [22] daʔkoʔ [22] daʔkoo [222] daʔkuu ⁿ [2J ] 
L CVG.CVG 2 turtle tortuga guʔsiʔ [22] guʔsjuʔ [22] guʔsjuuʔ [222] guʔsjuuʔⁿ [2J ] 
L CVG.V 2 bird pájaro juʔuⁿ [22] juʔuʔⁿ [22] juʔuuⁿ [222] juʔuuⁿ [2J ] 
L CVG.V 2 sand arena wiʔi [22] wiʔjuʔ [22] wiʔjuu [222] wiʔjuuⁿ [2J ] 
L CVG.V 2 edible green 
plant 
quelite jaʔu [22] jaʔuʔ [22] jaʔuu [222] jaʔuuⁿ [2J ] 
L CVG.V 2 women mujeres guʔu [22] guʔjuʔ [22] guʔjuu [222] guʔhuuⁿ [2J ] 
L CVG.V 2 flower flor diʔi [22] diʔjuʔ [22] diʔjuu [222] diʔjuuⁿ [2J ] 
L V.CCVG 2 relative pariente aᵑgʷiʔⁿ [22] aᵑgʷiʔⁿ [22] aᵑgjuuʔⁿ [222] aᵑgjuuʔⁿ [2J ] 
L V.CV 2 shrimp camarón agʷa [22] agjoʔ [22] agjoo [222] agjuuⁿ [2J ] 








English Spanish Base  1SG  3SG  3PL  
L V.CV 2 fox zorro igi [22] igjuʔ [22] igjuu [222] igjuuⁿ [2J ] 
L V.CVG 2 seed (kind) semilla 
(tip.) 
ejuʔ [22] ejuʔ [22] ejuuʔ [222] ejuuʔⁿ [2J ] 
L V.CVG 2 coyote coyote ijaʔⁿ [22] ijuʔⁿ [22] ijuuʔⁿ [222] ijuuʔⁿ [2J ] 
L V.CVG 2 fish pescado egiʔ [22] egjuʔ [22] egjuuʔ [222] egjuuʔⁿ [2J ] 
L V.CVG 2 bird (sp.) un pájaro esaʔ [22] esjuʔ [22] esjuuʔ [222] esjuuʔⁿ [2J ] 
L V.CVG 2 caterpillar oruga esiʔⁿ [22] esjuʔⁿ [22] esjuuʔⁿ [222] esjuuʔⁿ [2J ] 
L V.CVG 2 nit liendre eʃiʔⁿ [22] eʃjuʔⁿ [22] eʃjuuʔⁿ [222] eʃjuuʔⁿ [2J ] 
L V.CVG 2 mosquito zancudo eʃuʔ [22] eʃjuʔⁿ [22] eʃjuuʔⁿ [222] eʃjuuʔⁿ [2J ] 
L V.CVG 2 viper culebra  abuʔⁿ [22] abjuʔⁿ [22] abjuuʔⁿ [222] abjuuⁿ [2J ] 
L V.CVV 2 vapor vapor ijuu [22] ijuʔ [22] ijuu [222] ijuuⁿ [2J ] 
L V.CVVG 2 bird (sp.) ave (esp.) ejuuʔ [222] ejuʔ [22] ejuuʔ [222] ejuuʔⁿ [2J ] 




esuuʔⁿ [222] esjuʔⁿ [22] esjuuʔⁿ [222] esjuuʔⁿ [2J ] 
L V.HCCVV 2 husband esposo ahᵐbjoo [222] ahᵐbjoʔ [22] ahᵐbjoo [222] ahᵐbjuuⁿ [2J ] 
L V.HCCVV 2 heart corazón ahkjuuⁿ [222] ahkjuuʔⁿ [22] ahkjuuⁿ [222] ahkjuuⁿ [2J ] 
L V.HCV 2 box cajón ehna [22] ehnuʔ [22] ehnuu [222] ehnuuⁿ [2J ] 
L V.HCVG 2 chia chía ehjaʔⁿ [22] ehjuʔⁿ [22] ehjuuʔⁿ [22] ehjuuʔⁿ [2J ] 








English Spanish Base  1SG  3SG  3PL  
L V.HCVG 2 sun sol ahkaʔ [22] ahkjoʔ [22] ahkjooʔ [22] ahkjuuⁿ [2J ] 
L V.HCVG 2 iron fierro ahʷaʔⁿ [22] ahuʔⁿ [22] ahuuʔⁿ [222] ahuuʔⁿ [2J ] 
L V.HCVV 2 rain god señor de 
la lluvia 
ahkuuⁿ [222] ahkjuʔⁿ [22] ahkjuuⁿ [222] ahkjuuⁿ [2J ] 
L V.HCVV 2 vine bejuco ahmaa [222] ahmuʔ [22] ahmuu [222] ahmuu [2J ] 
L V.HCVVG 2 mole tuza ehᵑgiiʔ [222] ehᵑgjuʔ [22] ehᵑgjuuʔ [222] ehᵑgjuuʔⁿ [2J ] 
L VG.CV 2 woman mujer / 
esposa 
aʔgu [22] aʔgjuʔ [22] aʔgjuu [222] aʔgjuuⁿ [2J ] 
L VG.CV 2 basket tenate eʔʃa [22] eʔʃoʔ [22] eʔʃoo [222] eʔʃuuⁿ [2J ] 
L VG.CV 2 skunk zorillo iʔka [22] iʔkoʔ [22] iʔkoo [222] iʔkuuⁿ [2J ] 
L VG.CV 2 crocodile cocodrilo iʔku [22] iʔkjuʔ [22] iʔkjuu [222] iʔkjuuⁿ [2J ] 
L VG.V 2 reed carrizo iʔiⁿ [22] iʔjuʔⁿ [11] iʔjuuⁿ [222] iʔjuuⁿ [2J ] 
L VG.V 2 iguana iguana aʔuⁿ [22] aʔuʔⁿ [22] aʔuuⁿ [2a ] aʔuuⁿ [2J ] 
L CCV 1 flat llano ʃkʷa [2] ʃkoʔ [2] ʃkoo [22] ʃkuuⁿ [J ] 
L CCVG 1 anger coraje snaʔ [2] snuʔ [2] snuuʔ [22] snuuʔⁿ [J ] 
L CCVG 1 left hand surdo o 
mano 
izquierda 
ʃtiʔ [2] ʃtijuʔ [22] ʃtijuuʔ [222] ʃtijuuʔⁿ [2J ] 
L CCVV 1 party fiesta ⁿdʒaa [22] ⁿdʒoʔ [2] ⁿdʒoo [22] ⁿdʒuuⁿ [J ] 
L CCVV 1 small bowl jícara ʃwaa [22] ʃoʔ [22] ʃoo [222] ʃuuuⁿ [2J ] 








English Spanish Base  1SG  3SG  3PL  
L CCVV 1 corn plant milpa 
(una 
planta) 
ʃtoo [22] ʃtauʔ [22] ʃtauu [222] ʃtauuⁿ [2J ] 






guʔⁿ [2] gjuʔⁿ [2] gjuuʔ ⁿ [22] gjuuʔⁿ [J ] 
L CVG 1 wall muro o 
pared 
ʃuʔⁿ [2] ʃjuʔⁿ [2] ʃjuuʔⁿ [22] ʃjuuʔⁿ [J ] 
L CVV 1 worm gusano, 
lombriz 
juuⁿ [22] juʔⁿ [2] juuⁿ [22] juuⁿ [J ] 
L CVV 1 squirrel ardilla jaa [22] joʔ [2] joo [22] juuⁿ [J ] 
L CVV 1 cloud nube duuⁿ [22] djuʔⁿ [2] djuuⁿ [22] djuuⁿ [J ] 
L CVV 1 armadillo armadillo gaa [22] gjoʔ [2] gjoo [22] gjuuⁿ [J ] 




ʃoo [22] ʃoʔ [2] ʃoo [22] ʃuuⁿ [J ] 
L CVV 1 corncob mazorca jaa [22] jauʔ [22] jauu [222] jauuⁿ [2J ] 
L CVVG 1 pine marten marta kuuʔⁿ [22] kjuʔⁿ [2] kjuuʔⁿ [22] kjuuʔⁿ [J ] 
L CVVG 1 macaw guacama-
ya 
ᵐbooʔ [22] ᵐboʔ [2] ᵐbooʔ [22] ᵐbouuʔⁿ [J ] 
L CVVG 1 flea pulga juuʔⁿ [22] juʔⁿ [22] juuʔⁿ [222] juuʔⁿ [J ] 
L HCVG 1 sun sol hkaʔ [2] hkoʔ [2] hkooʔ [22] hkuuʔⁿ [J ] 
L HCVG 1 dew rocío, 
sereno 
hmaʔ [2] hmuʔ  [2] hmuuʔ [22] hmuuʔⁿ [J ] 








English Spanish Base  1SG  3SG  3PL  
L HCVVG 1 weasel comadre-
ja 
hkuuʔⁿ [22] hkjuʔⁿ [2] hkjuuʔⁿ [22] hkjuuʔⁿ [J ] 
L V-V 1 vapor vapor i-i [22] ijuʔ [22] ijuu [222] ijuuⁿ [2J ] 
HM CCCV.HV 2 wart lunar spjaha [43] spjohoʔ  [43] spjohoo [422] spjuhuuⁿ [444] 
HM CCV.CVV 2 avocado aguacate ʃⁿdudiiⁿ [433] ʃⁿdudjuʔⁿ [43] ʃⁿdudjuuⁿ [433] ʃⁿdudjuuⁿ [4C ] 




ʃnaduuⁿ [433] ʃnadjuʔⁿ [43] ʃnadjuuⁿ [433] ʃnadjuuⁿ [444] 
HM CV.CV 2 cave cueva sijuⁿ [43] sijuʔⁿ [43] sijuuⁿ [433] sijuuⁿ [444] 
HM CV.CV 2 sandal huarache tʃada [43] tʃadoʔ [43] tʃadoo [433] tʃaduuⁿ [444] 
HM CV.CV 2 double chin papada tʃaga [43] tʃagoʔ [43] tʃagoo [433] tʃaguuⁿ [444] 
HM CV.CV 2 palate paladar ʃaka [43] ʃakoʔ [43] ʃakoo [433] ʃakuuⁿ [444] 
HM CV.CVV 2 toy (type) juguete 
(tip.) 
biluu [433] biljuʔ [43] biljuu [433] biljuuⁿ [444] 
HM CV.CVV 2 leader comisario tuᵑgaa [433] tuᵑgjoʔ [43] tuᵑgjoo [433] tuᵑgjuuⁿ [444] 
HM CV.CVVG 2 grandmoth-
er 
abuela ʃijaaʔⁿ [433] ʃijuʔⁿ [43] ʃijuuʔⁿ [433] ʃijuuʔⁿ [444] 
HM CV.HCCV 2 buttocks nalga nihʃtuⁿ [43] nihʃtuʔⁿ [43] nihʃtuuⁿ [433] nihʃtuuⁿ [444] 
HM CV.HCV 2 lizard lagartija tʃihⁿdu [43] tʃihⁿdjuʔ [43] tʃihⁿdjuu [433] tʃihⁿdjuuⁿ [444] 
HM CV.HCV 2 shadow sombra ⁿdahkʷa [43] ⁿdahkoʔ [43] ⁿdahkoo [433] ⁿdahkuuⁿ [444] 
HM CV.HCVV 2 spider (sp.) araña 
zancuda 
sihtuuⁿ [433] sihtjuʔⁿ [43] sihtjuuⁿ [433] sihtjuuⁿ [444] 








English Spanish Base  1SG  3SG  3PL  




dʒahuʔ [43] dʒahuʔ [43] dʒahuu [433] dʒahuuⁿ [444] 
HM CVG.CV 2 mucus moco biʔʃa [43] biʔʃoʔ [43] biʔʃoo [433] biʔʃuuⁿ [444] 
HM CVG.CV 2 grasshopper chapulín seʔbu [43] seʔbjuʔ [43] seʔbjuu [433] seʔbjuuⁿ [444] 
HM CVG.V 2 vulture zopilote dʒaʔaⁿ [43] dʒaʔuʔⁿ [43] dʒaʔuuⁿ [433] dʒaʔuuⁿ [444] 
HM HCV.CV 2 bean plant planta de 
frijol 
hnima [43] hnimuʔ [43] hnimuu [433] hnimuu [444] 
HM CCVV 1 cloth ropa ʃtiiⁿ [c ] ʃtijuʔⁿ [44] ʃtijuuⁿ [4c ] ʃtijuuⁿ [444] 
HM CVV 1 ravine barranca boo [c ] boʔ [4] boo [c ] buuⁿ [44] 
HL CCCV.CVG 2 tree bark 
used to tie 
something 
majagua ʃtdumaʔ [44] ʃtdumuʔ [44] ʃtdumuuʔ [4j ] ʃtdumuuʔ [4J ] 
HL CCCV.HVG 2 prickly pear nopal ʃtdahuʔ [42] ʃtdahjuʔ [42] ʃtdahjuuʔ [422] ʃtdahjuuʔⁿ [4J ] 
HL CCV.CV 2 rod vara ʃkʷija [44] ʃkʷijoʔ [44] ʃkʷijoo [4j ] ʃkʷijuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CCV.CV 2 chilote chilote ʃlote [44] ʃlotjuʔ [44] ʃlotjuu [4j ] ʃlotjuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CCV.CV 2 tepache tepache ʃloti [44] ʃlotjuʔ [44] ʃlotjuu [4j ] ʃlotjuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CCV.CV 2 chicken pollo ʃtila [44] ʃtiljoʔ [44] ʃtiljoo [4j ] ʃtiljuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CCV.CV 2 knee rodilla dgomi [44] dgomjuʔ [44] dgomjuu [4j ] dgomjuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CCV.CV 2 hat sombrero ʃtedi [c2] ʃtedjuʔ [c2] ʃtedjuu [c22] ʃtedjuuⁿ [cJ ] 
HL CCV.HCVV 2 pine (sp.) ocote ʃkohⁿdoo [422] ʃkohⁿdjoʔ [42] ʃkohⁿdjoo [422] ʃkuhⁿdjuuⁿ [4J ] 








English Spanish Base  1SG  3SG  3PL  
HL CCV.HCVV 2 squirrel ardilla sdihjaa [422] sdihjoʔ [42] sdihjoo [422] sdihjuuʔⁿ [4J ] 
HL CCV.HCVV 2 acorn bellota ʃⁿduhtuuⁿ [422] ʃⁿduhtjuʔⁿ [42] ʃⁿduhtjuuⁿ [422] ʃⁿduhtjuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CCV.HCVV
G 
2 bunch manojo ʃtahʃuuʔ [422] ʃtahʃuʔ [42] ʃtahʃuuʔ [422] ʃtahʃuuʔⁿ [4J ] 
HL CCV.HV 2 bird (sp.) ave (esp.) skaha [42] skahoʔ [42] skahoo [422] skahuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CCV 2 tray bandeja ʃuʃwa [42] ʃuʃoʔ [42] ʃuʃoo [422] ʃuʃuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CCV 2 bucket cubeta baldi [44] baldjuʔ [44] baldjuu [4j ] baldjuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CCV 2 catapult resortera tʃalpi [44] tʃalpjuʔ [44] tʃalpjuu [4j ] tʃalpjuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CCV 2 catapult resortera tʃadpi [44] tʃadpjuʔ [44] tʃadpjuu [4j ] tʃadpjuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CCV 2 disk disco de 
CD o DVD 
disku [44] diskjuʔ [44] diskjuu [4j ] diskjuuʔⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CCV 2 vegetable 
compost 
basura naska [44] naskoʔ [44] naskoo [4j ] naskuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CCVG 2 godfather compadre ᵐbaljoʔ [44] ᵐbaljoʔ [44] ᵐbaljooʔ [4j ] ᵐbaljuuʔⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CCVG 2 godmother comadre maljoʔ [44] maljoʔ [44] maljooʔ [4j ] maljuuʔⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CV 2 horse caballo gʷaju [44] gʷajuʔ [44] gʷajuu [4j ] gʷajuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CV 2 papaya papaya paja [44] pajoʔ [44] pajoo [4j ] pajuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CV 2 yucca izote beʃu [44] beʃjuʔ [44] beʃjuu [4j ] beʃjuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CV 2 donkey burro budu [44] budjuʔ [44] budjuu [4j ] budjuuⁿ [4J ] 








English Spanish Base  1SG  3SG  3PL  
HL CV.CV 2 pocket bolsillo buʃa [44] buʃoʔ [44] buʃoo [4j ] buʃuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CV 2 spoon cucharra tʃala [44] tʃaloʔ [44] tʃaloo [4j ] tʃaluuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CV 2 machete machete tʃidi [44] tʃidjuʔ [44] tʃidjuu [4j ] tʃidjuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CV 2 knife cuchillo tʃilu [44] tʃiljuʔ [44] tʃiljuu [4j ] tʃiljuuⁿ [4J ] 





gudi [44] gudjuʔ [44] gudjuu [4j ] gudjuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CV 2 cheese queso kesu [44] kesjuʔ [44] kesjuu [4j ] kesjuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CV 2 hill cerro kuba [44] koboʔ [44] koboo [4j ] kubuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CV 2 pencil lápiz lapi [44] lapjuʔ  [44] lapjuu  [4j ] lapjuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CV 2 lasso trenza lasu [44] lasjuʔ [44] lasjuu [4j ] lasjuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CV 2 orange naranja laʃa [44] laʃoʔ [44] laʃoo [4j ] laʃuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CV 2 Byrsonima 
crassifolia 
(plant/fruit) 
nanche luʃu [44] luʃjuʔ [44] luʃjuu [4j ] luʃjuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CV 2 candle vela ⁿdela [44] ⁿdeloʔ [44] ⁿdeloo [4j ] ⁿdeluuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CV 2 zapote zapote daga [44] dagjoʔ [44] dagjooʔ [4j ] dagjuuʔⁿ [4J ] 




deki [44] dekjuʔ [44] dekjuu [4j ] dekjuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CV 2 fat grasa sebu [44] sebuʔ [44] sebuu [4j ] sebuuⁿ [4J ] 








English Spanish Base  1SG  3SG  3PL  
HL CV.CV 2 earwig tijera ʃeli [44] ʃeljuʔ [44] ʃeljuu [4j ] ʃeljuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CV 2 seat silla ʃili [44] ʃiljuʔ [44] ʃiljuu [4j ] ʃiljuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CV 2 plate plato ʃuba [44] ʃoboʔ [44] ʃoboo [4j ] ʃubuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CV 2 onion cebolla maga [44] magoʔ [44] magoo [4j ] maguuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CV 2 tarp nylon maᵑga [44] maᵑgjoʔ [44] maᵑgjoo [4j ] maᵑgjuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CV 2 leucaena 
(plant sp.) 
guaje naʃa [44] naʃoʔ [44] naʃoo [4j ] naʃuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CVG 2 gruel atole guwaʔⁿ [44] guuʔⁿ [44] guuuʔⁿ [4j ] guuuʔⁿ [444] 
HL CV.CVG 2 bird (sp.) ave (esp.) siwiʔ [44] siβ̞juʔ [44] siβ̞juuʔ [4j ] siβ̞juuʔⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CVG 2 parakeet perico siwiʔ [44] sijuʔ [44] sijuuʔ [4j ] sijuuʔⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CVG 2 crack rajadura suwaʔ [44] suoʔ [44] suooʔ [4j ] suuuʔⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CVG 2 blanket sarape, 
cobija 
ʃajaʔ [44] ʃajoʔ [44] ʃajooʔ [4j ] ʃajuuʔⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CVG 2 tamale tamal ʃuwaʔ [44] ʃuoʔ [44] ʃuooʔ [4j ] ʃuuuʔⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CVG 2 dough masa ʃuwaʔ [44] ʃowoʔ [44] ʃowooʔ [4j ] ʃuwuuʔⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CVG 2 flower (?) flor de 
tecolón, 
sobrepalo 
baⁿduʔ [44] baⁿdjuʔ [44] baⁿdjuuʔ [4j ] baⁿdjuuʔⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CVG 2 mushroom hongo biʃaʔ [44] biʃoʔ [44] biʃooʔ [4j ] biʃuuʔⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CVG 2 Irish rose piñuela duguʔⁿ [44] dugjuʔⁿ [44] dugjuuʔⁿ [4j ] dugjuuʔⁿ [4J ] 








English Spanish Base  1SG  3SG  3PL  
HL CV.CVG 2 seed semilla sigaʔ [44] sigoʔ [44] sigooʔ [4j ] siguuʔⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CVG 2 net (kind) red (tipo) siᵐbiʔ [44] siᵐbjuʔ [44] siᵐbjuuʔ [4j ] siᵐbjuuʔⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CVG 2 mamey mamey dunaʔ [44] dunuʔ [44] dunuuʔ [4j ] dunuuʔ [4B ] 
HL CV.CVG 2 scar cicatriz sinaʔ [44] sinuʔ [44] sinuuʔ [4j ] sinuuʔ [4J ] 
HL CV.CVV 2 plum ciruela sidiiⁿ [4j ] sidjuʔⁿ [44] sidjuuⁿ [4j ] sidjuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CVV 2 drum tambor taᵐbuu [4j ] taᵐbjuʔ [44] taᵐbjuu [4j ] taᵐbjuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CVV 2 hair pelo, 
cabello, 
vellos 
tasuuⁿ [4j ] tasjuʔⁿ [44] tasjuuⁿ [4j ] tasjuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CVV 2 corral corral gulaa [4j ] goloʔ [44] goloo [4j ] guluuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CVV 2 violin violín debee [4j ] debjoʔ [44] debjoo [4j ] debjuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CVV 2 nut nuez sidaa [4j ] sidoʔ [44] sidoo [4j ] siduuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CVV 2 lime limón limuu [4j ] limjuʔ [44] limjuu [4j ] limjuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CVV 2 corn husk totomox-
tle 
nadoo [4j ] nadjoʔ [44] nadjoo [4j ] nadjuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.CVVG 2 rattle cascabel ⁿdauuʔ [4j ] ⁿdauʔ [44] ⁿdauuʔ [4j ] ⁿdauuʔⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.HCCVV 2 cat gato bihʃtuuⁿ [422] bihʃtjuʔⁿ [42] bihʃtjuuⁿ [422] bihʃtjuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.HCV 2 marrow tuétano ᵑgahsu [42] ᵑgahsuʔ [42] ᵑgahsuu [422] ᵑgahsuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.HCVG 2 jail cárcel gʷehʷaʔⁿ [42] gʷehuʔⁿ [42] gʷehuuʔⁿ [422] gʷehuuʔⁿ [4J ] 








English Spanish Base  1SG  3SG  3PL  
HL CV.HCVV 2 tile teja sehʷii [422] sehjuʔ [42] sehjuu [422] sehjuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.HCVV 2 money dinero buhkaa [422] bohkoʔ [42] bohkoo [422] buhkuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CV.HCVV 2 turkey guajolote tʃahᵐbaa [422] tʃahᵐbjoʔ [42] tʃahᵐbjoo [422] tʃahᵐbjuuⁿ [4J ] 




sihkuuⁿ [422] sihkjuʔⁿ [42] sihkjuuⁿ [422] sihkjuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CVG.CV 2 adobe adobe gaʔku [42] gaʔkjuʔ [42] gaʔkjuu [422] gaʔkjuuⁿ [4J ] 




guʔpaʔ [42] guʔpoʔ [42] guʔpooʔ [422] guʔpuuʔⁿ [4J ] 
HL HCV.CV 2 epazote epazote hmijaⁿ [42] hmijuʔⁿ [42] hmijuuⁿ [422] hmijuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL HCV.CV 2 father-in-
law 
suegro hmegu [42] hmegjuʔ [42] hmegjuu [422] hmegjuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL HCV.CV 2 skirt falda hnawuⁿ [44] hna.uʔⁿ [44] hna.uuⁿ [4j ] hna.uuⁿ [4J ] 
HL HCV.CVV 2 hen gallina hluᵐbaa [4j ] hloᵐbjoʔ [44] hloᵐbjoo [4j ] hluᵐbjuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL V.CV 2 garlic ajo aʃu [44] aʃjuʔ [44] aʃjuu [4j ] aʃjuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL V.CV 2 jicama jicama iga [44] igoʔ [44] igoo [4j ] iguuⁿ [4J ] 
HL V.CV 2 hour hora oda [44] odjoʔ [44] odjoo [4j ] odjuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL V.HCVV 2 wax cera ehtiiⁿ [422] ehtjuʔⁿ [42] ehtjuuⁿ [422] ehtjuuⁿ [4J ] 
HL CVV 1 peanut cacahuate sii [j ] sjuʔ [4] sjuu [j ] sjuuⁿ [44] 
MH CV.CV 2 nose nariz daka [34] dakoʔ [34] dakoo [3c ] dakuuⁿ [344] 








English Spanish Base  1SG  3SG  3PL  
MH CV.CV 2 charcoal carbón duta [34] dutoʔ [34] dutoo [3c ] dutuuⁿ [344] 
MH CV.CV 2 countryside monte ʃana [34] ʃanuʔ [34] ʃanuu [3c ] ʃanuu [344] 
MH CV.CVG 2 turkey guajolote 
(genérico) 
duⁿduʔ [34] duⁿdjuʔ [34] duⁿdjuuʔ [3c ] duⁿdjuuʔⁿ [344] 
MH CV.CVG 2 tail cola siliʔ [34] siljuʔ  [34] siljuuʔ  [3c ] siljuuʔⁿ [344] 
MH CV.CVV 2 debt deuda gidʒoo [344] dʒauʔ [34] dʒauu [3c ] dʒauuⁿ [344] 
MH CV.CVV 2 gall bladder vesícula 
biliar 
ⁿdijuu [3c ] ⁿdijuʔ [34] ⁿdijuu [3c ] ⁿdijuuⁿ [344] 
MH CV.CVV 2 leather strap mecapal ⁿdujaa [3c ] ⁿdojoʔ [34] ⁿdojoo [3c ] ⁿdujuuⁿ [344] 
MH CV.CVV 2 coffee café kapee [3c ] kapjuʔ [34] kapjuu [3c ] kapjuuⁿ [344] 
MH CV.CVV 2 councilor regidor diduu [3c ] didjuʔ [34] didjuu [3c ] didjuuⁿ [344] 
MH CV.CVV 2 sea mar lamaa [3c] lamuʔ [34] lamuu [3c ] lamuuⁿ [244] 
MH CV.CVV 2 earwig tijereta tumaa [3c] tumjuʔ [34] tumjuu [3c ] tumjuu [344] 
MH CV.CVVG 2 son-in-law yerno niguuʔⁿ [344] nigjuʔⁿ [34] nigjuuʔⁿ [3c ] nigjuuʔⁿ [344] 
MH CV.HCCV 2 rooster gallo bahʃta [34] bahʃtjoʔ [34] bahʃtjoo [3c ] bahʃtjuuⁿ [344] 
MH CV.HCVV 2 skirt falda gahnuu [3c ] gahnjuʔ [34] gahnjuu [3c ] gahnjuu [344] 
MH CV.V 2 hand mano  jauⁿ [34] jauʔⁿ [34] jauuʔⁿ [3c ] jauuʔⁿ [3C ] 
MH CVG.CV 2 house casa guʔwa [34] goʔoʔ [34] goʔoo [3c ] guʔuuⁿ [344] 








English Spanish Base  1SG  3SG  3PL  
MH HCVG.CV 2 gray hair cana hᵑgiʔʃa [3c] hᵑgiʔʃoʔ [34] hᵑgiʔʃoo [3c] hᵑgiʔʃuuⁿ [344] 
MH V.CV 2 herb hierba ina [34] inuʔ [34] inuu [3c] inuu [344] 




ewa [34] eoʔ [34] eoo [3c ] euuⁿ [344] 
MH V.CV 2 straw mat petate agu [34] aguʔ [34] aguu [3c ] aguuⁿ [344] 
MH V.CV 2 excrement exremen-
to 
aᵐba [34] aᵐboʔ [34] aᵐboo [3c ] aᵐbuuⁿ [344] 
MH V.CV 2 salt sal idu [34] iduʔ [34] iduu [3c ] iduuⁿ [344] 
MH V.CV 2 rock piedra isi [34] isjuʔ [34] isjuu [3c ] isjuuⁿ [344] 




ejuʔⁿ [34] ejuʔⁿ [34] ejuuʔⁿ [3c ] ejuuʔⁿ [344] 
MH V.CVG 2 hole hoyo ijaʔⁿ [34] ijuʔⁿ [34] ijuuʔⁿ [3c ] ijuuʔⁿ [344] 
MH V.CVV 2 rice arroz aduu [3c ] adjuʔ [34] adjuu [3c ] adjuuⁿ [344] 
MH V.HCV 2 corn maíz ehʃi [34] ehʃuʔ [34] ehʃuu [3c ] ehʃuuⁿ [344] 
MH V.HCVV 2 word palabra ahᵑgaa [3c ] ahᵑgoʔ [34] ahᵑgoo [3c ] ahᵑguuⁿ [244] 
MH VG.CV 2 incline subida aʔwaⁿ [34] aʔuʔⁿ [34] aʔuuⁿ [3c ] aʔuuⁿ [344] 
MH VG.CV 2 sin pecado aʔka [34] aʔkuʔⁿ [34] aʔkuuⁿ [3c ] aʔkuuⁿ [344] 
MH VG.CV 2 hail granizo eʔsi [34] eʔsjuʔ [34] eʔsjuu [3c ] eʔsjuuⁿ [344] 








English Spanish Base  1SG  3SG  3PL  
MH VG.CVG 2 bean insect insecto de 
frijol 
eʔᵐbuʔ [34] eʔᵐbjuʔ [34] eʔᵐbjuuʔ [3c ] eʔᵐbjuuʔⁿ [344] 
ML CCV.CVV 2 strength fuerza sjekii [322] sjekjuʔ [32] sjekjuu [322] sjekjuuⁿ [3J ] 
ML CV.CV 2 forest bosque ʃaʃi [32] ʃaʃjuʔ [32] ʃaʃjuu [322] ʃaʃjuuⁿ [3J ] 
ML CV.CV 2 bull toro  ʃedi [32] ʃedjuʔ [32] ʃedjuu [322] ʃedjuuⁿ [3J ] 
ML CV.CV 2 sheep borrego mugu [32] mugjuʔ [32] mugjuu [322] mugjuuⁿ [3J ] 
ML CV.CVG 2 summit punta de 
cerro 
misuʔ [32] misjuʔ [32] misjuuʔ [322] misjuuʔⁿ [3J ] 
ML CV.CVV 2 devil diablo giʃaa [322] giʃjoʔ [32] giʃjoo [322] giʃjuuⁿ [3J ] 
ML CV.CVV 2 path camino kaᵐbaa [322] kaᵐboʔ [32] kaᵐboo [322] kaᵐbuuⁿ [3J ] 
ML CV.CVV 2 yard patio deʃaa [322] deʃoʔ [32] deʃoo [322] deʃuuⁿ [3J ] 
ML CV.CVV 2 stubble rastrojo ʃadoo [322] ʃadjoʔ [32] ʃadjoo [322] ʃadjuuⁿ [3J ] 
ML CV.HCV 2 lard manteca jahsu [32] jahsuʔ [32] jahsuu [322] jahsuuⁿ [3J ] 
ML CV.HCVG 2 vomit vómito ⁿdihʃiʔ [32] ⁿdihʃuʔ [32] ⁿdihʃuuʔ [322] ⁿdihʃuuʔⁿ [3J ] 
ML CV.HCVG 2 shame pena, 
vergüenza 
mahtiʔ [32] mahtjuʔ [32] mahtjuuʔ [322] mahtjuuʔⁿ [3J ] 
ML CVG.CV 2 vein vena, 
arteria 
gaʔku [32] gaʔkjuʔ [32] gaʔkjuuʔ [322] gaʔkuuⁿ [3J ] 
ML CVG.CV 2 morning mañana miʔtʃa [32] miʔtʃoʔ [32] miʔtʃoo [322] miʔtʃuuⁿ [3J ] 
ML V.CV 2 head cabeza edʒa [32] edʒuʔ [32] edʒuu [322] edʒuuⁿ [3J ] 








English Spanish Base  1SG  3SG  3PL  
ML V.CV 2 needle aguja isu [32] isuʔ [33] isuu [322] isuuⁿ [3J ] 
ML V.CV 2 bone hueso isu [32] isuʔ [32] isuu [322] isuuⁿ [3J ] 
ML V.CV 2 tree palo, leña iʃi [32] iʃuʔ [32] iʃuu [322] iʃuuⁿ [3J ] 
ML V.CV 2 father papá ana [32] anuʔ [32] anuu [322] anuu [3J ] 
ML V.CV 2 baby bebe ada [32] aʔdjoʔ [34] aʔdjoo [3c ] aʔdjuuⁿ [344] 
LH CCV.CV 2 lizard lagarto ʃkani [24] ʃkanjuʔ [24] ʃkanjuu [2c ] ʃkanjuuⁿ [244] 
LH CCV.CVG 2 chipile chipile ᵐbduwaʔ [24] ᵐbduwoʔ [24] ᵐbduwooʔ [2c ] ᵐbduwuuʔⁿ [244] 
LH CCV.HCV 2 butterfly mariposa ʃpihpi [24] ʃpihpjuʔ [24] ʃpihpjuu [2c ] ʃpihpjuuⁿ [244] 
LH CCVG.CVG 2 owl lechuza ʃpuʔpuʔⁿ [24] ʃpuʔpjuʔⁿ [24] ʃpuʔpjuuʔⁿ [2c ] ʃpuʔpjuuʔⁿ [244] 
LH CV.CV 2 eagle águila biju [24] bijuʔ [24] bijuu [2c ] bijuuⁿ [244] 
LH CV.CV 2 raccoon mapache gaju [24] gajuʔ [24] gajuu [2c ] gajuuⁿ [244] 
LH CV.CV 2 bromeliad 
(plant) 
bromelia badi [24] badjuʔ [24] badjuu [2c ] badjuuⁿ [244] 
LH CV.CV 2 chayote chayote dubu [34] dubuʔ [34] dubuu [3c ] dubuuⁿ [344] 
LH CV.CVG 2 wind viento, 
aire 
gijaʔⁿ [24] gijuʔⁿ [24] gijuuʔⁿ [2c ] gijuuʔⁿ [244] 
LH CV.CVG 2 scorpion alacrán ʃijuʔ [24] ʃijuʔ [24] ʃijuuʔ [2c ] ʃijuuʔⁿ [244] 
LH CV.CVVG 2 dog perro ʃuwaaʔⁿ [24] ʃujuʔⁿ [24] ʃujuuⁿ [2c ] ʃujuuⁿ [244] 
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LH CV.CVVG 2 mother madre dudaaʔ [244] duduʔ [24] duduu [2c ] duduuⁿ [244] 
LH CV.CVVG 2 aunt tía nijaaʔⁿ [244] nijuʔⁿ [24] nijuuⁿ [2c ] nijuuⁿ [244] 
LH CV.HCV 2 butterfly mariposa bihpi [24] bihpjuʔ [24] bihpjuu [2c ] bihpjuuⁿ [244] 
LH CV.HCV 2 mouse ratón sihni [24] sihnjuʔ [24] sihnjuu [2c ] sihnjuuʔ [244] 
LH CV.HCVG 2 jarilla 
(plant) 
jarilla ʃihʃuʔⁿ [24] ʃihʃjuʔⁿ [24] ʃihʃjuuʔⁿ [2c ] ʃihʃjuuʔⁿ [244] 
LH CV.HCVG 2 animal animal ʃuhkuʔ [24] ʃuhkjuʔ [24] ʃuhkjuu [2c ] ʃuhkjuuⁿ [244] 
LH CVG.CVG 2 robber ladrón kuʔwaʔ [24] koʔoʔ [24] koʔooʔ [2c ] kuʔuuʔⁿ [244] 
LH CVG.CVG 2 crayfish cangrejo ʃaʔwiʔ [24] ʃaʔjuʔ [24] ʃaʔjuuʔ [2c ] ʃaʔjuuʔⁿ [244] 
LH CVG.CVG 2 butterfly 
larva 
cuetla tuʔmaʔ [24] tuʔmuʔ [24] tuʔmuuʔ [2j ] tuʔmuuʔⁿ [2J ] 
LH CVG.CVVG 2 daughter-in-
law 
nuera guʔguuʔⁿ [244] guʔgjuʔⁿ [24] guʔgjuuʔⁿ [2c ] guʔgjuuʔⁿ [244] 
LH CVG.CVVG 2 hummingbir
d 
colibrí suʔsuuʔⁿ [244] suʔsjuʔⁿ [24] suʔsjuuʔⁿ [2c ] suʔsjuuʔⁿ [244] 
LH V.HCVV 2 firefly lucierna-
ga 
ihtuu [244] ihtjuʔ [24] ihtjuu [2c ] ihtjuuⁿ [244] 
LHL VG.CVV 2 roadrunner correca-
minos 
iʔduuⁿ [2j ] iʔdjuʔⁿ [24] iʔdjuuⁿ [2j ] iʔdjuuⁿ [244] 
LM CCV.HCV 2 oak (sp.) encino 
blanco 
ʃtahpa [23] ʃtahpoʔ [23] ʃtahpoo [233] ʃtahpuuⁿ [244] 
LM CCV.HCVV 2 shoulder hombro ʃpahpoo [233] ʃpahpoʔ [23] ʃpahpoo [233] ʃpahpuuⁿ [244] 
LM CV.CV 2 bird (sp.) un ave dusi [23] dusjuʔ [23] dusjuu [233] dusjuuⁿ [244] 
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LM CV.CVV 2 frog rana goboo [233] gobjoʔ [23] gobjoo [233] gubjuuʔⁿ [244] 
LM CV.HCCVV 2 thick chili 
sauce 
pipián duhʃkuuⁿ [233] duhʃkjuʔⁿ [23] duhʃkjuuⁿ [233] duhʃkjuuⁿ [244] 
LM CV.HCV 2 eyelash pestaña suhtu [23] suhtuʔ [23] suhtuu [233] suhtuuⁿ [244] 
LM CV.HCVVG 2 goat chivo suhtuuʔⁿ [233] suhtjuʔⁿ [23] suhtjuuʔⁿ [233] suhtjuuʔⁿ [244] 
LM CV.HCVVG 2 spark chispa, 
dios del 
fuego 
bahsuuʔⁿ [233] bahsjuʔⁿ [23] bahsjuuʔⁿ [233] bahsjuuʔⁿ [244] 
LM CV.HCVVG 2 fog neblina duhᵐbaaʔ [233] duhᵐboʔ [23] duhᵐboo [233] duhᵐbuuʔⁿ [244] 
LM CV.HV 2 rabbit conejo wahiⁿ [23] wahjuʔⁿ [23] wahjuuⁿ [233] wahjuuⁿ [244] 
LM CVG.V 2 back of the 
knee 
corva daʔa [23] doʔoʔ [23] doʔoo [233] duʔuuⁿ [244] 
LM V.CV 2 plague plaga ewi [23] ejuʔ [23] ejuu [233] ejuuⁿ [244] 
LM V.CV 2 pig marrano aga [23] agjoʔ [23] agjoo [233] agjuuⁿ [244] 
LM V.CVV 2 worm gusano adoo [233] adjoʔ [23] adjoo [233] adjuuⁿ [244] 
LM V.CVV 2 stink bug jumil eᵐbii [233] eᵐbjuʔ [23] eᵐbjuu [233] eᵐbjuuⁿ [244] 
LM V.CVV 2 uncle tío amaa [233] amuʔ [23] amuu [233] amuuⁿ [244] 
LM V.CVVG 2 jaguar tigre eⁿdiiʔ [233] eⁿdjuʔ [23] eⁿdjuuʔ [233] eⁿdjuuʔⁿ [244] 
LM V.HCV 2 leaf cutter 
ant 
chicatana ahʷaⁿ [23] ahuʔⁿ [23] ahuuⁿ [233] ahuuⁿ [244] 
LM VG.CV 2 bee abeja aʔma [23] aʔmjuʔ [23] aʔmjuu [233] aʔmjuu [244] 
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M CV.CV.CV 3 toad sapo dagaba [333] dagabjoʔ [333] dagabjoo [3333] dagabjuuⁿ [3344] 
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APPENDIX B  
VERBS 
This appendix presents tables of adjectives and different verb classes. 
Table 67. Adjectives 
Under. 
Melody 
English Base 1SG 3SG 
H cold ᵑgúwáⁿ ᵑgúwúúⁿ ᵑgúwáāⁿ 
H reddish ʃáníʔ ʃánjúúʔⁿ ʃáníīʔ 
H cold gʷéʔsí gʷéʔsjúúⁿ gʷéʔsíī 
M light bīpī bīpjúúⁿ bīpīī 
M green māʃāʔ māʃúúʔⁿ māʃāāʔ 
M wet ʃtīʔtīʔ ʃtīʔtjúúʔⁿ ʃtīʔtīīʔ 
M straight hmbū hmbjúúⁿ hmbīī 
L thick mìdù mìdùùⁿ mìdìì 
L heavy kìwù kìwùùⁿ kìwìì 
L hidden ᵑgùʔà ᵑgùʔùùⁿ ᵑgùʔàà 
L long ᵐbàʔ ᵐbàjúúʔⁿ ᵐbàììʔ 
L large ᵐbàà ᵐbùùⁿ ᵐbàà 
MH spicy mīwúʔⁿ mīwúúʔⁿ mīwíīʔⁿ 
MH hollow mīhtʃú mīhtʃúúⁿ mīhtʃíī 
MH white mīʔʃá mīʔʃúúⁿ mīʔʃáā 
ML sour mīgàʔ mīgùùʔⁿ mīgààʔ 




Table 68. Intransitive verbs using Set A suffixes 
Under. 
Melody 




H be afraid nāmíjúūⁿ nāmíjúúⁿ támíjúūⁿ támíjúúⁿ 
H die nākájúūⁿ nākájúúⁿ tákájúūⁿ tákájúúⁿ 
H freeze nàkʷéʔsúū nàkʷéʔsúúⁿ tákʷéʔsúū tákʷéʔsúúⁿ 
H become sad nāhmúū nāhmúúⁿ   
H dawn nāhsúū nāhsúúⁿ táhsúū táhsúúⁿ 
M be amazed nāmāhkūū nāmāhkúúⁿ támāhkūū támāhkúúⁿ 
M accustom nāgāʔūūⁿ nāgāʔúúⁿ tágāʔūūⁿ tágāʔúúⁿ 
M be content nādʒūū nādʒúúⁿ tádʒūū tádʒúúⁿ 
M be lazy nāskōō nāskúúⁿ táskōō táskúúⁿ 
M awake nāhsūū nāhsúúⁿ táhsūū táhsúúⁿ 
L be hungry nàʃkìdʒùù nàʃkìdʒùùⁿ táʃkìdʒùù táʃkìdʒùùⁿ 
L be cautious nàsùmùù nàsùmùúⁿ tásùmùù tásùmùúⁿ 
L get up nàtùhʃùù nàtùhʃùùⁿ tátùhʃùù tátùhʃùùⁿ 
L hurry nātʃòò nātʃùùⁿ tátʃòò tátʃùùⁿ 
L be able nāʔᵑgòò nāʔᵑgùùⁿ táʔᵑgòò táʔᵑgùùⁿ 
HM leave nāgáhnūū nāgáhnúúⁿ tágáhnūū tágáhnūūⁿ 
HL suffocate nākáhʃùùʔ nākáhʃùùʔⁿ tákáhʃùùʔ tákáhʃùùʔⁿ 
MH remain nāgʷānúū nāgʷānúúⁿ tágʷānúū tágʷānúúⁿ 
ML get mad nāmāᵑgùùʔ nāmāᵑgùùʔⁿ támāᵑgùùʔ támāᵑgùùʔⁿ 




Table 69. Intransitive verbs using Set B suffixes 
Under. 
Melody 
English IFPV.1SG IPFV.3SG NEG.PFV.1SG NEG.PFV.3SG 
H shine nāʃpíbjúúʔⁿ nāʃpíb íīʔⁿ táʃpíbjúúʔⁿ táʃpíb íīʔⁿ 
H be empty nāhtʃjúúⁿ nāhtʃíī táhtʃjúúⁿ táhtʃíī 
M shatter nāmīgúúⁿ nāmīgʷīī támīg úúⁿ támīgʷīī 
M sweat nādūjúúʔⁿ nādūjāāʔ tádūjúúʔⁿ tádūjāāʔ 
M itch nāᵑgāʔúúⁿ nāᵑgāʔwīīⁿ táᵑgāʔúúⁿ táᵑgāʔwīīⁿ 
M burn nākúúⁿ nākāā tíkúúⁿ tíkāā 
M spoil nāʔgúúⁿ nāʔgāā tíʔgúúⁿ tíʔgāā 
M get stuck nāʔdúúⁿ nāʔdīī táʔdúúⁿ táʔdīī 
L flourish nàmìdjùùⁿ nàmìdìì támìdjùùⁿ támìdìì 
L grow nākjùùⁿ nākìì tákjùùⁿ tákìì 
L harden nāgùùʔⁿ nāgʷììʔ tágùùʔⁿ tágʷììʔ 
L get drunk nāhᵑgùùⁿ nāhᵑgàà táhᵑgùùⁿ táhᵑgàà 
L hurt nāʔkùùⁿ nāʔkʷìì táʔkùùⁿ táʔkʷìì 
HM shake nāgúʔúúⁿ nāgʷáʔāāⁿ tágúʔúúⁿ tágʷáʔāāⁿ 
HL disappear nātígùùⁿ nātígàà tátígùùⁿ tátígàà 
HL slip nāʃᵑgúhʃùùⁿ nāʃᵑgúhʃìì táʃᵑgúhʃùùⁿ táʃᵑgúhʃìì 
HL slide nāʃnúʔⁿdùùʔⁿ nāʃnúʔⁿd ììʔ táʃnúʔⁿdùùʔⁿ táʃnúʔⁿd ììʔ 
MH lose weight nāgīdjúúⁿ nāgīdíī tágīdjúúⁿ tágīdíī 
MH untie oneself nāʃtāhkúúʔⁿ nāʃtāhkʷíīʔ táʃtāhkúúʔⁿ táʃtāhkʷíīʔ 
MH break nāwīʔtúúⁿ nāwīʔtáā táwīʔtúúⁿ táwīʔtáā 
MH boil nāgūʔúúⁿ nāgāʔáā tágūʔúúⁿ tágāʔáā 
LM be born nàgàmúúⁿ nàgàmāā tágàmúúⁿ tágàmāā  
Table 70. Intransitives verbs using prefixes 
Under. 
Melody 
English 1SG 3SG NEG.3SG 
H marry (fem) nànúhúⁿ nānúhúⁿ tánúhúⁿ 
M observe nàjāmā nājāmā tájāmā 
M work nàjāhūʔⁿ nājāhūʔⁿ tájāhūʔⁿ 
HL sneeze nàdéʔsìʔⁿ nādéʔsìʔⁿ tádéʔsìʔⁿ 
ML peer out nàᵑgūtìjàʔ nāᵑgūtìjàʔ táᵑgūtìjàʔ  
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H lay down nàtámáʔ nàtámááʔⁿ nàtámáāʔ nātámáʔ nātámááʔⁿ nātámáāʔ tátámáʔ 
H reduce nàkdwígú nàkdwígʷííⁿ nàkdwígʷíī nākdwígú nākdwígʷííⁿ nākdwígʷíī tákdwígú 
H divide nàkʷíʔtá nàkʷíʔtááⁿ nàkʷíʔtáā nākʷíʔtá nākʷíʔtááⁿ nākʷíʔtáā tákʷíʔtá 
H sew nàʃmí nàʃmííⁿ nàʃmíī nāʔʃmí nāʔʃmí nāʔʃmíī táʔʃmí 
M fry nàdūwāʔ nàdūwááʔⁿ nàdūwāāʔ nādūwāʔ nādūwááʔⁿ nādūwāāʔ tádūwāʔ 
M touch nàʃkāhmā nàʃkāhmááⁿ nàʃkāhmāā nāʃkāhmā nāʃkāhmááⁿ nāʃkāhmāā táʃkāhmā 
L perforate nàdkùnà nàdkùnààⁿ nàdkùnàà nādkùnà nādkùnààⁿ nādkùnàà tádkùnà 
L exclude nàʃkdwìjàʔ nàʃkdwìjààʔⁿ nàʃkdwìjààʔ nāʃkdwìjàʔ nāʃkdwìjààʔⁿ nāʃkdwìjààʔ táʃkdwìjàʔ 
L sell nàgùhwà nàgùhwààⁿ nàgùhwàà nāgùhwà nāgùhwààⁿ nāgùhwàà tágùhwà 
L request nàⁿdàʔà nàⁿdàʔààⁿ nàⁿdàʔàà nāⁿdàʔà nāⁿdàʔààⁿ nāⁿdàʔàà táⁿdàʔà 
L buy nàsì nàsììⁿ nàsìì nāʔsì nāʔsììⁿ nāʔsìì táʔsì 
HM weigh nàgjáwāⁿ nàgjáwááⁿ nàgjáwāāⁿ nāgjáwāⁿ nāgjáwááⁿ nāgjáwāāⁿ tágjáwāⁿ 
HM hang nādáhkā nādáhkááⁿ nādáhkāā nādáhkā nādáhkááⁿ nādáhkāā tádáhkā 
HM scatter nàʃpdáʔā nàʃpdáʔááⁿ nàʃpdáʔāā nāʃpdáʔā nāʃpdáʔááⁿ nāʃpdáʔāā táʃpdáʔā 
HL lay down nàtígà nàtígààⁿ nàtígàà nātígà nātígààⁿ nātígàà tátígà 
HL unstitch nāʃkʷíhʃìʔ nāʃkʷíhʃììʔⁿ nāʃkʷíhʃììʔ nāʃkʷíhʃìʔ nāʃkʷíhʃììʔⁿ nāʃkʷíhʃììʔ táʃkʷíhʃìʔ 
HL revoke nàʃpáʔdìʔ nàʃpáʔdììʔⁿ nàʃpáʔdììʔ nāʃpáʔdìʔ nāʃpáʔdììʔⁿ nāʃpáʔdììʔ táʃpáʔdìʔ 
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